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ABSTRACT 
With the development of artificial intelligence, computer pattern recognition 

has also been applied in different scenarios. This thesis focuses on facial 

expression recognition to improve the generalisation ability of the model, and 

the accuracy of the facial expression recognition system. Various facial 

expression recognition models and systems have been proposed. However, 

when applied to other untrained datasets, the performance is often suboptimal. 

The innovation of this thesis lies in the processing of the dataset to improve 

the generalisation ability of the model by using local abstract features. By 

extracting the main local features, analysing the facial expression information 

contained in the local regions and sorting the local regions, better input data 

choices can be provided for other facial expression recognition systems. By 

using local binary patterns and support vector machine experiments, I found 

that the mouth contains more facial expression information. Local regions can 

effectively improve the generalisation ability of the model. The regions selected 

are the eyes and eyebrow region, the nose and mouth region and the mouth 

and chin region. The eyes region and the mouth and chin region seem to ‘hold’ 

most clues to a person’s mood. Three local facial expression features were 

experimentally combined. When the features of the eyes, nose and mouth 

were combined, the recognition accuracy was 50.23%. This result indicates a 

significant improvement in recognition results compared with the cross-

database FER results reported in the literature, and the 5.71% increase in 

recognition accuracy is a significant improvement. The results of three applied 

algorithms for local regions of different sizes are analysed. The general trend 

is that as facial expression information is lost in most regions, the recognition 

accuracy also decreases. For machine-based recognition systems, the eye 

region and mouth region carry most of the useful information about a person’s 

emotional state. However, the relatively low importance of the nose region for 

the facial expression recognition task can sometimes interfere with the 

experimental results, particularly when the number of training images is limited. 

When the input data are improved without changing the research model and 

are preprocessed, the effective facial expression area is extracted instead of 

using the full face for input. This process can effectively improve the accuracy 
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of facial expression recognition and improve the method ability of the model. 

That is, when using untrained data for testing, better effective results can be 

obtained, which is conducive to the use of the model in reality. 
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Abstract: Facial expression recognition (FER) in the context of machine learning 

refers to a solution whereby a computer vision system can be trained and used to 

automatically detect the emotion of a person from a presented facial image. FER 

presents a difficult image classification problem that has received increasing attention 

over recent years mainly due to the availability of powerful hardware for system 

implementation and the greater number of possible applications in everyday life. 

However, the FER problem has not yet been fully resolved, with the diversity of 

captured facial images from which the type of expression or emotion is to be detected 

being one of the main obstacles. Ready-made image databases have been compiled 

by researchers to train and test the developed FER algorithms. Most of the reported 

algorithms perform relatively well when trained and tested on a single-database but 

offer significantly inferior results when trained on one database and then tested using 

facial images from an entirely different database. This paper deals with the cross-

database FER problem by proposing a novel approach which aggregates local region 

features from the eyes, nose and mouth and selects the optimal classification 

techniques for this specific aggregation. The conducted experiments show a 

substantial improvement in the recognition results when compared to similar cross-

database tests reported in other works. This paper confirms the idea that, for images 

originating from different databases, focus should be given to specific regions while 

less attention is paid to the face in general and other facial sections. 
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Exploration to Improve the Accuracy of Facial Expression Recognition 

via Extracting Different Local Facial Feature Information 

 

Abstract: Different parts of our face contribute to overall facial expression in 

different ways. This paper investigates the importance of the main sections of the 

human face to overall facial expression in the framework of automatic facial 

expression recognition (FER). In the context of machine learning, FER refers to a 

problem where a computer vision system is trained to automatically detect the facial 

expression from a presented facial image. This is a difficult image classification 

problem, as yet not fully solved, which has received significant attention over recent 

years, mainly due to the increased number of possible applications in everyday life. 

To establish to what extent different sections of the human face contribute to overall 

facial expression, various sections have been extracted from a set of facial images 

and used as an input into three different FER systems. The results, in terms of the 

recognition rates for each facial section, confirm the notion that various regions of the 

face have different levels of importance regarding the accuracy rate achieved by an 

associated FER system. Thus, for images originating from different facial image 

databases or even a real-life scenario involving facial images, it might be of value to 

focus on certain specific regions while paying less attention to other less important 

facial sections as well as the face in general. 
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Chapter 1  INTRODUCTION 
The Oxford learner’s dictionary defines emotion as ‘a strong feeling such as 

love, fear or anger; the part of a person’s character that consists of feelings’. 

Emotions play an important role in influencing the manner in which people 

think and behave. The emotions people feel every day force them to act 

accordingly and influence their decisions [1]. Emotions are most readily 

described by reference to gestures, facial expressions or labels that may be 

used to express them and description [2]. Researchers divided emotions into 

six basic categories (i.e. anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and 

surprise), which are also known as primary emotions [1]. High-level emotions, 

such as depression, confusion and boredom, also exist [3]. Emotions are an 

inevitable part of interpersonal communication. They can be expressed in 

many different forms, which may or may not be observed with the naked eye. 

Therefore, with the right tools, any indication before or after the emotional 

change can be detected and identified. Over the past few years, the need to 

detect one’s emotions has increased, and human emotion recognition has 

gained growing interest, including but not limited to human–machine interfaces, 

animation, medicine and security [4]. 

Emotional expressions can be divided into verbal and nonverbal 

expressions. Nonverbal communication plays a vital role in interpersonal 

communication. Amongst them, facial expressions and gestures are absolutely 

important in human communication because they can directly express 

information. In addition, these nonverbal signals can add clues, information 

and meaning to spoken (verbal) communication. Some studies have estimated 

that approximately 60% to 80% of communication is nonverbal [5]. These 

signals include facial expressions, eye contact and intonation, gestures and 

physical distance [6]. In real life, 55% of human emotions can be expressed 

through facial expressions [7][8]. 

The performance of human emotions also depends on various physiological 

signals, which can be divided into postural and nonpostural physiological 

signals. Nonpostural analysis needs to rely on additional physiological signal 

analysis, such as body temperature changes and heart rate changes 

[9][10][11][12][13]. However, these physiological signals need to be measured 
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closely, but obtaining response signals in practice is often difficult or 

impossible. Compared with these physiological signals, for example, body 

temperature and heart rate, postural physiological signals can relatively obtain 

human emotional information easily, which can be recorded and analysed by 

cameras [14]. 

Emotion recognition can be performed using different features, such as 

facial expressions [15][16][17], speech [18][19], EEG [20] and even text [21]. 

Amongst these features, facial expressions are the most popular for several 

reasons. The main reason for their popularity is that they are visible, they 

contain many useful features for emotion recognition and the collection of large 

face datasets (more than other human identification means) is easier [4][15]. 

Therefore, a proven strategy for measuring individuals’ emotional 

responses is to track their facial expressions [22][23]. Facial expressions are 

used for nonverbal communication. They are considered indicators of feeling, 

which can express a person’s emotional state [3][24] and instantly identify a 

person’s emotion [25]. 

Biologically distinguishing facial expressions is a fundamental function of 

the human brain. Although how emotions are represented in the brain has long 

been debated, identifying common and specific neural representations of facial 

expressions is also complex [26]. Facial expressions have been studied in 

infants [26] and generally across cultures and ethnicities [27][28]. 

The classical methods of analysing facial emotional responses are expert 

observations, such as the facial action coding system [29][30] or direct 

measurement of facial muscle activity electromyography [30]. However, both 

are very time-consuming in terms of application and analysis [31]. A potential 

alternative to facilitate, standardise and scale facial expression research is 

image-based facial expression recognition (FER) [31]. Although facial 

expression is a universal language that can widely and directly present 

emotions and feelings [32], FER is a challenge in the field of computer vision. 

A common expectation is that a machine will be able to understand and 

interpret human emotions; regrettably, no machine can utilise emotions to 

communicate. Enabling machines to recognise human behaviour is an area 

that has progressively developed rapidly in recent years. The FER task aims 

to identify emotions from facial images [6]. 
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Image recognition is a technique that uses computers to process, analyse 

and understand images to identify different patterns of objects. It is the main 

research direction in the field of computer vision and plays an important role in 

image-based intelligent data acquisition and processing. Image recognition 

technology can efficiently perform detection and recognition of specific target 

objects (i.e. handwritten characters, products or faces), image classification 

and labelling and subjective image quality assessment. At present, image 

recognition technology has a broad commercial market and optimistic 

application prospects in Internet application products, such as image retrieval, 

product recommendation, user behaviour analysis and face recognition. In 

addition, it has long-term development potential in high-tech industries, such 

as drones, autonomous driving and intelligent robots, and in many other fields, 

such as geology, medicine and biology [33]. 

Early image recognition systems mainly used the histogram of oriented 

gradients (HOG) and scale invariant and feature transform (SIFT) and then 

input the extracted features into a classifier for classification and recognition. 

HOG is a feature descriptor similar to SIFT. It is used for object detection in 

computer vision and image processing. This technique counts the occurrence 

of gradient directions locally in the image. This approach is highly similar to the 

edge orientation histogram and SIFT. The focus of the HOG descriptor is on 

the structure or shape of the object. It uses the magnitude and angle of the 

gradient to compute features. For each region of the image, it generates a 

histogram by using the magnitude and direction of the gradient. These 

functions are designed by hand. For different recognition problems, the 

extracted features will directly affect the performance of the system. Therefore, 

researchers need to further study the unsolved problem domain to design 

better adaptive features and improve the performance of the system. Image 

recognition systems in this period are often aimed at specific recognition tasks, 

with small data scales and poor generalisation ability. Thus, ideal recognition 

results in daily applications is difficult to achieve [33]. 

Later, deep learning (DL) was developed, which is a branch of 

representation learning based on artificial neural network data. DL includes 

supervised, semisupervised and unsupervised learning. In DL, deep neural 

networks (DNNs), deep belief networks (DBNs) and recurrent neural networks 
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have been widely used in speech recognition, computer vision, audio 

recognition, autonomous driving and natural language processing [33]. 

With the development of computers and machine learning (ML), the 

understanding of human emotional changes from images has also been 

deeply developed. With progress in the field of artificial intelligence and the 

emergence of human‒computer interaction systems, people are paying 

increasing attention to the analysis of human emotions by using computers. 

Emotion recognition has become one of the most active research areas in 

pattern recognition. Facial expressions have been studied in social and 

behavioural sciences over the past few decades. The study of machine 

recognition techniques for facial expressions has also become a hot and well-

studied topic [32]. FER technology is one of the latest developments in the field 

of ML and provides profound assistance to users through forensics, security 

and biometric applications [33]. 

Facial expression information can be classified in various ways. According 

to emotion classification, facial expression information can usually be divided 

into six typical facial expressions, namely, surprise, happiness, disgust, 

sadness, anger and fear ethnicities [27]. However, seven basic expressions 

are now recognised for identifying expressions; the other is neutrality [1][7][34]. 

According to the storage type of expression information, facial expression 

information can be divided into static and dynamic expression information [35]. 

Dynamic expression information is mainly based on picture sequences and 

videos, whereas static expression information can be further divided into two-

dimensional (2D) and three-dimensional (3D) facial expression information. 

According to the collection scene of expression information, facial expression 

information can be divided into laboratory collection data and expression data 

collection in the wild [35]. This research on FER aims to classify expression 

information into one of seven basic emotions [35]. The acquisition of 2D facial 

expression information is mainly through static pictures or dynamic videos. The 

main source of still pictures is photo collection. For video information, the facial 

expression sequence is intercepted. Video-based FER methods include static 

frame-based and dynamic sequence-based methods [36]. Most static frame-

based methods deal with manually defined peak (vertex) frames, and these 

methods usually ignore the importance of the intrinsic relationship between the 
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visual information of adjacent frames. Furthermore, obtaining peak frames 

through manual annotation is labour intensive [37]. The 3D facial expression 

information is mainly the 3D data collection of the facial expression information 

of the human face by a 3D camera, including the depth information of the face 

except for the plane information. 

Usually, most techniques use FER progress through four main steps: i) face 

detection/acquisition, ii) image preprocessing, iii) facial feature extraction and 

representation and iv) expression classification/recognition. 

During the face detection/acquisition stage, the employed method detects 

the face region and head posture [38] and removes the other parts of the image 

that do not contribute to facial expression. Almost all input data are from the 

original image without a background. However, a few researchers have 

attempted to choose a new face area, such as reducing a part of the forehead 

and ears, to improve accuracy [39]. In Ref. [39], the face detector is a robust 

real-time face detector of fast face recognition based on a cascade of 

classifiers and the use of Harr-like features. 

Image preprocessing, which is used in FER, is an important step in which 

the maximum information is extracted from the smallest possible area of the 

image. However, some researchers proposed combining and merging image 

preprocessing and face acquisition into a single step. In the image 

preprocessing phase, the noise present in the image can be reduced [40], and 

the quality of the image can be enhanced [39][40][41]. The next step in the 

process is image normalisation. Normalisation usually relies on image 

geometry, illumination or brightness and size [39][41][42]. If some local parts 

of the image need to be separated from the rest of the image, then the 

preprocessing will include some segmentation of the face into smaller areas 

[42]. 

The facial feature extraction and representation will use different methods. 

The expression classification/recognition will train the classifier (i.e. the ML 

programme) to recognise the input facial data, which are usually represented 

with feature histograms. 

Facial emotion processing is an efficient computation of human–computer 

contact and is one of the most important activities in machine vision, video 

game testing and consumer research. Facial expressions are a form of 
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nonverbal communication because they reveal a person’s inner feelings and 

emotions. With the widespread attention to FER, as the fastest communication 

medium for any information, FER can better understand people’s thoughts or 

opinions and analyse them using currently popular DL methods. The accuracy 

rate is extremely high compared with that of traditional state-of-the-art systems 

[43], introducing 43 FER results. Twenty-nine results exceeded 80%, and 23 

of 29 results exceeded 90% in this paper. 

FER is a complex computational process achieved by analysing facial 

feature changes following different emotional responses. Many researchers 

and programme developers have allocated their time and effort to identify 

various techniques that will increase the functionality and accuracy of the 

technology [44]. 

Two different FER frameworks will be investigated and combined in this 

work to improve the overall efficiency and accuracy of the FER system. 

One framework, known as the traditional method (shallow learning), is 

based on ‘hand-crafted’ facial feature extraction and traditional classification. 

This framework involves manually selecting facial features from an image 

(hand-crafted) and putting them through a traditional classification, which 

matches the feature to expression. The commonly used techniques to extract 

hand-crafted facial features include local binary pattern (LBP), local derivative 

pattern, HOGs, principal component analysis (PCA) and others [45]. The usual 

approach to deploy those methods is to select the local facial action units (AUs) 

for facial feature extraction and apply various image filters to derive the 

required facial features. Then, a classifier classifies the extracted facial 

features and ‘recognises’ the facial expression. Extracting effective facial 

features is crucial for FER. In general, two types of features are used to classify 

facial expressions: geometric-based and appearance-based features. 

Geometrical features are represented by shapes and location information with 

regard to facial components or significant points. They are based on the AU, 

which can rebuild facial landmarks. However, geometrical features are difficult 

to pinpoint in real-life situations. Moreover, the task of labelling AUs is labour 

intensive and time consuming [46]. Appearance-based features focus on 

textural information from either the whole face or specific regions, but they 

cannot be used to rebuild facial landmarks [46]. The appearance-based 
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features contain information about wrinkles, bumps and others. The 

appearance-based features contain micropatterns that provide important 

information about facial expressions. The first appearance-based feature for 

FER is the LBP, which is one of the most widely used descriptors [47]. 

However, shallow learning with hand-crafted features and traditional 

classification is difficult to generalise across different people. 

Compared with traditional methods, the recent developments in the ML field 

indicate that DL methods have greater potential for deep feature extraction. An 

alternative framework that uses a convolutional neural network (CNN) or 

general DL technique can be deployed to successfully address the same FER 

problem. The general DL concept uses multiple processing layers with 

complex inner structures for facial feature extraction. Four main layer types 

employed by DL are convolutional, pooling, fully connected and final layers. 

The kernel from the layer, batch normalisation and dropout rate are the factors 

affecting the result [48][49]. 

As salient DL techniques for automatically extracting deep feature 

representations, CNN methods generally outperform traditional methods in 

FER [50]. In the past decade, many DNN architectures, such as CNNs [51], 

DBNs [17][52] and generative adversarial networks [53], were successfully 

applied to the FER task and achieved state-of-the-art recognition results. 

Furthermore, DL-based methods exhibit strong generalisation capabilities [54]. 

Deep CNNs have shown excellent performance in various image classification 

tasks [54][55][56][57]. Well-designed local-to-global feature learning through 

convolution, pooling and hierarchical architectures can produce rich visual 

representations, enabling CNNs to be a powerful tool for FER [18]. Research 

challenges, such as emotion recognition in wild series 1 and Kaggle’s FER 

challenge 2, demonstrate growing community interest in using DL to solve this 

problem [56][58]. 

1.1 RELATED WORK ON FER 

Emotion (and facial expression) recognition is a difficult problem, with many 

researchers working to address the issues of computerised FER. The issues 

arise for many reasons, which are usually related to each other. From the 

analysis of the process of FER, the main problems can be divided into two 

parts: database and algorithm. 
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In terms of databases, annotation of emotions is often subjective and 

laborious; hence, various facial expressions are difficult to annotate 

consistently [59][60]. 

One of the main challenges of FER is annotation ambiguity caused by the 

subjective nature of the annotation of facial expressions and the similarity of 

subjective annotations to their inherent categories. The issue of ambiguity 

remains a barrier to FER performance. Typically, facial images are annotated 

as one of several basic expressions used to train the FER model. However, 

definitions of expression categories may be inconsistent amongst different 

people. These uncertainties often lead to inconsistent and incorrect labels, 

which hinder the progress of large-scale FER. In general, training with FER 

uncertainty can lead to the following problems. Firstly, this approach can lead 

to the overfitting of uncertain samples that may be mislabelled. Secondly, it is 

detrimental for the model to learn useful facial expression features. Thirdly, the 

high rate of mislabelling even prevents the model from converging in the early 

stages of optimisation. 

For example, for the annotations of the Japanese female facial expressions 

(JAFFE) database [61][62], a database of facial expression images was 

collected. Ten presenters presented three or four examples for each of the six 

basic facial expressions (happy, sad, surprised, angry, disgusted and fearful) 

[62] and a neutral face for a total of 219 facial expression images. Each 

expressor takes a picture of himself/herself through a semireflective plastic 

sheet facing the camera. Images were printed in monochrome and digitised 

using a flatbed scanner. After acquiring the dataset, for the annotation of the 

JAFFE dataset, the subjects are used to rate the expressions, and the average 

result is taken on the expression ratings of over 60 Japanese female subjects. 

Each of the six expressions is scored using a five-level scale (5 for high; 1 for 

low). The average semantic score of the last 60 Japanese women is taken. 

Therefore, each expression picture has different annotations, as shown in 

Table 1-1, which represents the expression classification data of 10 pictures 

in the JAFFE database. Figure 1-1 shows seven different facial expressions. 
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Figure 1-1 Seven expression samples from the JAFFE database (AN: anger, DI: 

disgust, FE: fear, HA: happiness, NE: neutral, SA: sadness, SU: surprise). 

 

Table 1-1. JAFFE Database Information 

Image No. HA SA SU AN DI FE PIC 

1 2.87 2.52 2.10 1.97 1.97 2.06 KM-NE1 

2 2.87 2.42 1.58 1.84 1.77 1.77 KM-NE2 

3 2.50 2.10 1.70 1.50 1.73 1.53 KM-NE3 

4 4.90 1.13 1.26 1.10 1.03 1.10 KM-HA1 

5 4.87 1.20 1.43 1.03 1.07 1.07 KM-HA2 

6 4.61 1.32 1.39 1.23 1.10 1.19 KM-HA3 

7 5.00 1.13 1.26 1.10 1.10 1.06 KM-HA4 

8 4.65 1.29 1.39 1.23 1.16 1.16 KM-HA5 

9 1.42 4.00 1.55 2.39 3.26 3.03 KM-SA1 

10 1.23 4.39 1.45 2.61 3.19 2.71 KM-SA2 

 

The extended Cohn‒Kanade (CK+) database [63] is one of the most widely 

used information repositories. It contains 593 expressed sequences from 123 

subjects, amongst which 327 sequences have been labelled as one of seven 

expressions (anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and contempt). 
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The 123 subjects were from different regions, with different races, ages and 

genders. Amongst the subjects, 31% were men between the ages of 18 and 

50 years, and 69% were women in the same age group. In terms of racial 

diversity, European-American, African-American and other racial backgrounds 

account for 81%, 13% and 6%, respectively. Each image sequence contained 

a set of captured frames in which subjects changed expressions from a neutral 

emotional state and ended with a peak expression. The neutral frame and four 

peak frames for each sequence were selected from 327 labelled sequences. 

Therefore, the CK+ database is a sequential expression display, and seven 

kinds of marked and neutral expressions need to be selected manually. Hence, 

how the neutral expression is defined and marked becomes the key. 

In Ref. [64], two images are randomly selected from the AffectNet database, 

and user research is conducted. Fifty volunteers were selected to annotate two 

randomly selected images. For images annotated with anger, the most likely 

class decided by the volunteers was neutral. For another image, the 

confidence gap between the most and least likely classes is only 20%, which 

means that annotating it as a specific class is inappropriate. The performance 

reaches a bottleneck because of the inability to learn robust visual features 

associated with a certain type of expression, which can be attributed to the 

presence of a considerable fraction of ambiguous samples in large-scale 

datasets. Therefore, a novel end-to-end solution is proposed to study the 

ambiguity problem in FER by exploring the latent label distribution for a given 

sample without placing an additional burden on inference. This study attempts 

to design an uncertainty estimation module that provides guidance for the 

model to dynamically adjust the learning focus between mined label 

distributions and annotations from the sample level. The approach is evaluated 

based on popular real-world benchmarks and synthetic noisy datasets. In 

particular, the best performance of 89.42% is achieved on RAF-DB, followed 

by 63.11% on AffectNet. 

Ref. [65] also explored the aforementioned problem. Ambiguous facial 

expressions, low-quality facial images and uncertainty caused by the 

subjectivity of annotators hinder the easy qualitative annotation of large-scale 

facial expression datasets. For large-scale FER datasets collected from the 

Internet, performing high-quality annotations is difficult because of the 
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subjectivity of the annotators and the uncertainty caused by the ambiguity of 

facial images in the wild. In such a case, high-quality and evident facial 

expressions shift to low-quality and microexpressions, respectively, as 

uncertainty increases. This study proposes a simple and efficient self-cure 

network (SCN) that efficiently suppresses uncertainties and prevents deep 

networks from overfitting uncertain facial images. In particular, SCN 

suppresses uncertainty from two distinct aspects: (1) a self-attention 

mechanism on minibatches to weigh each training sample by using rank 

regularisation and (2) a careful relabelling mechanism to modify the labels of 

these samples in the lowest-ranked group. The test results show that SCN is 

88.14% on RAF-DB, 60.23% on AffectNet and 89.35% on FERPlus, indicating 

relatively good recognition results. 

Emotions tend to be subtle in some small to medium emotional video 

datasets [59] and serve only as an unobserved latent variable that can only 

partially explain facial appearance over time. Temporal and multimodal 

contexts are usually necessary to gain strong recognition [59]. Hence, 

annotations of emotion in such videos tend to be noisy [59]. Meanwhile, the 

proposed model uses a DL stochastic regression framework that focuses on 

temporal context and neural processes (NPs). A novel temporal contextual 

learning approach simulates the stochastic nature of emotional labels. The 

proposed method, called the emotional process, seeks to simulate the 

uncertainty in the temporal context of the emotional signal. The emotion 

recognition model is strengthened through the emotional expression process, 

which involves the following steps: global random context representation, task-

aware temporal context modelling and time context selection. They build on 

the NPs to learn distributions of functions. The model is a consistent and often 

significant improvement over state-of-the-art methods for the recognition of 

video datasets. 

When the vague facial expression labels are disregarded and focus is given 

to the images in the facial expression database, the database can be divided 

into laboratory collection data and expression data collection in the wild. 

However, correctly recognising facial expressions (database collection in the 

wild) in uncontrollable situations remains a difficult task because of the 

different facial positions/perspectives, complex light levels, facial wrinkles, 
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partial occlusions and others. Hence, the database needs to be processed to 

solve the occlusion, lighting and other challenges of FER, which lead to 

unsatisfactory recognition accuracy in practical applications. 

Issues with lighting changes, rotation, occlusion and accessories have also 

been observed. These issues are not only classical problems involved in 

image processing but also factors that contribute to the difficulty in capturing 

AUs for facial recognition. The lack of appropriate datasets also compounds 

the problem of environmental changes [66]. In this study, an efficient algorithm 

is proposed to improve the recognition accuracy by a hierarchical DNN 

structure that can reclassify the result (top two error emotions). The feature 

extracted from the appearance feature-based network is fused with the 

geometric feature in a hierarchical structure. The proposed scheme combines 

two features to obtain a more accurate result by monitoring the error 

associated with the second highest emotion (top 2) prediction result. The first 

network learns the CNN, which focuses on AUs that use the LBP feature and 

is a typical feature extraction technique in the field of facial studies. The second 

network extracts the geometric changes in landmarks of each AU and learns 

all pairs of six emotions. On the basis of the two features, the proposed 

algorithm combines the two features that use an adaptive weighting function 

to yield the final result. 

The recognition accuracy in practical applications remains unsatisfactory 

because of the complexity, diversity, occlusion, lighting and other challenges 

of FER. In Ref. [67], a novel CNN with an attention model for recognising facial 

expressions was designed. LBP, which can achieve rotation and greyscale 

invariances, is suitable for extracting texture features of different scales and 

can solve the problems of displacement and rotation imbalance [68] and 

angles and lighting conditions in face images. In addition, LBP features can 

reflect subtle changes in facial skin texture, such as wrinkles and creases that 

express changes in expression. For the FER task, the features useful for 

recognition are concentrated in some key parts, such as the eyes, nose and 

mouth. The attention mechanism increases the weight of these key features, 

which helps to improve the expression recognition results [56]. The LBP 

features are combined with an attention model for FER. The original image 

and the LBP features are added to the attention layer of the network. LBP 
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features contain texture information that can reflect subtle facial changes in 

skin texture and help distinguish subtle differences in expressions. Embedding 

an attention model into the network allows it to give different attention and 

weight to different parts of the input data, which can cause the neural network 

to focus more attention on useful features that are crucial for expression 

recognition. Furthermore, LBP features are combined with convolutional 

features to improve FER results by reducing the effects of image rotation and 

illumination changes and increasing the weights of facial expression-critical 

local regions [67]. 

Various FER methods have been proposed to learn overall expressive 

features by disentangling the disturbances caused by various distractors (i.e. 

pose, identity, lighting and others). However, these methods ignore that the 

extracted expression features corresponding to some expressions may still not 

be easily distinguishable because of the high similarity amongst different 

expressions [69]. 

Motivated by the success of DL in various vision tasks, scholars have 

proposed a novel feature decomposition and reconstruction learning (FDRL) 

method for effective FER. FDRL is composed of two crucial networks, namely, 

a feature decomposition network (FDN) and a feature reconstruction network 

(FRN) [69]. The two networks are tightly coupled and jointly trained in an end-

to-end fashion. In particular, the backbone CNN is initially used to extract basic 

features. Then, the FDN decomposes the basic features into a set of facial 

action-aware latent features that effectively encode the expression similarity 

amongst different expressions. In particular, a compactness loss is developed 

to obtain compact latent feature representations. Then, the FRN, including the 

intrafeature relational modelling module (intra-RM) and the interfeature 

relational modelling module (inter-RM), models expression-specific variation 

and reconstructs expression features. Finally, expression classification is 

performed using an expression prediction network. FDN effectively models the 

shared information amongst different expressions based on compactness loss. 

FRN accurately characterises the unique information of each expression by 

utilising intra-RM and inter-RM and reconstructs the expression features. In 

particular, RM internally encodes the intrafeature relationship of each latent 

feature and obtains an intraaware feature. Inter-RM exploits the interfeature 
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relationship amongst different interior-aware features and extracts an interior-

aware feature. Expression features are represented by combining internal and 

internal perceptual features. The FDRL method has been extensively 

evaluated using in-lab and field FER databases. The experimental results 

show that the recognition accuracy of FDRL on the RAF-DB and SFEW 

databases reaches 89.47% and 62.16%, respectively. The results convincingly 

demonstrate the great potential of feature decomposition and reconstruction 

for FER. 

The various FER methods that have been proposed can be roughly 

classified into traditional and DL methods. The two FER methods go through 

three basic steps, namely, face detection, feature extraction and classification. 

In addition to constantly proposing new and improved FER methods, another 

research direction is to compare existing FER algorithms and use appropriate 

recognition algorithms on different occasions. 

Many researchers and programme developers have allocated their time and 

effort to identifying various techniques that will increase the functionality and 

accuracy of the technology. FER is a complex computational process achieved 

by analysing changes in facial features following different emotional responses. 

The paper [44] provided an efficient method for feature selection and 

classification for FER from sequential facial images. In particular, the Relief-F 

feature selection method, which relies on the utilisation of the smallest number 

of attributes, is used to compare the performance of six classifiers to 

distinguish the most accurate classifiers. The classifiers that this paper 

examined include multilayer perceptrons (MLPs), random forests (RFs), 

decision trees, support vector machines (SVMs), K-nearest neighbours (KNNs) 

and radial basis functions (RBFs). They are the MLP, RBF, J48, SVM, KNN 

and RF classifiers, respectively. Relief-F feature selection has been used by 

many researchers. This method ranks features in order based on their 

variance values. The highest rank detected is the six features present in Relief-

F used with six classifiers. The results show that KNN has 94.93% accuracy 

in FER according to the CK+ dataset. Meanwhile, RF can be considered the 

closest classifier to KNN, with an accuracy ratio of 93.95%. The accuracy of 

J48 is 92.27%, which is in the middle amongst the other classifiers. The last 

three classifiers are MLP, RBF and SVM, with accuracies of 89.89%, 89.65% 
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and 89.43%, respectively. 

In Ref. [70], a set of supervised classifiers for FER are evaluated for 

performance based on the chi-square selection of minimum features. These 

features are the most iconic and impactful features that have real value in 

derating the results. Selecting the top-ranked features and eliminating 

unnecessary features will render the entire process less time-consuming and 

enable the passing of the training and testing phases to be much easier. After 

performing a process of trying and testing, the strategy selects the top six 

features that can be considered the most important attributes of pictures 

captured from an individual’s face. The selected attributes are used to classify 

facial emotional states through RFs, MLPs, SVMs, RBFs, KNNs and decision 

tree classifiers. Experimental results show that RF with 94.23% accuracy is 

the most accurate and effective classifier for facial expressions according to 

the CK+ dataset. However, KNN can be considered a strong contender against 

RF with 94.18% accuracy. The accuracies of J48 and MLP are 92.87% and 

92.09%, respectively, which represent the average classifiers. The last two 

classifiers are SVM and RBT, with accuracy ratios of 90.48% and 90.38%, 

respectively. 

Different FER classifiers performed by different methods should be 

compared to sort different classifiers under a certain method or scene. When 

designing a practical application, different sorting methods can be referenced 

in the selection of an appropriate classification method to achieve the best 

accuracy at the lowest cost. 

The importance of data has also increased with the development of DL 

technology. Sufficient and high-quality data are required to successfully train 

a DL model because a larger amount of high-quality data can achieve better 

performance regardless of the size or depth of the network. Therefore, data 

augmentation is required to increase the amount of data. In using this method, 

the accuracy of FER can improve to near perfection. However, another issue 

is the dependency on the dataset because factors other than facial 

expressions have a considerable effect on appearance. Several existing facial 

expression datasets cover different genders, races and ages. Furthermore, 

external factors, such as lighting, pose, resolution and noise, lead to high 

variability even within the same database. The dataset must be rich enough to 
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accept all these variants for FER. 

To overcome the aforementioned problems, researchers have produced 

cross-datasets that use multiple datasets for learning [70]. Cross-database 

FER with more application value remains a challenge in the literature owing to 

large domain differences between training and test data and the inability to 

annotate enough training samples. In this study, a deep emotion transfer 

network is used to solve this problem. In particular, the maximum mean 

difference is embedded into the deep architecture to reduce dataset bias. In 

addition, a highly common but widely overlooked bottleneck in facial 

expressions, class distribution imbalance, is considered. Learnable class 

weighting parameters are introduced into our network by exploring class prior 

distributions on unlabelled data such that the training and testing domains can 

share similar class distributions. In the experimental test, this study uses the 

RAF database as the source database to verify the CK+, JAFFE, MMI, 

FER2013 and SFEW databases. The method proposed in this study has 

improved the accuracy of the test results compared with most algorithms’ 

cross-dataset test results. 

Liu and Chen proposed the combined CNN–centralised binary pattern 

(CBP), which consists of CBP and CNN features [71]. The features were then 

classified using SVM. With the CNN–CBP features, the average recognition 

accuracies of the CK+ and JAFFE databases reached 97.6% and 88.7%, 

respectively. However, with the same model, the accuracy totalled 34.6% 

when training with the CK+ database and testing with the JAFFE database. 

Ref. [72] proposed a visual geometry group (VGG)–face deep convolutional 

network model. When testing with a VGG–fine-tuned model, which was trained 

with the CK+, JAFFE, MMI, Radboud face database, Karolinska directed 

emotional face (KDEF), Binghamton University 3D facial expression and 

ARFace databases, the test accuracies of CK+ and JAFFE totalled 88.58% 

and 44.32%, respectively. In Ref. [73], the model, which also has poor 

performance in the cross-database, consisted of an HOG filter and an SVM 

classifier. The experiment tested four databases, namely, CK+, JAFFE, MUG 

and BOSPHORUS. The model accuracy was 42.3% when the model was 

trained by the CK+ database and tested by the JAFFE database. The accuracy 

was 48.2% when the training database was JAFFE and the testing database 
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was CK+. The author believed that different cultures could confuse the 

classifier for recognition [73]. On the basis of LBPs, Ref. [74] formulated a 

boosted LBP to extract LBP features. The SVM was used for LBP feature 

classification, and the result was similar to that of the above research 

pertaining to the cross-database. When the model was trained by the CK+ 

database, the generalisation performance boosted the LBP-based SVM on 

different datasets, and the accuracy was approximately 40% on the JAFFE 

database and 50% on the MMI. 

Experiments were conducted on different datasets by using one network 

under the same conditions. The generality of the network can be observed 

through these experiments. 

Most of the existing FER methods extract face features based on face pixels, 

ignoring the relative geometric position dependence of face landmarks. Ref. 

[75] proposed a hybrid feature extraction network to improve the discriminative 

ability of expression-related features. Hybrid features consider two kinds of 

facial features: (1) pixel-level and (2) deep geometric-level features. The model 

utilises a spatial attention convolutional neural network (SACNN) to extract 

pixel-level features based on face pixels. This model also utilises a series of 

long short-term memory networks with attention mechanisms (ALSTMs) to 

learn the relative geometric position dependencies of facial landmarks. A 

feature descriptor is proposed to characterise the relative geometric position 

correlations of facial feature points in a DL manner, which are called deep 

geometric features. SACNN is used to extract expression features from static 

face images, and ALSTMs aim to explore the potential of facial landmarks in 

expression recognition. A deep geometric feature descriptor is proposed to 

characterise the relative geometric position correlation of face features. As 

different facial regions contribute unevenly to expressions, a grouping strategy 

is introduced to divide facial landmarks into seven groups for local deep 

geometric feature learning. The attention mechanism is implemented to learn 

weight vectors and adaptively recalibrate the weights to local geometric 

features. The landmarks are divided into seven groups to extract deep 

geometric features, and the attention module in ALSTMs can adaptively 

estimate the importance of different landmark regions. Mixed features are 

obtained for expression recognition by combining SACNN and ALSTM [75]. 
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Experiments on three public databases, that is, FER2013, CK+ and JAFFE, 

show that the proposed method outperforms previous methods with 

accuracies of 74.31%, 95.15% and 98.57%, respectively. Preliminary results 

of the emotion-understanding robotic system show that the proposed method 

has the potential to improve the performance of human–robot interaction. 

However, when tested on cross-datasets, the three public databases of 

FER2013, CK+ and JAFFE have test accuracies between 30% and 65%. The 

best accuracy rate is 65.26% when the model is trained with FER2013 and 

tested with JAFFE. The accuracy is the poorest (32.43%) when using CK+ for 

model training and using FER-2 for testing. 

Ref. [76] proposed an algorithm that combines oriented FAST and rotated 

brief (ORB) features with LBP features extracted from facial expressions. 

Firstly, each image is passed through a face detection algorithm to extract 

more effective features. The input image should be preprocessed (face 

detection and face extraction) before LBP and ORB feature extraction. LBP is 

a fine-scale descriptor for capturing small texture details. Local space 

invariance is achieved through local pooling (i.e. using histograms). Given that 

this method is highly tolerant to illumination changes, LBP is a good choice for 

fine details encoding facial appearance information at a range of coarse scales. 

Secondly, to improve the computational speed, ORB and LBP features are 

extracted from face regions. In particular, region partitioning is innovatively 

adopted in traditional ORB to avoid the concentration of features. Features are 

invariant to scale and greyscale and rotation changes. Finally, the combined 

features are classified by SVM. The proposed method is evaluated on several 

challenging databases [76], such as the CK+, JAFFE and MMI databases. The 

experimental results show that the proposed framework is valid and accurate. 

In addition, Refs. [4] and [77] used the attention neural network to improve 

the weight of the key local area of facial expression. In the case of facial 

expressions, many cues come from several areas of the face, such as the 

mouth and eyes, whereas other parts, such as ears and hair, play a small role 

in the output. This finding means that the ML framework should ideally focus 

on important parts of the face whilst being less sensitive to other facial regions 

[4]. A directed attention pseudo-Siamese network is proposed in Ref. [77], 

which utilises global and local facial information to achieve high-accuracy FER. 
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Our network consists of two branches, that is, a maintenance branch 

consisting of several convolutional blocks to exploit high-level semantic 

features and an attention branch with a UNet-like architecture to obtain local 

highlighting information. In particular, an oriented attention-enabled network 

architecture is proposed, which aggregates region-of-interest (ROI) 

awareness and attention mechanisms, ensuring full utilisation of global and 

local features. They start by feeding face images into the maintenance branch. 

For the attention branch, they compute the correlation coefficient between the 

face and its subregions. Then, they construct a weighted mask by correlating 

facial features and correlation coefficients. Then, a weighted mask combining 

facial landmarks and correlation coefficients, which proves effective in 

improving attention to local regions, is sent to the attention branch. Finally, the 

two branches are fused to output the classification result. Therefore, an 

orientation-independent attention mechanism is built to compensate for the 

limitation of insufficient local information utilisation [77]. With the assistance of 

our attention mechanism, our network not only captures the global picture but 

also focuses on important local areas. The state-of-the-art performance is 

achieved on several leading datasets, such as CK+, RAF-DB and AffectNet. 

1.2 RESEARCH MAIN TOPIC 

FER technology has developed from the initial traditional FER system to the 

current DL FER system. Similarly, convolutional features have developed from 

hand-crafted features to CNN. Various FER models and systems have been 

proposed. Each system performs sufficiently on its test dataset. However, 

when applied to other test datasets, the performance is often suboptimal. This 

case has led to the emergence of increasing FER models. Many researchers 

have focused on the generalisation ability of FER models. Therefore, the 

innovation of this study lies in the processing of the dataset to improve the 

generalisation ability of the model. 

In the processing of datasets, this study proposes to use local abstract 

features. Data differences caused by race, gender, age and others were 

mainly excluded. By extracting the main local features, the facial expression 

information contained in the local areas can be analysed, and the local areas 

can be sorted. More efficient facial features can be provided for other FER 

systems. Moreover, the distribution of effective facial expression information in 
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a local area can be analysed. 

1.2.1 Part I Effects of Region Features on the Accuracy 

of Cross-Database FER 

FER in ML refers to a solution by which computer vision systems can be 

trained and used to detect human emotions from rendered facial images 

automatically. FER poses a difficult image classification problem that has 

received increasing attention in recent years. The main reason is the 

availability of powerful hardware for system implementation and the increased 

number of possible applications in everyday life. 

However, the FER problem has not been fully resolved at present. Moreover, 

the diversity of captured facial images is one of the main obstacles, from which 

the types of expressions or emotions can be detected. The researchers 

compiled an off-the-shelf image database to train and test the developed FER 

algorithm. 

A large number of different FER systems reported in the literature perform 

effectively when the training and test samples come from the same 

precompiled facial image database. However, when the same system was 

tested with images from a completely different database (i.e. not used during 

the training phase), the accuracy of the results decreased dramatically. 

Chapter 2 will study the effect of various parts of the face image on the 

performance degradation of the cross-database FER system. In this chapter, 

the tests are conducted using the existing public databases, namely, JAFFE 

and CK+ databases. The FER system will be trained and tested with a cross-

database, which means that the model will be trained by JAFFE or CK+ and 

tested by the other database. The CK+ database contains facial images from 

Western (Caucasian) populations. From another aspect, the JAFFE database 

contains facial images of Asian women, particularly Japanese women. In 

addition to certain structural differences, cultural differences also exist 

between the two databases. Therefore, their recognition accuracy is relatively 

poor. 

The JAFFE dataset [62] contains 213 images of different facial expressions 

from 10 different Japanese female subjects. Each subject was asked to make 

seven facial expressions (i.e. six basic facial expressions and a neutral 
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expression). The average semantic level of each facial expression was 

annotated by 60 annotators. The CK+ database [63] contains 593 expression 

sequences from 123 subjects, of which 327 sequences are labelled as one of 

seven expressions (i.e. anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness, surprise and 

contempt). The 123 subjects were from different regions, with different races, 

ages and genders. Amongst the 327 labelled sequences, one neutral frame 

image and four peak frame images were selected for each sequence. On the 

basis of the balance of the eight expressions, each expression contains 100 

images. The same facial expressions (except contempt) were used in the CK+ 

database compared with the seven facial expressions in the JAFFE database. 

Therefore, the CK+ database contains a total of 700 images. 

Then, the input database is processed using the original image database. 

The nonfacial expression image background database is removed. The facial 

expression local area database, amongst others, is extracted to test and 

analyse the impact of different input images on FER. 

In the test of the input data, the 68 landmarks in the Dlib library are used to 

segment and extract different regional information. These landmarks are used 

to segment the facial image to extract the eye, nose and mouth areas. The eye 

area contains a pair of eyes and eyebrows, and the nose area contains the 

entire nose and part of the areas on both sides of the nose. Moreover, the 

mouth area contains the mouth, cheeks and part of the chin area. The 

rectangular segmentation extraction method is used for the mouth area to 

contain some background information. In addition, the ellipse regression 

segmentation method is used to remove the background of nonfacial 

expression images accurately. Individual tests were performed for local facial 

expression areas, and combined tests were also performed. When training an 

FER model, the traditional methods LBP and SVM are used. 

After obtaining the experimental results, the realised recognition rate is 

significantly improved compared with similar cross-database FER tests and 

recognition rates reported in the literature. Finally, the experimental data are 

analysed and summarised. 

1.2.2 Part II Exploration to Improve the Accuracy of FER 

by Extracting Different Local Facial Feature Information 
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In the ML context, FER refers to the problem of training a computer vision 

system to detect facial expressions from presented facial images automatically. 

This image classification problem is complex and has not been fully solved. 

However, it has received great attention in recent years mainly because of the 

increasing number of possible applications in everyday life. 

According to the results of the effects of region features in Chapter 2, 

different parts of the face contribute to the overall facial expression in different 

ways. The second chapter analyses the three local contributions of the eyes, 

nose and mouth to facial expression. This chapter further investigates the 

importance of the main parts of the human face to the overall facial expression 

in the automatic FER framework. The three parts are analysed individually, 

and those small parts in each region contain more important expression 

information. The extent to which different parts of the human face contribute to 

the overall facial expression can be determined by extracting parts from a set 

of facial images and using them as input to different FER systems. According 

to previous research, certain parts of the human face may reveal a person’s 

emotional state more clearly and should therefore be considered more 

carefully in FER applications. 

Chapter 3 focuses on which part of the human face has the greatest impact 

on facial expression from the FER perspective. The aim is to investigate the 

contribution and importance of different parts of the face to the overall facial 

expression and automatic FER. In particular, the three main regions of the face 

are extracted for each face image from two different face databases. Automatic 

classification is used to associate each part with the corresponding expression. 

In chapter 3, the existing public databases, namely, the JAFFE and CK+ 

databases, are still used for testing. The JAFFE dataset [62] uses 213 images 

of different facial expressions from 10 different Japanese female subjects. The 

CK+ database [63] contains 593 expression sequences from 123 subjects, of 

which 327 sequences are labelled as one of seven expressions (amongst the 

327 labelled sequences, one is a neutral frame image and four are A peak 

frame images). Expressions other than contempt (i.e. anger, disgust, fear, 

happiness, sadness, surprise and neutral) are used in the CK+ database. 

Therefore, the facial expression images tested in the CK+ database may 

exceed 700 sheets. 
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Then, the Dlib library is used to segment the image and select three different 

face parts. The three areas are the eye area (including the eyebrows), the nose 

and mouth area and the mouth and chin area. These three areas have five 

different masks. When the width is unchanged, from Masks 1 to 5, the height 

of the image is reduced by 10 pixels. In using this method, the influence of the 

size of the same local area on FER can be analysed. The FER task uses three 

different and well-established methods, namely, LBP combined with the SVM 

method, two-dimensional PCA method and CNN method. I can conveniently 

confirm the consistency of the test results under different methods. 

Therefore, in terms of the recognition rate of each face part, the notion that 

different regions of the face are of different importance to the accuracy 

achieved by the relevant FER system is confirmed. Therefore, for images 

originating from different facial image databases or real-life scenarios involving 

facial images, focusing more on some specific regions may be valuable and 

less on other less important facial parts, including human faces in general. 
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Chapter 2  CROSS-DATABASE OF FACIAL 

EXPRESSION RECOGNITION 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

Facial expressions and gestures play important roles in human 

communication because they can express information directly. Facial 

expression is one of the most powerful and natural ways for human beings to 

relay their emotions and intentions [61][78]. Although facial expression is a 

universal language that can widely and directly present emotions [32], facial 

expression recognition (FER) poses a challenge in the field of computer vision. 

One expectation is that a machine can understand and interpret human 

emotions; however, no machine is capable of utilising emotions for 

communication. In real life, 55% of human emotions are shown through facial 

expressions [7][8]; thus, FER is important for human–robot interaction. 

Enabling machines to recognise human behaviour is an area that has been 

progressively developed in recent years. In previous decades, human–robot 

interaction has been studied in social and behavioural sciences. The 

techniques for machine-based FER have also become a popular and intensely 

studied topic in recent years. Thus, finding related applications in psychology, 

behavioural science and human–computer interfacing, such as interpersonal 

relation prediction by FER, is important [79]. 

Facial expression categorisation can be based on geometry and 

appearance and either local or global [40]. Normally, seven prototypical or 

basic facial expressions can be detected and identified: neutral, happiness, 

sadness, fear, disgust, surprise and anger [27][80]. Emotions are rarely 

presented by prototypic expressions. Instead, they are communicated by 

adopting certain local changes in the face [78], and they are generated by the 

muscles of facial action units (AUs) [81]. The combination of different AUs can 

then generate different facial expressions [81]. However, the capability to 

influence models based on prototypic emotions to represent the complexity 

and subtlety of daily emotions is limited [82]. 

The face can be divided into upper and lower face AUs [78]. The upper face 

model trained by the Ekman–Hager (EH) database yields accuracies of 93.2% 
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and 96.4% when tested using the EH and Cohn‒Kanade (CK) databases [83], 

respectively. The lower face model trained by the CK database features 

accuracies of 93.4% and 96.7% when tested using the EH and CK databases, 

respectively. The CK database contains 81% Caucasian, 13% African and 6% 

other groups, whereas the EH database includes 24 Caucasian subjects. Thus, 

this model performs effectively in Caucasian FER. 

Chen [84] proposed a softmax regression-based deep sparse autoencoder 

network to recognise facial emotions [84]. The first few steps involve the 

extraction of a region of interest (ROI) for facial expression image features. 

The ROIs in Ref. [84] include the eyebrows, eyes and mouth. Extracting these 

ROIs can reduce not only the interference in facial information caused by 

image interference in noncritical parts but also the amount of data, thereby 

improving the computing speed. Their experiments used the Japanese female 

facial expression (JAFFE) [61] and extended Cohn‒Kanade (CK+) databases 

[63]. The average accuracy results of the JAFFE and CK+ databases are 89.12% 

and 89.03%, respectively. In the experiment, the database is divided into three 

groups, causing the test dataset to differ from the training dataset. However, 

the results from JAFFE or CK+ only support single databases. 

Fan et al. studied FER via local regions, including the left eye, nose and 

mouth, and deep learning (DL) algorithms [85]. They proposed three points for 

FER. The first point is a novel multiregion ensemble convolutional neural 

network (CNN) framework that aims to improve CNN models by using multiple 

facial regions, which include global features and local regions. The second 

point is that the weighted prediction scores from each subnetwork are 

aggregated to produce a final high-accuracy prediction. The third point is to 

research the effect of different regions from face images on FER. The CNN 

network can show low-level profile features and high-level specific features. In 

the subnetwork, each local region (left eye, nose and mouth) and the whole 

face are input into a double-input subnetwork. With three particulate regions, 

three prediction scores are obtained. The ensemble prediction stage achieves 

a final prediction rate based on the weighted sum operation [85]. 

A method for inputting local facial features and the whole face separately is 

also presented [8]. The network features a CNN structure containing two 

branches and no subnetwork. The method, named deep comprehensive 
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multipatch aggregation CNN, consists of two hierarchical features: local and 

holistic. The local features are extracted from image patches and depict details 

of expression. The holistic features are extracted from the whole image and 

provide high-level semantic information. Both features are aggregated before 

classification. The common method of FER uses only a single feature type, but 

this method uses two feature types to interpret expressional information. In the 

training step, a novel pooling method that can handle nuisance variations, that 

is, expressional transformation invariants, is proposed. The evaluation of the 

method uses CK+ and JAFFE databases, and a cross-database evaluation is 

adopted to test the method [8]. 

Liu and Chen proposed the combined CNN–centralised binary pattern 

(CBP), which consists of CBP and CNN features [71]. Then, they classified the 

features by using a support vector machine (SVM). The average recognition 

accuracies of the CK+ and JAFFE databases reach 97.6% and 88.7%, 

respectively. However, with the same model, the accuracy is only 34.6% when 

training with the CK+ database and testing with the JAFFE database. 

Other authors [72] proposed a VGG–face deep convolutional network model. 

When testing with a VGG–fine-tuned model, which is trained with the CK+, 

JAFFE, MMI, Radboud face database (RaFD), Karolinska directed emotional 

face (KDEF), Binghamton University 3D facial expression (BU-3DFE) and 

ARFace databases, the test accuracies of the CK+ and JAFFE databases are 

88.58% and 44.32%, respectively. In Ref. [73], the model performs poorly in 

cross-databases consisting of a histogram of oriented gradients (HOG) filter 

and an SVM classifier. The experiment tests four databases, namely, CK+, 

JAFFE, MUG and BOSPHORUS. The model accuracy is 42.3% when trained 

by the CK+ database and tested by the JAFFE database. If the training 

database is JAFFE and the testing database is CK+, the accuracy is 48.2%. 

The author believed that different cultures can confuse the classifier for 

recognition [73]. On the basis of local binary patterns (LBPs), Ref. [74] 

formulated a boosted LBP to extract LBP features. SVM is used for LBP 

feature classification. Its result is similar to that of the above research 

pertaining to cross-databases. When the model is trained by the CK+ database, 

the generalisation performance boosts the LBP-based SVM on different 

datasets, and the accuracy is approximately 40% and 50% on the JAFFE and 
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MMI databases, respectively. 

According to the reviewed literature, FER accuracy is reasonably high when 

the training and testing datasets originate from the same, that is, single, 

database. Approaches that use the EH and CK databases reach an FER 

accuracy exceeding 90% with a single database [78]. For the FER results in 

which a softmax regression-based deep sparse autoencoder network is used, 

the single database is fully realised. When using a single database but 

separating the training and test sets that do not contain each other’s entries, 

the accuracy rate is higher than 89% [84]. The method in Ref. [71] achieves 

an accuracy rate of greater than 88% when using a single database. In Ref. 

[73], the model consists of an HOG filter and an SVM classifier that uses four 

single database training models. Amongst them, three kinds of databases, 

namely, CK+, JAFFE and MUG databases, have good single database 

recognition results, and the accuracies are higher than 80% [73]. In Ref. [74], 

boosted LBP was formulated to extract LBP features. The features are also 

classified by SVM. The accuracy of a single database model that uses the 

JAFFE database approach achieves good accuracy, which is approximately 

80%. For the method in Ref. [8], the single database model yields an accuracy 

of over 90% on the JAFFE and CK+ databases. 

However, for cross-database FER experiments, in which training and testing 

datasets originate from different databases, the recognition accuracy severely 

deteriorates. The FER accuracy rate of the combined CNN–CBP [71] when 

using cross-databases is only 34.6%. In Ref. [73], the model obtains excellent 

recognition results using a single database, but the best result is only 48.2% 

when using cross-database testing. In Ref. [74], when the CK dataset is used 

for training, the cross-database model that is tested on the JAFFE database 

achieves an accuracy slightly higher than 40%. When trained on the JAFFE 

database and tested on the CK+ database, the deep comprehensive 

multipatch aggregation CNN [8] yields an accuracy of 46.28%. The FER 

accuracy results of the cross-databases of EH and CK differ from those of 

other databases. The results are over 90% because the main components of 

the two databases are Caucasian [78]. 

Some studies use mixed datasets to train models and then recognise facial 

expressions. This approach can be regarded as a relatively special cross-
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database FER. The recognition accuracy of facial expressions depends on the 

characteristics of the recognised database and the proportion of the 

recognised database in the mixed database. The VGG–face deep 

convolutional network is used in Ref. [72]. The training uses mixed databases, 

including CK+, JAFFE, MMI, RaFD, KDEF, BU-3DFE and ARFace databases, 

and the test accuracies of CK+ and JAFFE databases are 88.58% and 44.32%, 

respectively. Solving the cross-database problem can also improve the 

applicable scope of the hybrid database training model. 

This study proposes the use of local areas extracted from facial images to 

improve the accuracy of cross-database FER. The rest of the chapter is 

organised as follows. Section 2.2 describes the proposed method, in which the 

face extraction approach is detailed and the selection of SVM as a classifier is 

justified. Section 2.3 presents the conducted experiments and discusses the 

results. Achieved recognition rates indicate significant improvement compared 

with similar cross-database FER tests and recognition rates reported in the 

literature and reviewed above. Section 2.4 summarises the work and 

concludes the study. 

2.2 PROPOSED FER APPROACH 

Aiming to test the cross-database FER performance, this study uses a 

traditional framework-based FER system with LBP and SVM. This section 

provides information on the main stages of the employed FER system 

illustrated in Figure 2-1. 

 

Figure 2-1 Main stages of the employed FER system. 
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2.2.1 Databases 

According to published papers, various ready-made datasets are available 

to test and assess the performance of different expression recognition 

algorithms. The proposed algorithm was tested on the JAFFE and CK+ 

databases. Table 2-1 provides the details for each database. The CK+ 

database contains facial images from Western (Caucasian) populations. The 

JAFFE database consists of the facial images of Asian females, specifically 

Japanese females. In addition to certain structural differences, cultural 

differences are noted between the two databases. When the tested model is 

cross-database trained and predicted in both databases and achieves 

improvement, the results can more fully illustrate the broader applicability of 

the model. Additionally, according to the literature review, other researchers 

have typically used both databases for testing and analysis. This facilitates 

postexperimental data comparisons and a clearer demonstration of the 

generalisation capability of the model. 

Table 2-1 Details of the two databases used in this study 

Database 
Facial 

expression 
Number of 
subjects 

Number of 
images 

Number of images 
used in the 
experiment 

JAFFE 
neutral, 

happiness, 
sadness, fear, 
anger, disgust 
and surprise 

10 
213  

static images 
213  

static images 

CK+ 123 327 sequences 
700  

static images 

 

  

a) JAFFE image                                 b) CK+ image 

Figure 2-2 JAFFE and CK+ database images 
 

The JAFFE dataset [61] consists of 213 images of different facial 

expressions from 10 different Japanese female subjects. Each subject was 
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asked to respond to seven facial expressions (six basic facial expressions and 

neutral). The images were annotated with average semantic ratings on each 

facial expression by 60 annotators. 

The CK+ database [63][80] consists of 593 expression sequences from 123 

subjects, in which 327 sequences are labelled with one of the seven 

expressions (angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise and contempt). The 123 

subjects came from different regions with varying races, ages and genders. 

Each image sequence contains a set of captured frames when the subject 

changes from a neutral emotional state and finishes at the peak expression. 

The neutral frame and four peak frames of each sequence were selected from 

the 327 labelled sequences. Each expression includes 100 images based on 

the balance of the eight expressions. Compared with the seven facial 

expressions in the JAFFE database, the same facial expressions (except for 

contempt) are used for the CK+ database. Hence, the CK+ database includes 

a total of 700 images. 

2.2.2 Face Detection 

Identifying the face of a human in an image is crucial. Thus, initially the 

human face location should be identified in the whole image. A face detector 

is a method that locates a human face in an image and returns it as a bounding 

box or rectangle box value. After obtaining the face position in an image, I have 

to find the small features of the face, such as eyebrows and lips. Facial 

landmark detection provides all the required features of a human that I need. 

The two steps to detect face landmarks in an image are face detection and 

face landmarks. The first step locates a human face and returns a value in x, 

y, w and h in a rectangle. After locating the face in an image, the points inside 

of the rectangle are output. 

In methods of face detectors, I focus on Dlib’s method. Opencv uses 

methods such as LBP cascades and HAAR, whereas Dlib uses methods such 

as HOG and SVM. The Dlib library is the most popular library for detecting 

landmarks on the face. A pretrained landmark detector identifies 68 points ((x, 

y) coordinates) in a human face. These points localise the region around the 

eyes, eyebrows, nose, mouth, chin and jaw. 

From the database image, the face or feature region should be detected 

before training or testing the FER model. Face detection can reduce the effect 
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of property information. The face for each input image in the proposed 

approach is detected by Dlib. Dlib can be used as a tool for high-quality face 

recognition [86]. 

 

Figure 2-3 Sixty-eight points of face landmarks from Dlib 

 

The pretrained facial landmark detector inside Dlib is used to estimate the 

location of 68 (x, y) coordinates mapped to facial structures. The indexes of 

the 68 coordinates are visualised in the image scheme above (Figure 2-3.). 

The whole face and local region of the face can be detected using the indicated 

landmarks [87]. 

2.2.3 Feature Extraction via LBP 

In accordance with the detected image region, features are extracted by 

LBP. The original LBP operator was introduced by Ojala et al. [88] and was 

proven to be a powerful means of texture description. LBP has since been 

successfully applied to a wide range of other image recognition tasks, such as 

FER [89][90]. The operator labels the pixels of an image by thresholding a 3 × 

3 neighbourhood of each pixel with the centre value. The result of thresholding 

can be considered a binary number, and the 256-bin histogram of the LBP 

labels computed over a region is used as a texture descriptor. For example, 

Figure 2-4 shows a simple image block with 9 pixels. In the LBP method, its 

centroid feature values are taken. Starting from the top left pixel 5, clockwise, 
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it is compared with the centre pixel 4 in turn. If the peripheral pixel point is 

greater than or equal to the centre pixel point, then the pixel is recorded as 1. 

If the peripheral pixel point is less than the centre pixel point, then the pixel is 

recorded as 0. After comparing the peripheral 8 pixels, the binary feature value 

is 11010011 and converted to the decimal feature value 211. This scenario 

means that the pixel’s feature value is 211. The LBP feature is obtained by 

counting the pixel points of the image. 

 

Figure 2-4 Basic LBP operator 

 

 𝑆(𝑥) =
1, 𝑥 ≥ 0
0, 𝑥 < 0

      𝑥 = 𝑖 − 𝑖  2-1 

where 𝑖  is the pixel value at coordinates in the neighbourhood of (𝑥, 𝑦), and 

𝑖  is the pixel value at coordinate (𝑥, 𝑦). For example, in Figure 2-4, the 𝑖  (2-

1) coordinate is (1,1), and the 𝑖  (2-1) coordinates are (0,0), (0,1), (0,2), (1,0), 

(1,2), (2,0), (2,1) and (2,2). 

The binary number generated by the LBP operator compares the 

neighbouring pixel values with the central pixel value. The pattern with eight 

neighbours is expressed as follows: 

 𝐿𝐵𝑃(𝑥, 𝑦) = ∑ 2 × 𝑠(𝑖 − 𝑖 ) 2-2 
The limitation of the basic LBP operator is its small 3 × 3 neighbourhood, 

which cannot capture dominant features with large-scale structures [74]. 

Therefore, the operator is extended to use neighbourhoods of different sizes 

[91]. 

A useful extension to the original operator called uniform pattern [92] can 

be used to reduce the length of the feature vector and implement a simple 

rotation invariant descriptor. This idea is motivated by the notion that some 

binary patterns occur more commonly in texture images than others. An LBP 

is called uniform if it contains at most two 0-1 or 1-0 transitions. For example, 

00010000 (two transitions) is a uniform pattern, but 01010100 (six transitions) 

is not. In computing the LBP histogram, it has a separate bin for every uniform 

5 9 1

4 4 6

7 2 3

1 1 0

1 1

1 0 0

Threshold Binary: 11010011
Decimal: 211
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pattern, and all nonuniform patterns are assigned to a single bin. By using 

uniform patterns, the length of the feature vector for a single cell decreases 

from 256 to 59. The 58 uniform binary patterns correspond to the integers 0, 

1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8, 12, 14, 15, 16, 24, 28, 30, 31, 32, 48, 56, 60, 62, 63, 64, 96, 

112, 120, 124, 126, 127, 128, 129, 131, 135, 143, 159, 191, 192, 193, 195, 

199, 207, 223, 224, 225, 227, 231, 239, 240, 241, 243, 247, 248, 249, 251, 

252, 253, 254 and 255. 

After labelling an image with the LBP operator, a histogram of the labelled 

image contains information about the distribution of the local micropatterns 

over the whole image. The histogram can be used to statistically describe 

image characteristics. Face images can be observed as a composition of 

micropatterns that can be effectively described by the LBP histogram. 

Therefore, LBP features are intuitively used to represent face images [74]. The 

LBP histogram computed over the whole face image encodes only the 

occurrences of the micropatterns without any indication about their locations. 

The feature vector can now be processed using SVM, extreme learning 

machines or some other machine learning (ML) algorithm for classifying 

images. 

2.2.4 Classification via SVM 

SVM is a supervised ML model that uses classification algorithms for two-

group classification problems. After giving SVM model sets of labelled training 

data for each category, it can be categorised as a new text. Compared with 

newer algorithms, such as neural networks, SVM has two main advantages: 

higher speed and better performance with a limited number of samples. These 

advantages enable the algorithm to be highly suitable for FER classification 

problems. 

The SVM binary classification algorithm searches for an optimal hyperplane 

that separates the data into two classes. For separable classes, the optimal 

hyperplane maximises a margin (space that does not contain any observations) 

surrounding itself, which creates boundaries for the positive and negative 

classes. As an example, the SVM binary classification model is demonstrated 

using the Fisheriris database in MATLAB and the SVM function in MATLAB. 

Two features (feature 1 and feature 2) from the setosa and versicolor 

classifications in the Fisheriris database were selected. SVM biclassification 
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was performed to obtain the support vector and separate hyperplane, as 

shown in Figure 2-5. 

 

Figure 2-5 SVM binary classification algorithm 

 

An SVM classifier is selected because it is satisfactorily founded in statistical 

learning theory and has been successfully applied in various tasks in computer 

vision [93]. SVM is a technique previously used successfully in facial 

expression classification. As a powerful ML technique for data classification, 

SVM performs an implicit mapping of data into a higher (maybe infinite) 

dimensional feature space. Then, SVM finds a linear separating hyperplane 

with the maximal margin to separate data in this higher dimensional space 

[83][74]. 

2.3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS 

The performance of the FER system was evaluated using three different 

sections of facial images from two different databases. Images from the first 

database were used only for system training, and those from the second 

database were used only for testing. 

2.3.1 Local Image Detection 

Before training the FER model, the database should be preprocessed. The 

faces on the facial expression images were rotated and corrected. The 68 

facial landmarks corresponding to each facial image were then extracted from 
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the data in the Dlib Library, and the data were saved to facilitate the extraction 

of local regions of the face later. The detailed image preprocessing method is 

described in Appendix A. 

According to the experimental design, three sets of facial expression local 

regions need to be extracted. The sections of the facial images include the 

following: (a) the original facial image from the database with background, (b) 

narrowed, that is, extracted facial region image without background and (c) 

local regions (eyes, nose and mouth) used in the experiments (Figure 2-6). 

The eye region includes the eyebrows and eyes. The nose region includes the 

nose and sides of the nose. Moreover, the mouth region includes the mouth, 

jaw and the two sides of the mouth. The local facial regions further increase 

the proportion of effective information. 

 

 

  

a) b) c) 

Figure 2-6 Facial regions used in the experiment 

 

The local region of the face was extracted based on the original image of 

the database and according to the 68 landmarks in the Dlib library. Then, 

rectangular interception is performed, and the coordinates of each of the four 

vertices are set as (x1, y1), (x2, y2). (x3, y3). (x4, y4). (x1, y1) are the 

coordinates of the upper left point. Furthermore, (x2, y2) are the coordinates 

of the upper right point, (x3, y3) are the coordinates of the lower left point and 

(x4, y4) are the coordinates of the lower right point. 

As shown in Figure 2-6 (a), the interception of the original facial image from 

the database with background is based on landmarks 9, 18, 25 and 27. In 

particular, the ordinate of landmark 9 is 9y, the abscissa of landmark 18 is 18x, 

the ordinate of landmark 25 is 25y and the abscissa of landmark 27 is 27x. For 

rectangular interception, (x1, y1) is (18x-60, 25y-80), (x2, y2) is (27x+60, 25y-

80), (x3, y3) is (18x-60, 9x) and (x4, y4) is (27x+60, 9x). As shown in Figure 2-
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6 (b), the narrowed facial region image without background is also intercepted 

according to landmarks 9, 18, 25 and 27. For rectangular interception, (x1, y1) 

is (18x, 25y), (x2, y2) is (27x, 25y), (x3, y3) is (18x, 9y) and (x4, y4) is (27x, 

9y). The narrowed facial region image is a re-extraction of the original facial 

image. 

As shown in Figure 2-6 (c), the three local regions are the eye, nose and 

mouth regions. The interception of the eye area is based on landmarks 18, 25, 

27 and 29. In particular, the abscissa of landmark 18 is 18x, the ordinate of 

landmark 25 is 25y, the abscissa of landmark 27 is 27x and the ordinate of 

landmark 29 is 29y. For rectangular interception, (x1, y1) is (18x, 25y-2), (x2, 

y2) is (27x, 25y-2), (x3, y3) is (18x, 29y+5) and (x4, y4) is (27x, 29y+5). The 

interception of the nose area is based on landmarks 29, 32, 34 and 36. In 

particular, the ordinate of landmark 29 is 29y, the abscissa of landmark 32 is 

32x, the ordinate of landmark 34 is 34y and the abscissa of landmark 36 is 36x. 

For rectangular interception, (x1, y1) is (32x-30, 29y+5), (x2, y2) is (36x+30, 

29y+5), (x3, y3) is (32x-30, 34y+10) and (x4, y4) is (36x+30, 34y+10). The 

interception of the mouth area is based on landmarks 9, 34, 49 and 54. In 

particular, the ordinate of landmark 9 is 9y, the ordinate of landmark 34 is 34y, 

the abscissa of landmark 49 is 49x and the abscissa of landmark 55 is 55x. 

For rectangular interception, (x1, y1) is (49x-35, 34y+5), (x2, y2) is (49x-35, 

34y+5), (x3, y3) is (55x+35, 9y-5) and (x4, y4) is (55x+35, 9y-5). 

The ellipse regression programme was designed for facial section extraction. 

On the basis of the CK+ and JAFFE databases and MATLAB, the facial region 

image was extracted from the original database images, and 68 points were 

marked on the extracted facial image. By using the landmarks, ellipse 

regression was used to extract the facial image. Previously, the facial image 

was extracted from the original image by rectangular segmentation, as shown 

in Figures 2-9 (a) and (b). 

Ellipse regression was performed on the extracted facial image. The elliptic 

curve was obtained according to the regression of the 68 points of facial 

landmarks. The cutoff coordinates were selected according to the coordinates 

of the facial eyebrow landmarks. Useful information on the facial image was 

obtained by synthesising the cutoff coordinates of the eyebrows and the 

regression elliptic curve. The useful information is the image below the cutoff 
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coordinates on the eyebrows and inside the regression elliptic curve. Other 

negligible information was assigned a value of zero. On the processed image, 

the useful information part keeps the image without any change, and the 

useless part appears black. 

According to the 68 points of the face in Figure 2-7, ellipse regression is 

mainly used from landmarks 1 to 17. The number of regression calculation 

points can be appropriately changed at the eyebrow area. Landmarks 18, 19, 

26 and 27 are included. The four marks can change the range of information 

contained in the regression elliptic curve. 

 

Figure 2-7 Sixty-eight points of landmarks on the Dlib face 

 

 𝑃 𝑥 + 𝑃 𝑥𝑦 + 𝑃 𝑦 + 𝑃 𝑥 + 𝑃 𝑦 + 𝑃 = 0 2-3 
Elliptic regression of local facial expression regions is extracted in three 

main parts. In the first step, the elliptic equation is determined. This experiment 

used the general ellipse Equation (2-3) and set the parameters 𝑃 , 𝑃 , 𝑃 , 𝑃 , 

𝑃  and 𝑃 . In the second step, the ellipse was fitted using the least squares 

method based on the landmarks of the facial expression images, and the 

parameters were estimated for the nonlinear regression of the ellipse. In the 

third step, local facial expression regions based on the ellipse are extracted 

according to the obtained ellipse parameters. The flow chart is shown in Figure 

2-8, and the exact procedure is included in Appendix C. The results are shown 

in Figure 2-9. 
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Figure 2-8 Flowchart for extracting ellipse-based local facial expression regions 

 

 

Figure 2-9 Facial image by ellipse regression segmentation 

 

2.3.2 Classification Selection 

The LBP facial expression features extracted from the JAFFE and CK+ 

databases were segmented by the experimental programme in Appendix B 

and used as input data. Several classifiers were tested for classification by 

using the machine learning toolbox that comes with MATLAB and used to 

compare their performance to select the most suitable classifier. The results 
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showed that three of the classifiers, namely, quadratic SVM, cubic SVM and 

fine KNN, outperformed the other available classification algorithms. The 

results for the quadratic SVM, cubic SVM and fine KNN classifiers are shown 

in Table 2-2. By comparing these three classifiers, the quadratic SVM has a 

higher performance. The quadratic SVM was ultimately chosen as the 

classifier for the following set of experiments. 

Table 2-2 Performance of single-database FER for different classifications. 

No 

Classification Accuracy 

Type Name 

JAFFE CK+ 
Whole 
face 

image 

Narrow 
face 

image 

Whole 
face 

image 

Narrow 
face 

image 

1 SVM 
Quadratic 

SVM 
80.3% 81.2% 98.6% 99.6% 

2 SVM 
Cubic 
SVM 

79.8% 81.2% 98.6% 99.6% 

3 KNN Fine KNN 80.3% 81.6% 97.6% 99.1% 

 

Quadratic programming (QP) is a technique for optimising a quadratic 

objective function subject to certain linear constraints. A large number of QP 

solvers are available, for example, MATLAB’s machine learning toolbox. Given 

a set of training examples, each marked as belonging to one of two categories, 

an SVM training algorithm builds a model that assigns new examples to one 

category or the other, allowing it to become a binary linear classifier. Quadratic 

SVM is used for classification in this research. The multiclass method of the 

SVM is a one-against-one method. An error-correcting output code (ECOC) 

model in SVM reduces the problem of classification with three or more classes 

to a set of binary classification problems. ECOC models can improve 

classification accuracy compared with other multiclass models. ECOC 

classification requires a coding design for determining the classes that the 

binary learners train on and a decoding scheme for determining the manner in 

which the results (predictions) of the binary classifiers are aggregated. 

The classification model in this research is as follows: 

 The classification problem has seven classes. 

 The coding design is one-versus-one. For seven different classes, the 

coding design follows Table 2-3. 

Table 2-3 Model binary training with seven classes by 21 learners 
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Learner 
No. 

Class 1 Class 2 Class 3 Class 4 Class 5 Class 6 Class 7 

Learner 
1 

1 −1 0 0 0 0 0 

Learner 
2 

1 0 − 1 0 0 0 0 

Learner 
3 

1 0 0 −1 0 0 0 

Learner 
4 

1 0 0 0 −1 0 0 

Learner 
5 

1 0 0 0 0 −1 0 

Learner 
6 

1 0 0 0 0 0 −1 

Learner 
7 

0 1 −1 0 0 0 0 

Learner 
8 

0 1 0 −1 0 0 0 

Learner 
9 

0 1 0 0 −1 0 0 

Learner 
10 

0 1 0 0 0 −1 0 

Learner 
11 

0 1 0 0 0 0 −1 

Learner 
12 

0 0 1 −1 0 0 0 

Learner 
13 

0 0 1 0 −1 0 0 

Learner 
14 

0 0 1 0 0 −1 0 

Learner 
15 

0 0 1 0 0 0 −1 

Learner 
16 

0 0 0 1 −1 0 0 

Learner 
17 

0 0 0 1 0 −1 0 

Learner 
18 

0 0 0 1 0 0 −1 

Learner 
19 

0 0 0 0 1 0 −1 

Learner 
20 

0 0 0 0 1 0 0 

Learner 
21 

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 

  

 The decoding scheme uses loss g. 

 The learners are SVMs. 

The classification model is built by the ECOC algorithm following these 

steps: 

1. Learner 1 trains on observations in Class 1 or 2 and treats Class 1 as 

the positive class and Class 2 as the negative class. The other learners are 
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trained similarly. 

2. Let M be the coding design matrix with elements 𝑚  and 𝑠  be the 

predicted classification score for the positive class of learner l. The algorithm 

assigns a new observation to the class (𝑘) that minimises the aggregation of 

the losses for the L binary learners. 

 𝑘 = 𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑚𝑖𝑛
∑ | | ( , )

∑ | |
 2-4 

As explained in the previous section, LBP was used to extract relevant facial 

features, which were then classified using the quadratic SVM. 

2.3.3 Cross-Database FER via Original and Narrowed 

Facial Images 

By using whole face facial images, narrowed face facial images and ellipse 

regression face facial images, a cross-database test was conducted, and the 

following results were obtained. For detailed code for the whole face 

experimental programme and the narrowed face experimental programme, 

please see Appendix B. For detailed code for the elliptical regression face 

experimental programme, please see Appendix C. 

Table 2-4 Performance of single- and cross-database FER arrangements for 

different facial ranges. 

Databases 

Single-database 
FER 

Cross-database FER 

CK+ JAFFE 
CK+ trained 

(JAFFE 
tested) 

JAFFE trained 
(CK+ tested) 

Whole Face with 
Background 

99.00% 80.75% 18.78% 15.14% 

Narrowed Face 
(No Background) 

98.43% 84.98% 33.33% 32.86% 

Ellipse Regression 
Face 

98.34% 84.04% 41.78% 43.25% 

 

The single database for FER is that the model will be trained and tested by 

the same database. In the cross-database, the model will be trained by JAFFE 

or CK+ and tested by the other database. In the case of original facial images, 

the classifier performs effectively with a single database, but the recognition 

rate is only less than 20% with the cross-databases. In the case of narrowed 

facial images, the accuracy of a single database slightly changes, whereas 

that of multiple databases notably improves. Both accuracy values are higher 
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than 30%. This outcome is in agreement with Ref. [71], in which similarly low 

recognition rates of 34.6% are reported for cross-database FER recognition. 

When the ellipse regression face image was used for the input, the cross-

database accuracy was over 40%. This result is better than the result of cross-

databases with the narrowed face input. These findings also show that the 

recognition rate with cross-databases can be improved by reducing 

background information. This conclusion led to the use of local facial features 

for FER. 

2.3.4 Cross-Database FER via Local Region Images 

The FER system was trained and tested with single- and cross-databases. 

The recognition accuracy was enhanced by increasing the proportion of useful 

information. In particular, three local facial regions (eyes, nose and mouth) 

were extracted and tested for FER. 

 

Figure 2-10 Accuracy variation for cross-database arrangements compared with a 

single-database system with single features (1: JAFFE single database, 2: JAFFE-

trained and CK+-tested, 3: CK+ single database, 4: CK+-trained and JAFFE-tested). 

 

After conducting the local facial image test, the accuracy of the mouth region 

increased by 6.11% when the model was trained by a CK+ database and the 

expression was identified by a JAFFE database. This finding means that the 

mouth region contains the information most relevant for FER. However, the 

accuracy of models trained using the JAFFE database with cross-database 

validation decreased relative to the results obtained with narrowed facial 

images. 

1 2 3 4

Narrowed 84.98% 32.86% 98.43% 33.33%

Eyes 77.93% 24.00% 97.57% 29.11%

Nose 60.56% 19.14% 93.14% 23.47%

Mouth 78.87% 25.00% 98.86% 39.44%

0.00%
10.00%
20.00%
30.00%
40.00%
50.00%
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70.00%
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100.00%
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Figure 2-11 Accuracy variation for cross-database arrangements compared with a 

single-database system with fusion features (1: JAFFE single database, 2: JAFFE-

trained and CK+-tested, 3: CK+ single database, 4: CK+-trained and JAFFE-tested) 

 

The newly obtained features comprising a pairwise aggregation of local 

facial features were used for testing. For the model trained with the JAFFE 

database, when the JAFFE and CK+ databases were used for testing, the 

combination of the eye and mouth regions was more accurate than the single-

feature result. Moreover, this finding is slightly better than that obtained using 

narrowed facial images. These results suggest that the mouth and eyes 

contain useful information. 

For the model trained by the CK+ database, the accuracy of a single 

database showed no significant improvement. However, when tested by the 

JAFFE database, the accuracy significantly improved with the combination of 

the eye and mouth regions. Compared with the results achieved using 

narrowed facial images, the accuracy improved by 12.68%. When compared 

with the result achieved using only the mouth region, the accuracy improved 

by 6.57%. 

The results of the conducted experiments can also be compared with the 

cross-database recognition rates reported in other papers. When using 

narrowed facial images or single face regions, recognition rates are very 

similar to those reported elsewhere. However, when tests were performed 

using features aggregated by the three local facial regions, the recognition 

rates achieved in this work were significantly higher than other reported results. 

1 2 3 4

Narrowed 84.98% 32.86% 98.43% 33.33%

Eyes&Nose 76.53% 23.00% 98.29% 22.07%

Eyes&Mouth 89.67% 34.43% 99.29% 46.01%

Nose&Mouth 72.30% 29.71% 97.14% 39.91%

Eyes&Nose&Mouth 86.85% 38.57% 98.71% 50.23%

0.00%

10.00%

20.00%

30.00%
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Compared with Zavarez [72], the proposed method in the present study 

requires less training, which reduces the challenges arising from the size of 

the training set and the computational power required for model training. The 

FER accuracy is improved when using the new feature because it increases 

the amount of effective information that can support FER when using cross-

databases. 

As shown in Table 2-5, the recognition rates of the experimental results 

compared with those reported in other papers cross-database are shown in 

chronological order. Additionally, Figure 2-12 shows the recognition rates of 

the experimental results compared with those reported in other papers across 

databases in order from lowest to highest by plotting bar charts. 

Table 2-5 Comparison with previous approaches 

 
Training Database 

(Test: JAFFE) 
Accuracy 

Shan, Gong and McOwan [74] CK+ 40% 

Silva and Pedrini [73] CK+ 42.3% 

Liu and Chen [71] CK+ 34.6% 

Zavarez, Berriel and Oliveira-
Santos [72] 

CK+, JAFFE, MMI, 
RaFD, KDEF, BU-
3DFE and ARFace 

44.32% 

Proposed CK+ 50.23% 

 

 

Figure 2-12 Comparison with previous approaches 

 

Finally, three local features were aggregated to obtain a new feature with 

the intention of further reducing the proportion of less relevant information 

CK+ [7] CK+ [10] CK+ [9]
Mixed

Database
[8]

CK+

Accuracy
(JAFFE) 35% 40.00% 42.30% 44.32% 50.23%
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contained in the training dataset. The new feature was tested by cross-

databases. The results of the JAFFE database-trained model tested in a single 

database showed a slight improvement over the test results for narrowed facial 

images. The accuracy rate of the cross-database test results increased by 

5.71%. The most significant improvement in the recognition accuracy was the 

recognition results of the model trained by the CK+ database. The accuracy of 

this cross-database test reached 50.23% (Table 2-5 and Figure 2-12), which 

is a 16.9% improvement compared with the result achieved using narrowed 

facial images. 

This new feature is more sensitive to the expression of ‘disgust’, as 

indicated by the confusion matrix (Table 2-6). Although the recognition rate for 

‘disgust’ is low, the new feature can accurately recognise this expression. This 

novel feature is also relatively sensitive to the expressions of ‘happiness’ and 

‘surprise’. 

 

Table 2-6: Confusion matrices for FER system tests using a fusion feature with three 

local regions (units: %) 

 
Prediction label  

AN DI FE HA NE SA SU Acc 

Real 
label 

AN 50.00 00.00 00.00 03.33 33.33 10.00 03.33 50.00 

DI 24.14 17.24 24.14 00.00 24.14 06.90 34.5 17.24 

FE 03.13 00.00 28.13 06.25 43.75 00.00 18.75 28.13 

HA 03.23 00.00 03.23 80.65 09.68 00.00 03.23 80.65 

NE 03.33 00.00 06.67 00.00 66.67 06.67 16.67 66.67 

SA 25.81 00.00 03.23 03.23 19.35 38.71 09.68 38.71 

SU 13.33 00.00 03.33 03.33 10.00 00.00 70.00 70.00 

Average accuracy 50.23 

 

2.4 CONCLUSION 

Considerably different FER systems reported in the literature perform 
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effectively when training and testing samples that originate from the same 

precompiled database of facial images. However, the accuracy of the results 

drops drastically when the same systems are tested using images from an 

entirely different database (i.e. not used in the training phase). This study 

investigated the influence of various sections of a facial image on the level of 

deterioration in the performance of the cross-database FER system. The 

decrease in performance is less severe if the background is removed from the 

image. By comparing the image whose background with important sections of 

the facial image is removed, the performance of the recognition rate has 

different improvements when using important sections of the facial image. 

Encouraging results are recorded when the mouth region is used in the 

experiment. This region is proven to hold a significant and crucial amount of 

information related to the facial expression and emotion of the person in the 

image. When the new feature aggregates the features from the eyes, nose and 

mouth, the proportion of effective information further increases. The 

experiments show substantial improvement in the recognition results. The 

recognition accuracy of 50.23% represents a significant improvement when 

compared with cross-database FER results reported in the literature. Such a 

result is achieved using a ‘classical’ approach, that is, without employing DL 

techniques, thereby requiring significantly less computing power. Future work 

will focus on testing the performance of DL algorithms by using only the most 

important sections of facial images in similar cross-database arrangements. 
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Chapter 3  EXPLORATION TO IMPROVE THE 

ACCURACY OF FACIAL EXPRESSION 

RECOGNITION BY EXTRACTING DIFFERENT LOCAL 

FACIAL FEATURE INFORMATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Automatic detection of human emotions, such as anger, happiness and 

sadness, from facial expressions has been actively investigated in recent 

decades. With the rapid development of technology and advancements in 

machine learning (ML), the range of potential applications for facial expression 

recognition (FER) systems has significantly increased, covering various 

aspects of human‒computer interaction and emotion analysis, including other 

more targeted applications, such as monitoring driver fatigue by using 

simulators and computer games. Therefore, the number of FER-related studies 

and publications has grown rapidly over the last decade. The study of the work 

done in this area provides a good overview of the more traditional 

methods[40][94][95][96], including some recent deep learning (DL)-based 

methods [61] and the results achieved. 

In most FER studies, facial expressions were grouped into six categories: 

anger, disgust, fear, happiness, sadness and surprise. Neutral expressions are 

sometimes used as an additional seventh category to classify faces that do not 

fit sufficiently into any of the other six groups. 

Although difficult, the ‘FER via ML’ problem has been addressed with 

increasing success in recent years. However, the underlying issue pertaining 

to the link between facial expression and the true emotional state of a person 

presents a different type of challenge to the machine-learning community. 

Another related problem is the question of which part of the human face 

contributes to facial expression to the greatest extent. This case perhaps 

reveals the most about the emotional state of a person. 

On the basis of a previous study [97], the recognition process focuses more 

on the lower part of the face that performs sound communication and includes 

the mouth, nose, chin movement and cheeks. Some researchers believe that 
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recognition should exploit the intrinsic characteristics of how people express 

emotions, that is, modifying their facial expressions by moving the landmark 

features of the face. The location of facial landmarks should be used, and this 

information should be incorporated into the classification process [98]. In Refs. 

[99] and [100], eyebrows play an important part in face recognition [100], with 

a continuous and categorical model describing how humans understand 

emotions in facial expressions. The Viola-Jones algorithm is used to detect 

features of the human face and other developments. In Ref. [101], observers 

mostly relied on the eye and mouth regions when successfully recognising an 

emotion. Furthermore, the difference in the importance of the eyes and mouth 

allowed the expressions to be grouped in a continuous space, ranging from 

sadness and fear (reliance on the eyes) to disgust and happiness (the mouth). 

Therefore, on the basis of previous research, the local facial parts that 

contribute to facial expression to the greatest extent may clearly reveal most of 

the emotional state of the person. 

 

Figure 3-1 Main stages in the generic FER system 
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An FER system usually consists of a number of steps common to many other 

machine vision systems, as depicted in Figure 3-1. The first step in this system 

is preprocessing the captured images to enhance the image quality. 

Preprocessing can include image adjustment, histogram normalisation, image 

scaling and filtering. The next task is face detection, which can be combined or 

achieved by the detection of regions of interest (ROIs) in the face, including the 

eyes, cheeks, mouth and forehead. One of the most common algorithms 

employed to detect face and facial ROIs is the Viola-Jones method [102]. 

This stage represents a shift in the system from image to actual data 

processing. Some of the most popular features and tools for feature extraction 

include local binary patterns (LBPs) [88][39], Gabor filters [103], principal 

component analysis (PCA) [104], independent component analysis [105], 

linear discriminant analysis [93][107] and local directional patterns [108][109], 

amongst many other approaches. 

The Gabor filter and the LBP are texture descriptors used to explain the 

organisation and texture of the face in different ways. The LBP approach 

assigns a label to each pixel in the P-neighbourhood (P equals spaced pixels 

within the same distance from the central observed pixel) by thresholding its 

values with the central pixel value and converting these threshold values into a 

decimal number via the LBP rule [39][88]. Several different methods and 

variants of these approaches, such as LBPs from the three orthogonal planes 

(TOPs) [93], [109] and LBP-TOP descriptor by combining it with a dynamic 

edge descriptor based on locally oriented edges [110], have been reported in 

the literature in recent years. 

Another group of feature extractors is based on edge information in the 

images, which can be extracted in different ways. The line edge map and 

graphic processing unit-based active shape model are the two prominent 

methods for edge feature extraction that can also be combined with other edge 

detection and image enhancement methods. The histogram of oriented 

gradients (HOG) is another edge-related feature descriptor [109][111]. 

This study aims to investigate the contribution and importance of different 

sections of the human face to overall facial expression and automatic 

expression detection. On this basis, three different sections of the faces 
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available in the Japanese female facial expression (JAFFE) database were 

extracted from each image and automatic classification, that is, the FER system, 

which is applied to associate each section with a corresponding expression. 

Figure 3-2 shows the sections, namely, i) eyes, (ii) nose and mouth and (iii) 

mouth and chin regions, by using an image from the JAFFE database. Then, 

the classification labels supplied with the JAFFE database are compared with 

the ‘ground truth’, and the accuracy of classification for each part of the face is 

calculated. Various sizes of each extracted facial region are considered to 

better assess the importance of accurate estimation and details of each section 

for classification accuracy. 

 

Figure 3-2 Sample facial image from the JAFFE database with its label and 

indicated segments used in this work 

 

Three different feature extraction and classification techniques are used in 

this study. The aim is not to compare the performance of these methods but to 

discount the influence of the recognition algorithm and generalise the findings 

of this work. A ‘classical’ PCA-based [104][106] method has been combined 

with a simple KNN [112] classification algorithm and initially used on the 

standard set of JAFFE images. The second approach combines an LBP [88] 

method of feature extraction and a support vector machine (SVM) [111] to 

classify the extracted features and detect the expression. Finally, a more 

recent ‘DL’-based approach, in which an artificial convolutional neural network 
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(CNN) has been used to perform the feature extraction and classification of 

presented facial and extracted sections of facial images, has been used. The 

same set of images and facial sections was used for each algorithm tested in 

this study. 

The remainder of this chapter is organised as follows. Sections 3.2 and 3.3 

briefly describe the applied techniques and systems. Section 3.4 presents the 

results. Finally, Section 3.5 concludes the study. 

3.2 FER SYSTEM AND TECHNIQUES USED IN 

THIS WORK 

3.2.1 LBP and SVM 

Chapter 3 follows the LBP and SVM used in Chapter 2. 

For specific information on LBP and SVM, please move to Chapter 2, 

sections 2.2.3 and 2.2.4. 

3.2.2 PCA and 2DPCA 

One of the earliest successful approaches used for face recognition and 

later extended to FER was the method proposed by Turk and Petland in 1991 

[104]. Essentially, this method is based on PCA, a statistical method that is 

widely investigated and applied in many engineering and computing problems. 

The purpose of PCA is to find an optimal set of orthogonal vector bases 

through a linear transformation of the observed dataset. The linear 

combination of the extracted basis vectors can be used to reconstruct the 

original data samples, thereby minimising the error between the reconstructed 

and original samples. When applied to facial images, each input image was 

transformed into a one-dimensional column vector and used to form an input 

matrix. Then, this data matrix is analysed, and a set of orthogonal basis vectors 

is extracted to represent a multidimensional face image as a linear 

combination of these basis vectors. Data dimensions can be reduced by 

linearly projecting data samples onto the subset of those vectors in which the 

variances of all projected samples are maximised. These projections can be 

treated as features extracted from each data sample and then classified. 

Euclidean distance or other similar metrics, for example, Mahalanobis cosine 

distance, are usually used for this purpose. 
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A new technique created for image representation, two-dimensional PCA 

(2DPCA), has been developed. In contrast to PCA, 2DPCA is based on a 2D 

image matrix rather than a 1D vector; hence, the image matrix does not need 

to be converted into a vector prior to feature extraction. Instead, the original 

image matrix is used directly to construct the image covariance matrix and 

derive its feature vectors for image feature extraction. According to Ref. [113], 

the use of 2DPCA to extract image features is computationally more efficient 

than PCA. Mathematically, if 𝐴 is used to denote an 𝑚 × 𝑛 image matrix and 𝑋 

is used to represent the 𝑚  dimensional unitary column vector, then the 

projection of matrix 𝐴 onto 𝑋 is a linear transformation: 

 𝑌 = 𝐴 𝑋  3-1 
The obtained column vector 𝑌 is called the projected feature vector of image 

𝐴 on vector 𝑋. 

The optimal projection vector Xopt must be obtained to maximise the 

variance of the projected feature vector 𝑋  that needs to be obtained. The 

optimal projection vector 𝑋  maximises the scatter criterion function 𝐽(𝑋) =

𝑋 𝐺𝑋. 

Here, 𝐺 is the covariance matrix for the set of 𝑀 images 𝐴 , 𝑘 = 1, 2, … , 𝑀 

calculated using the following: 

 𝐺 = ∑ (𝐴 − �̅�) (𝐴 − �̅�)  3-2 

where �̅� represents the average or mean image of this set, that is: 

 �̅� = ∑ 𝐴   3-3 

𝐺  is a symmetric 𝑀 × 𝑀  matrix. M eigenvectors 𝑋  and the associated 

eigenvalues 𝜆  of this matrix can be calculated using the eigenvalue 

decomposition method, that is, 

 [𝑃, Λ] = 𝑒𝑖𝑔(𝐺)  3-4 
where matrix 𝑃  contains all extracted vectors as columns. Matrix Λ is a 

diagonal matrix containing the associated eigenvalues, sorted in descending 

order.  

 𝑃 = [𝑋 , 𝑋 , … , 𝑋 ] 3-5 
 Λ = 𝑑𝑖𝑎𝑔{𝜆 , 𝜆 , 𝜆 … 𝜆 } 3-6 

 𝜆 >  𝜆 > 𝜆 > ⋯ > 𝜆  

The projection matrix 𝑃  can now be formed from the first set of 𝑑 

eigenvectors corresponding to the 𝑑 largest eigenvalues. 

 𝑃 = [𝑋 , 𝑋 , … , 𝑋 ] 3-7 
Once the projection matrix is evaluated, each image collected from the facial 
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expression gallery is projected into the 2DPCA subspace, and projections are 

classified using one of the numerous distance metrics. 

Table 3-1 Summary of 2DPCA applicable to FER 

Training images Test image 

Calculate the mean image for the 

whole training set𝑌  

 

𝑌 =
1

𝑀
𝑌  

 

Find the difference between the 

mean image and each image from the 

training set 

Find the difference between the 

mean image and test image 𝑍 

𝑌 = 𝑌 − 𝑌 𝑍 = 𝑍 − 𝑌 

Evaluate the covariance matrix  

𝐺 =
1

𝑀
𝑌𝑌  

 

Calculate the eigenvectors of the 

covariance matrix 

 

[𝑃, Λ] = 𝑒𝑖𝑔(𝐺)  

Select the subset of extracted 

eigenvectors and form the projection 

matrix 

 

𝑃 = 𝑃(: ,1: 𝑑)  

Project each training image using 

the projection matrix 

Project the test image using the 

projection matrix 

𝑌 = 𝑌 𝑃  𝑍 = 𝑍 𝑃  

 

Once the above process has been completed, the classification phase 

includes an evaluation of the distance between the projections of each 

centralised training image and the test image, that is, 𝑑(𝑌 , 𝑍). The search for 

the minimum distance would finally reveal the expression from the training set 

to be associated with the test image. 

Different distance metrics can be used in this stage. Some of the most often 

used are the Euclidean distance, cosine angle distance, mean square error 

distance and Manhattan distance. In this work, a simple Euclidean distance is 
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used, in which for two matrices, 𝑋  and 𝑌  of size 𝑅 × 𝐶 , this distance is 

calculated as follows: 

 𝑑(𝑋, 𝑌) = ∑ ∑ 𝑥 , − 𝑦 ,  3-8 

3.2.3 Deep Learning 

DL algorithms attempt to use unknown structures in the input distribution to 

find good representations, usually at multiple levels, and the use of low-level 

features to define high-level learning features [114]. The DL method has been 

applied to the field of image recognition because CNNs have a strong 

recognition ability [85]. CNNs have been shown to outperform other techniques 

in most machine vision tasks, providing a large amount of data. In this case, 

facial images are available to train the network. 

Compared with traditional ML methods, DL relies on massive training data 

because it requires a substantial amount of data to understand the potential 

patterns of data. Data dependence is one of the most serious problems in DL. 

In some areas, the lack of training data is inevitable. Data collection is complex 

and expensive; hence, building large-scale, high-quality annotation datasets is 

difficult. However, the JAFFE database is relatively small, considering the 

training requirements of most CNNs. The issue of a small training set was partly 

overcome in this work by using one of the available pretrained networks, 

AlexNet. It was slightly reconfigured and then trained in the final stage by using 

a portion of the JAFFE images. This technique is typically referred to as transfer 

learning. Transfer learning is an important tool for solving the basic problem of 

insufficient training data in ML [115]. 

Transfer learning relaxes the assumption that the training data must be 

independent and identically distributed with the test data, which means that it 

has had a great positive impact in many areas in which improvements have 

been difficult owing to insufficient training data [115]. Transfer learning can use 

a pretrained network as a starting point for learning new tasks [116]. It attempts 

to transfer the learnt structure from the source domain to the target domain by 

relaxing the assumption that the training data must be independent and 

identically distributed to the test data. 

Figure 3-3 shows the process of transfer learning. 
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Figure 3-3 Transfer Learning 

 

Transfer learning can be defined in the following manner [115]: 

Given a learning task 𝑇  based on 𝐷 , I can obtain help from 𝐷  for the 

learning task 𝑇 . Transfer learning aims to improve the performance of the 

predictive function 𝑓  (·) for the learning task 𝑇  by discovering and transferring 

latent knowledge from 𝐷  and 𝑇 , where 𝐷 ≠ 𝐷  and/or 𝑇 ≠ 𝑇 . In addition, in 

most cases, the size of 𝐷  is much larger than the size of 𝐷 , 𝑁 ≫ 𝑁 . 

A domain can be represented by 𝐷 = {𝜒, 𝑃(𝑋)}, which contains the feature 

space 𝜒 and edge probability distribution 𝑃(𝑋), where 𝑋 = {𝑥 , ⋯ , 𝑥 } ∈ 𝜒. 

A task can be represented as 𝑇 = {𝑦, 𝑓(𝑥)}. It consists of a label space 𝑦 

and target prediction function 𝑓(𝑥), which can also be regarded as a conditional 

probability function 𝑃(𝑦|𝑥). 

This work used a pretrained AlexNet CNN as the source domain, which was 

fine-tuned to classify the new set of images, trained on more than 1 million 

images and classified images into 1,000 object categories. The network learns 

the rich features of a large number of images. The image is taken as the input, 

and the probability of each object label class is the output. In the case of a 

pretrained network taken as a starting point for learning a new task, fine-tuning 

the network using transfer learning is usually much faster and easier than 

training the network from scratch using random initial weights. This scheme 

allowed the experimenter to quickly transfer the learnt features to a new task 

by using a smaller number of training images [116]. 
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AlexNet is a CNN that is eight layers deep. Table 3-2 shows the 25 layers 

[55]. 

The first layer is the image input layer, which requires an input image of size 

227 × 227 × 3, with the number of colour channels. Therefore, the input data 

must be processed accordingly during database preprocessing to match the 

AlexNet input data structure. The last three layers of the pretrained network 

were configured for 1000 classes. These three layers must be fine-tuned to 

solve a new classification problem. The new network extracts all but the last 

three layers from the pretrained network. The last three layers were then 

transferred to a new classification task by replacing the original AlexNet with 

the last three layers with fully connected layers, the softmax layer and the 

classification output layer. According to the FER classification problem, the new 

output should be an expression label for one of the seven basic expressions 

(anger, disgust, fear, happiness, neutral, sadness and surprise). The category 

data of the fully connected layer (fc7) must be reset to seven categories. 

 

Table 3-2 Structure of AlexNet 

 Name Type Activations Learnables  

1 Data Image input 227 × 227 × 3 – 

227 × 227 × 3 
images with 
‘zerocenter’ 

normalisation 

2 conv1 Convolution 55 × 55 × 96 
Weights 11 × 11 × 

96 
Bias 1 × 1 × 96 

96 11 × 11 × 3 
convolutions 

with stride [4 4] 
and padding         
[0  0  0  0] 

3 relu1 ReLU 55 × 55 × 96 –  

4 norm1 
Cross channel 
normalisation 

55 × 55 × 96 – 

cross channel 
normalisation 

with 5 channels 
per element 

5 pool1 Max pooling 27 × 27 × 96 – 

3 × 3 max 
pooling with 

stride [2 2] and 
padding             

[0  0  0  0] 

6 conv2 
Grouped 

convolution 
27 × 27 × 256 

Weights 5 × 5 × 
48 × 128 × 2 

Bias 1 × 1 × 128 × 
2 

2 groups of 128 
5 × 5 × 48 

convolutions 
with stride [1 1] 

and padding       
[2  2  2  2] 

7 relu2 ReLU 27 × 27 × 256 –  
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8 norm2 
Cross channel 
normalisation 

27 × 27 × 256 – 

cross channel 
normalisation 

with 5 channels 
per element 

9 pool2 Max pooling 13 × 13 × 256 – 

3 × 3 max 
pooling with 

stride [2 2] and 
padding            

[0  0  0  0] 

10 conv3 Convolution 13 × 13 × 384 
Weights 11 × 11 × 

96 
Bias 1 × 1 × 96 

384 3 × 3 × 256 
convolutions 

with stride [1 1] 
and padding       
[1  1  1  1] 

11 relu3 ReLU 13 × 13 × 384 –  

12 conv4 
Grouped 

convolution 
13 × 13 × 384 

Weights 3 × 3 × 
256 × 384 

Bias 1 × 1 × 384 

2 groups of 192 
3 × 3 × 192 
convolutions 

with stride [1 1] 
and padding       
[1  1  1  1] 

13 relu4 ReLU 13 × 13 × 384 –  

14 conv5 
Grouped 

convolution 
13 × 13 × 256 

Weights 3 × 3 × 
192 × 128 × 2 

Bias 1 × 1 × 128 × 
2 

2 groups of 128 
3 × 3 × 192 
convolutions 

with stride [1 1] 
and padding     
[1  1  1  1] 

15 relu5 ReLU 13 × 13 × 256 –  

16 pool5 Max pooling 6 × 6 × 256 – 

3 × 3 max 
pooling with 

stride [2 2] and 
padding            

[0  0  0  0] 

17 fc6 Fully connected 1 × 1 × 4096 
Weights 4096 × 

9216 
Bias 4096 × 1 

4096 fully 
connected 

layers 
18 relu6 ReLU 1 × 1 × 4096 –  

19 drop6 Dropout 1 × 1 × 4096 – 50% dropout 

20 fc7 Fully connected 1 × 1 × 4096 
Weights 4096 × 

4096 
Bias 4096 × 1 

4096 fully 
connected 

layers 
21 relu7 ReLU 1 × 1 × 4096 –  

22 drop7 Dropout 1 × 1 × 4096 – 50% dropout 

23 fc7 Fully connected 1 × 1 × 1000 
Weights 1000 × 

4096 
Bias 1000×1 

 

24 prob Softmax 1 × 1 × 1000 – softmax 

25 output 
Classification 

output 
1 × 1 × 1000 – 

crossentropye × 
with ‘tench’ and 

999 other 
classes 
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3.3 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 

Several datasets containing images capturing facial expressions have been 

made publicly available to test and compare the developed FER algorithms and 

systems. One commonly used dataset is the JAFFE Dataset. JAFFE consists 

of 213 images containing facial expressions that can be classified as ‘anger’, 

‘disgust’, ‘fear’, ‘happy’, ‘sad’, ‘surprise’ and ‘-neutral’. Each female subject 

shown in these images had three or four expressions that were rated by a group 

of 60 female observers. The observers in this study were asked to grade each 

facial expression on a scale of ‘1 to 5’ for each of the first six expressions listed 

above. The scores were then averaged. The face was then labelled as 

belonging to one of the six groups based on the dominant score for that 

particular expression. In the absence of a dominant score for any expression, 

the facial expression in the image was then classified as the seventh, ‘neutral’ 

expression. A short excerpt of the data provided by the JAFFE dataset is given 

in Table 3-3. Figure 3-2 shows a sample image from this database. 

Table 3-3 JAFFE database information 

Image No. HA SA SU AN DI FE Image Label 

7 5.00 1.13 1.26 1.10 1.10 1.06 HA 

8 4.65 1.29 1.39 1.23 1.16 1.16 HA 

9 1.42 4.00 1.55 2.39 3.26 3.03 SA 

10 1.23 4.39 1.45 2.61 3.19 2.71 SA 

11 1.32 4.00 1.87 2.60 3.77 3.19 SA 

12 1.26 4.29 1.58 2.26 3.39 2.94 SA 
 

The aim of this study is to investigate the contribution and importance of 

different sections of the human face to overall facial expression and automatic 

expression detection. On this basis, three different sections of the faces 

available in the JAFFE database were extracted from each image. In addition, 

automatic classification, that is, the FER system, was applied to associate each 

section with a corresponding expression. Figure 3-2 shows these sections: (i) 

eyes, (ii) nose and mouth and (iii) mouth and chin regions by using an image 

from the JAFFE database. Then, compared with the classification labels 

provided by the JAFFE database, the accuracy of classification for each part of 

the face is calculated. Various sizes of each extracted facial region were 
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considered to better assess the importance of accurate estimation and details 

of each section for classification accuracy. 

The amount of information contained in different parts of the facial image 

related to facial expressions was estimated by considering three sections of 

each image from the database: (i) eyes, (ii) nose and mouth region and (iii) 

mouth and chin region. Tests also included different combinations of those 

regions in determining the extent to which recognition accuracy can be 

improved by increasing the amount of information provided for recognition. Two 

different databases, JAFFE and extended Cohn‒Kanade (CK+), were used in 

this experiment, but the images from these databases were not mixed. Cross-

database FER is a separate and complex problem described in the literature. 

A recent study [117] confirmed the significantly inferior performance of the FER 

system in this setup. Figure 3-4 shows the sample images from the two 

databases used in the experiments reported in this section. 

  

a) JAFFE image                     b) CK+ image 

Figure 3-4 Sample images from two databases 

 

The JAFFE [61] database consists of facial images of Asians, specifically 

Japanese females. The JAFFE database contains 10 subjects and three to five 

images for each of the seven expressions from each subject. The JAFFE 

database includes 213 static images. 

The CK+ database contains facial images from western (Caucasian) 

populations. The CK+ database [63][80] consists of 593 expression sequences 

from 123 subjects, in which 327 sequences are labelled with one of seven 

expressions (angry, disgust, fear, happy, sad, surprise and contempt). The 123 

subjects were from different regions with varying races, ages and genders. 

Each image sequence contains a set of captured frames in which the subjects 

change their expressions from a neutral emotional state and finish at the peak 

expression. The neutral and four peak frames of each sequence were selected 
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from 327 labelled sequences. Each expression included 100 images based on 

the balance between the eight expressions. Compared with the seven facial 

expressions in the JAFFE database, the same facial expressions (except for 

contempt) were used for the CK+ database. Therefore, the CK+ database 

included 700 images. In addition to certain structural differences, cultural 

differences also exist between the two databases. Thus, the two databases 

used vary significantly in type, including the number of available images and 

faces. 

Images from these two databases were used to extract important facial 

sections for FER. In addition, tests were performed using five different sizes of 

extracted facial regions. Extracted sections of different sizes are labelled Masks 

1 to 5 and are shown on a sample face image in Figure 3-5. The entire face, 

shown at the top of this figure and labelled Mask 0, was also used in the FER 

system tests as an additional check for the achieved results. As an illustration 

of the images used for recognition, Figure 3-6 depicts a set of Mask 1 - ‘eyes’ 

regions from the JAFFE database with each row in this figure corresponding to 

one of the standard facial expressions contained in this database. The five 

different sizes of facial regions can be extracted by the MATLAB programme of 

'Read and Save Combined Image' in Appendix D. 

 Mask 0 

Full face 

 

 (145  170 pixels) 
 Mask 1           Mask 2          Mask 3           Mask 4          Mask 5 

Eye region 
 

 (14060)           (14050)         (14040)          (14030)           (14025) 

Nose and 
mouth 
regions 

 (8255)            (8245)          (8235)           (8225)            (8220) 

Mouth and 
chin 

regions 
 

 (9074)            (9064)          (9054)           (9044)            (9039) 
 

Figure 3-5 Facial sections used for tests 
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NE           HA           SA           SU           AN            DI            FE 

Figure 3-6 Eye region for all JAFFE images, sorted according to standard facial 

expression 
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From the results in Chapter 2, the eyes, nose and mouth can have different 

influences on the FER results. For further research, three regions (eyes and 

eyebrows, nose and mouth and mouth and chin) were specifically selected. 

Different regions were intercepted in different sizes to observe the effect of 

region changes on the FER results and search for each region where important 

features are located. 

The eye region is dominated by the eyes and contains eyebrows. According 

to the results of Chapter 2, the feature information provided by the nose area is 

limited, causing the nose and mouth areas to be reduced and ultimately 

cantered on the upper lip area. Finally, the mouth and chin areas are reduced, 

cantered on the lips. Through the extraction and analysis of facial features in 

different regions and areas, the influence on the FER results was explored. 

Comparative and quantitative analyses of the data were performed by 

extracting the local region according to the landmark coordinates. 

The local region of the face was extracted based on the original image of the 

database and 68 landmarks in the Dlib library. Rectangular interception is 

performed; therefore, the coordinates of each of the four vertices are set as (x1, 

y1), (x2, y1), (x1, y2) and (x2, y2). (x1, y1) are the coordinates of the upper left 

point, (x2, y1) are the coordinates of the upper right point, (x1, y2) are the 

coordinates of the lower left point and (x2, y2) are the coordinates of the lower 

right point. 

Local facial region extraction uses the coordinates (x1, y1) and (x2, y2). The 

width of the extracted region is defined as W (W = x2 − x1), and the height of 

the extracted region is defined as H (H = y2 − y1). The three local regions of 

the face were extracted and further processed according to five masks of 

different sizes in each local region, as shown in Figure 3-5. The experimental 

input data were obtained, namely, five masks for the eyes, nose, mouth, mouth 

and chin. 

Following the eye region in Figure 3-5, the extraction range was based on 

Dlib landmarks 1, 17, 20 and 30. In particular, the abscissa of landmark 1 is x1 

= 1x, the ordinate of landmark 20 is y1 = 20y, the abscissa of landmark17 is x2 

= 17x and the ordinate of landmark 30 is y2 = 30y. Table 3-4 presents the 

rectangle extraction according to the eye region. 
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Regarding the nose and mouth regions in Figure 3-5, the extraction range 

was based on landmarks 6, 29, 37 and 46. In particular, the abscissa of 

landmark 37 is x1 = 37x, the ordinate of landmark 29 is y1 = 29y, the abscissa 

of landmark46 is x2 = 46x and the ordinate of landmark 6 is y2 = 6y. Table 3-4 

shows the rectangle extraction according to the nose and mouth regions. 

Following the mouth and chin regions shown in Figure 3-5, the extraction 

range was based on landmarks 5, 9, 13 and 34. In particular, the abscissa of 

landmark 5 is x1 = 5x, the ordinate of landmark 34 is y1 = 34y, the abscissa of 

landmark 13 is x2 = 13x and the ordinate of landmark 9 is y2 = 9y. Table 3-4 

shows rectangle extraction according to mouth and chin regions. 

Table 3-4 Details of the local facial region extraction 

 Eye region 
Nose and mouth 

regions 
Mouth and chin 

regions 
(x1, y1) (1x, 20y − 10) (37x, 29y) (5x, 34y) 
(x2, y2) (17x, 30y) (46x, 6y) (13x, 9y) 

W1, W2, W3, W4, W5 17x − 1x 46x − 37x 13x − 5x 
H1 30y − 20y + 10 6y − 29y 9y − 34y 
H2 H1 × 50/60 H1 × 64/74 H1 × 45/55 
H3 H1 × 40/60 H1 × 54/74 H1 × 35/55 
H4 H1 × 30/60 H1 × 44/74 H1 × 25/55 
H5 H1 × 25/60 H1 × 39/74 H1 × 20/55 

 

3.4 RESULTS 

According to the programme called 2DPCA in Appendix D, the facial 

expression region was subjected to PCA, 2, 6, 10, 14, 18, 22, 16 and 30 

components were extracted for training and testing, and the obtained results 

are plotted in Figures 3-7. 

Figure 3-7 illustrates the performance of the PCA and 2DPCA algorithms 

when applied to a full-face image (Mask 0 in Figure 3-5) by using the JAFFE 

and CK+ databases. Although the accuracy of the PCA-based algorithm 

increases significantly when the number of principal components (PCs) 

increases from 2 to 30, the 2DPCA-based algorithm is less dependent on the 

number of PCs. It achieved an accuracy of approximately 92% when applied 

to the JAFFE and 98% for the CK+ database, regardless of the number of 

retained PCs. For this reason, the 2DPCA algorithm using only six PCs was 

selected and used to evaluate the performance of FER in this work when 

different sections of the facial image were used to recognise the emotional 
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state of the person in the image. 

 

Figure 3-7 PCA versus 2DPCA: effect of the number of PCs used for a) JAFFE 

sections and b) CK+ sections (Mask 0) 

 

According to the need of the study, the FER accuracy of 2DPCA, LBP and 

transfer learning for five different sizes of local facial expression regions need 

to be compared. 

According to the procedure of 'Local Binary Pattern and Support Vector 

Machine' in Appendix D, LBP features were extracted for the five local facial 

expression regions of different sizes, and the SVM classifier was trained and 

tested. The FER results of LBP can be obtained. Similarly, the 'Transfer 

Learning' programme in Appendix D was used to train and test the transfer 
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learning on five local facial expression regions of different sizes. The FER 

results of transfer learning can be obtained. Figure 3-8 and Figure 3-9 are 

plotted based on the experimental data of the above three algorithms, namely, 

2DPCA, LBP&SVM and transfer learning. 

Figure 3-8 illustrates the results obtained using the facial sections extracted 

from the JAFFE images shown in Figure 3-5. According to this set of results, 

the eye region and the mouth and chin regions seem to ‘hold’ the most clues to 

a person’s emotions. The accuracy achieved using only the nose and mouth 

region drops by 3%–20% (Mask 1) compared with when using the eye region 

alone. Compared with the eye region, the recognition accuracy did not change 

by more than 3% when using the mouth and chin regions in Mask 1. 

Notably, all three applied algorithms (LBP, 2DPCA and CNN) achieved 

relatively similar recognition rates and behaved similarly for each facial section. 

The combined recognition accuracy of the eye region and mouth and chin 

regions was relatively high. Furthermore, the nose and mouth regions had the 

lowest recognition accuracy. 

Combining the eye regions with the mouth and chin regions achieved a 

significantly higher recognition rate. When using the LBP algorithm and AlexNet 

DL method, the combined result of the eye region in Mask 4 and the mouth and 

chin regions in Mask 4 was significantly higher than the recognition accuracy of 

the whole face (i.e. Mask 0 in Figure 3-5). For the PCA algorithm, the combined 

result of the eye region in Mask 4 and the mouth and chin regions in Mask 4 is 

90%, which is only approximately 2% lower than the recognition accuracy of 

the entire face (i.e. Mask 0 in Figure 3-5). 

Simultaneously, the nose and mouth region results from the three applied 

algorithms (LBP, 2DPCA and CNN) were analysed. The general trend is that 

as the facial expression information of most of the mouth region is lost, 

recognition accuracy also decreases. Similar results were obtained in the 

combined region test when the nose and mouth regions and mouth and chin 

regions were combined. 
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Figure 3-8 LBP-, 2DPCA- and CNN-based FER system accuracy applied to JAFFE 

sections 

 

Figure 3-9 shows the same set of results achieved using images, that is, 

sections of images from the CK+ database. These results partly confirm the 

findings of the experiments conducted on the JAFFE database, although the 
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FER accuracy is different for the same method. This result can be attributed to 

the significantly larger database, that is, a larger number of images available 

for training in the CK+ database. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3-9 LBP-, 2DPCA- and CNN-based FER system accuracy applied to CK+ 

sections 
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Figure 3-9 illustrates the results obtained using the face sections extracted 

from the CK+ image shown in Figure 3-5. According to this set of results, the 

eye region and the mouth and chin regions ‘hold’ most information about a 

person’s emotion. 

When combining the eye region with the mouth and chin regions, a 

significantly higher recognition rate was achieved, which in many cases 

achieved the recognition rate when the entire face was analysed (i.e. Mask 0). 

When using the three regions independently, the mask is gradually reduced, 

and the main trend of the test results is to decline, particularly for the LBP 

algorithm. In the eye region, the eyes contain more information than the 

eyebrows. The accuracy decreased by approximately 6% when only the 

eyebrows were extracted from the eye region. After combining the eyes, mouth 

and chin regions and combining nose, mouth and chin regions, the results of 

the corresponding masks improved. The LBP algorithm has improved by 

approximately 3%, the 2DPCA algorithm has improved by less than 2% and the 

CNN with transfer learning algorithm has changed by approximately 1%. 

Although the change in results is relatively small relative to the JAFFE dataset, 

notably, all three applied algorithms (LBP, 2DPCA and CNN) can still obtain 

significant improvements in results, with an overall recognition rate of more than 

93%. 

Notably, a further increase in the recognition accuracy for the CNN-based 

FER system confirms the notion that for larger training sets, CNN-based 

systems tend to outperform other techniques and approaches. 

In conclusion, for the machine-based recognition system, the region of the 

eyes carries most of the useful information regarding the emotional state of a 

person. The ‘mouth and chin’ regions also seem to be important for FER. 

However, the ‘nose and mouth’ regions are comparatively less important for 

FER tasks, particularly when the number of training images is limited. 

3.5 CONCLUSION 

According to previous studies, some parts of the human face may more 

clearly reveal a person’s emotional state and should therefore be considered 

more carefully in FER applications. This study focuses on which part of the 

human face has the greatest influence on facial expression from the FER 

aspect. The purpose was to study the contribution and importance of different 
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parts of the face to the overall facial expression and automatic FER. On this 

basis, three main regions of the face were extracted from two different facial 

databases for each facial image. In addition, automatic classification was used 

to associate each part with the corresponding expression. Three different well-

established methods have been used for FER tasks: LBP combined with SVM, 

2DPCA and CNN. 

The eye region, nose and mouth area and mouth and chin area were 

selected for FER testing. The results obtained in these experiments show that 

although all three regions contain useful information, according to the results in 

Figures 3-8 and 3-9, the eye region contains relatively more expression 

information. However, as the range narrows, the amount of useful information 

in the eyebrow-only range decreases. Moreover, the mouth area contains 

relatively more expression information. Through analysis of the MC and NM 

areas, the upper lip area can be guided to contain more effective expression 

information than other areas. This result shows that the eyes and mouth in FER 

can be selected as the main features to replace all facial features for recognition 

to reduce the computational difficulty. Simultaneously, the accuracy of FER can 

also be increased by combining different regional features to match all facial 

features. However, the ‘eye’ region seems to contain useful information for FER, 

whereas the accuracy decreases significantly with the reduction of the selected 

region and subsequent ‘missing’ of the most important part. The second most 

important region for the FER task appears to be the ‘mouth’ region, specifically 

the ‘upper lip’ region, by combining this region with other less important parts 

of the face (i.e. the ‘nose and mouth’ region and the ‘mouth and chin’ region) in 

which only marginal improvements can be achieved. 
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Chapter 4  CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

4.1 CONCLUSION 

In recent years, the computer field and artificial intelligence have developed 

rapidly. With the development of computers and artificial intelligence, pattern 

recognition is becoming increasingly important, and the accuracy of pattern 

recognition results is increasing. In pattern recognition, facial expression 

recognition (FER) has attained great progress in recent years. 

According to the literature review, in research on computer recognition of 

facial expressions, researchers hope to obtain more accurate recognition 

results and broader application scenarios. Therefore, different, complex or 

simplified FER models are proposed to improve the accuracy of FER. 

Moreover, the database extracting various facial expression features is 

increased to broaden the application range of the model. However, improving 

the recognition accuracy of the model and improving the generalisation ability 

of the model are contradictory. That is, the former may cause overfitting of the 

database and the FER model, whereas the latter may reduce the recognition 

ability of the model. 

As increasing attention has been given to FER, various models have been 

proposed. One type of method uses traditional feature extraction and 

classifiers, such as local binary patterns (LBPs) for feature extraction and 

support vector machine (SVM) for classifiers, to extract hand-crafted features 

and classify facial expressions, respectively. Another type of method uses 

deep learning (DL) algorithms, such as neural network models and other 

methods. However, these models have their own suitable database; that is, 

they are unsuitable for a wide range of environments because the training 

database limits the model. Therefore, a variety of models have been proposed, 

resulting in increasingly complex models. However, proposing different models 

to obtain better recognition results will lead to overfitting of the input data and 

the model, which hinders the generalisation of the model. From another aspect, 

in addition to proposing different models, researchers can also process the 

database, such as increasing the capacity of the facial expression database, 

mixing various facial expression data together and training the FER model. 

Increasing the database capacity will lead to an increase in the amount of 
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calculation. Thus, the computer hardware needs to meet a certain standard. 

Secondly, preprocessing can be performed on the input data to improve the 

correlation between the input data and facial expressions, thereby improving 

the accuracy of the recognition results. 

In the real scenario, training all facial expression data is impossible; that is, 

the recognised facial expression data will always appear untrained. 

Continuously increasing the FER database is unrealistic. Moreover, 

overreliance on the original samples in the database will cause the FER model 

team to overfit the training database. Enhancing the generalisation ability of 

this model is also overlooked. Preprocessing the FER database can improve 

the correlation between input data and facial expressions and exclude 

nonfacial expression information. In general, researchers extract features of 

interest. This process involves extracting facial expression features, including 

feature extraction parts and different feature extraction methods. Different 

areas of the face contain different valid facial expression information. 

Chapter 2—The research uses full-face input, ER face intercept input and 

three local region inputs. Through a comparison of the results, when the full 

face contains some of the background information, the obtained single-

database recognition results are more than 80%. After the rectangular 

segmentation method is used to reduce the background information, the 

obtained recognition results are improved. However, for the cross-dataset, 

when using untrained data for testing, the accuracy decreased seriously to less 

than 33.33%. When using ER face interception as input, the single-data 

training results are higher than 80%, the cross-data and experience training 

results are improved, and the accuracy rate is greater than 40%. The 

segmentation method of ER face interception excludes background 

information, and the segmentation method that uses ellipses only retains the 

facial expression information of the face. 

The extraction of three local regions can reduce useless facial expression 

information. The three regions are the eyes and eyebrow regions. Amongst 

these regions, the best is the mouth region, followed by the eye area, whereas 

the last in the list is the nose area, which contains the least facial expression 

information. The cross-dataset recognition accuracy of eyes is 39.44%. When 

the facial expression regions are combined in pairs, the recognition results of 
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all facial expressions, including the mouth, are better than other results. The 

combined accuracy of eyes and nose is 22.07%, that of nose and mouth is 

39.93% and that of eyes and mouth is 46.01%. This result confirms that the 

mouth region contains more facial expression information. The cross-database 

FER result of combining the three local regions of the eyes, nose and mouth 

is 50.23%, and the recognition accuracy is significantly improved. Notably, this 

result was achieved using a ‘classical’ approach, that is, no DL techniques 

were employed, thereby requiring significantly less computing power. Local 

regions can effectively improve the generalisation ability of the model. 

Chapter 3—The research is mainly on how to select the local facial surface 

area and which part of the facial expression area contains more effective 

information. According to the results in Chapter 2, local facial expression 

regions can effectively improve cross-database FER results. In Chapter 3, the 

areas I selected in turn were the eye and eyebrow area, the nose and mouth 

area and the mouth and chin area. After three main regions are selected, each 

region is intercepted with five different sizes. The eye area initially contains the 

eyes and eyebrows, whereas the smallest area contains only the eyes. The 

nose area contains the nose and mouth. As the area decreases, the area 

finally contains only the part above the lips and below the tip of the nose. 

Moreover, the mouth and chin area initially contain the entire mouth and chin 

area and finally only the lower lip part. According to the experimental results, 

the eyes and mouth areas perform better. In the LBP and principal component 

analysis (PCA) methods, the combined region (eyes and mouth and chin) 

accuracy is over other region accuracies of 1% to 10%. From the specific data 

analysis, eyes containing eyebrows lead to better results. In the Japanese 

female facial expression (JAFFE) database, accuracies of the eye region are 

over 80% with eyebrows and approximately 75% without eyebrows. In the 

extended Cohn‒Kanade (CK+) database, the accuracies of the eye region are 

approximately 98% with eyebrows and 96.5% without eyebrows. By 

simultaneously analysing the mouth and chin area and the nose and mouth 

area, I can observe that the lip area contains more facial expression 

information. With the reduction in the nose area, the main expression 

information is lost, and the accuracy rate decreases. For the mouth and chin 

area, only the upper lip area is retained after the area is reduced, which causes 
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the recognition accuracy to decrease seriously. This case shows that the 

complete mouth area contains more effective information. 

From Chapters 2 and 3, when the input data are improved without changing 

the research model and are preprocessed, the effective facial expression area 

is extracted instead of using the full face for input. This process can effectively 

improve the recognition ability of the model and improve the accuracy of FER. 

That is, when using untrained data for testing, better effective results can be 

obtained, which is conducive to the use of the model in reality. 

4.2 FUTURE WORK 

As shown in Chapters 2 and 3, the eye and mouth regions contain the main 

expression information. The eyes and mouth can be further studied in the 

future. 

Firstly, the influence of local regions on different expressions can be 

analysed, that is, the influence of different local areas on the recognition results 

of seven different basic expression labels. Then, the local region of the face 

can be intercepted based on the 68 landmarks of the Dlib library. Previous 

studies were mainly based on rectangles for extraction. In the future, special 

boundary extraction can be performed on the local area of the face based on 

68 landmarks. 

Secondly, feature extraction analysis can be performed with recognition of 

local regions to extract more effective features for traditional classifier (SVM 

and K-nearest neighbour) and DL model (convolutional neural network) 

training and learning. 

In the future, as research progresses, the FER system can be applied to 

different applications, such as artificial intelligence for understanding facial 

expressions, medical systems for analysing patient emotions, healthcare 

systems, lie detection systems and educational assistance systems. 
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APPENDIX 
The appendix includes programme examples and ethical information. 

 

The programme appendix includes APPENDIX A, APPENDIX B, 

APPENDIX C and APPENDIX D. The programme appendix contains key code 

(some function code is not included) and uses the Japanese female facial 

expression (JAFFE) database, for example. 

Full code, ready to be executed, can be supplied upon request. 

 

The ethics appendix is presented as APPENDIX E. It includes Form UPR16 

from the University of Portsmouth and the Certificate of Ethics Review. 
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APPENDIX A: Facial Region Extraction Programmes 
Facial Region Extraction is used to extract and rotate the face 
regions from database images. 
The extracted face information is saved in the database_mat folder. 
  
folders:  
    database_mat -- save the data extracted from main_*.m files 
  
programmes: Save the face extraction data with Image xlsx for used 
images name list  
    main_JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved.m  
 
function: face extraction, rotation, and landmarks 
    Image_Preprocess.m 
    Rotating_Extraction.m  
    Landmarks_Fitted.m       
    extractroi.m 
    initroi.m 
    JAFFE_database_classify.m  
 
other: 
    shap_predictor_68_face_landmarks.dat -- 68 points face landmarks 
database 

detector.mexw64 
   
 
main_JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved.m  

%% JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved 
% Firstly, this script reads the image from original database. 
% Secondly, this script detects the image to separate the null 
detected  
%           face images. 
% Thridly, this script rotates the exprssion image and extracts the 
whole 
%          single face area. 
% Finally, this script detects the landmarks with the single face 
image and 
%          saves in database_mat folder 
%  
% Saved file: JAFFE_database 
%             Data: JAFFE_database 
%               Struct: 
ImageName,ImageFolder,FaceNum,Num,RotatedFace, 
%                     Landmarks,ExpressionLabel,ExpressionNo 
%             File: JAFFE database image.xlsx' 
%               Data: Info_all, Sheet: JAFFE all face image 
%               Data: Info_error, Sheet: JAFFE face error image' 
%               Data: Info_face, Sheet: JAFFE face detection image 
%  
% Anger-1  Disgust-2  Fear-3  Happy-4  Neutral-5  Sadness-6  
Surprise-7 
%  
% Function: gray_img = Image_Preprocess( address_name, img_show ) 
%           seg_face = Rotating_Extraction( img, seg_size_x, 
seg_size_y,  
%                                   ltc_x, ltc_y, rbc_x, rbc_y, 
img_show ) 
%           s = landmarks_fitted( img, img_show ) 
%            
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%           initroi.m 
%           extractroi.m 
%           detector.mexw64 
%           shape_predictor_68_face_landmarks.dat 
  
%% Clear 
close all; 
clear; 
clc; 
img_show = 1;       % 0 - the image does not display in programme 
processing 
                    % 1 - the image displays in programme processing 
  
%% Files for saving data  
% Facial images addresses information 
address = 
'D:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jaffe\*.tiff';   % 
Facial images addresses 
  
Info_all = 
{'ImageName','ImageFolder','FaceNum','ExpressionLabel'};      % All 
face number informatin title 
i_all = 1; 
Info_error = 
{'ImageName','ImageFolder','FaceNum','ExpressionLabel'};    % The 
error images informatin title (No face detected image) 
i_error = 
1;                                                             % The 
error images counter 
Info_face = 
{'ImageName','ImageFolder','FaceNum','ExpressionLabel'};     % The 
face detected image informatin title 
i_face = 
1;                                                              % 
The face detected image counter 
  
disp_info = 
{                                                            % 
Display information 
    % Anger: 1 
    '1-Anger Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting',... 
    '%i Images of Anger Expression\n',... 
    'Anger Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',... 
    '1-Anger Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed';... 
    % Disgust: 2 
    '2-Disgust Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting',... 
    '%i Images of Disgust Expression\n',... 
    'Disgust Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',... 
    '2-Disgust Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed';... 
    % Fear: 3 
    '3-Fear Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting',... 
    '%i Images of Fear Expression\n',... 
    'Fear Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',... 
    '3-Fear Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed';... 
    % Happy: 4 
    '4-Happy Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting',... 
    '%i Images of Happy Expression\n',... 
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    'Happy Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',... 
    '4-Happy Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed';... 
    % Neutral: 5 
    '5-Neutral Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting',... 
    '%i Images of Neutral Expression\n',... 
    'Neutral Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',... 
    '5-Neutral Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed';... 
    % Sadness: 6 
    '6-Sadness Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting',... 
    '%i Images of Sadness Expression\n',... 
    'Sadness Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',... 
    '6-Sadness Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed';... 
    % Surprise: 7 
    '7-Surprise Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting',... 
    '%i Images of Surprise Expression\n',... 
    'Surprise Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',... 
    '7-SurpriseExpression Image Feature Extraction Completed'}; 
  
  
FE_Label = { 'Anger', 'Disgust', 'Fear', 'Happy', 'Neutral', 
'Sadness', 'Surprise'}; % Facial expressions Label 
  
FE_num = 
[1,2,3,4,5,6,7];                                                % 
Facial expressions Label number 
  
address_name = char(zeros(1,70)); 
  
seg_size_x = 
128;                                                     % Resize 
extracted image width 
seg_size_y = 
128;                                                     % Resize 
extracted image length 
ltc_x = -0.2; ltc_y = -
0.2;                                           % Extracted image 
left top corner (basic face left top is (0,0)) 
rbc_x = 1.2; rbc_y = 
1.2;                                             % Extracted image 
right bottom corner (basic face right bottom is (1,1)) 
  
JAFFE_database=[]; 
jaffe_database.ImageName=char(zeros(1,20));     % Image name 
jaffe_database.ImageFolder=char(zeros(1,50)); % Image folder address 
jaffe_database.FaceNum=0;        % Face number in original image 
jaffe_database.Num=0;                      % The order of face in 
original image 
jaffe_database.RotatedFace=uint8(zeros(seg_size_y,seg_size_x));     
% Extracted face image 
jaffe_database.Landmarks=zeros(68,2);  % Extracted face 68 landmarks 
jaffe_database.ExpressionLabel=char(zeros(1,8));    % Face 
expression label 
jaffe_database.ExpressionNo=0;               % Face expression label 
number 
  
Rotated_Face=uint8(zeros(seg_size_y,seg_size_x,5)); 
Landmarks=zeros(68,2,5); 
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%% Faces detection, extraction and rotated 
  
file_list = JAFFE_database_classify(address);   % Scan the image 
folder and output the file_list(7×1cell) with 7 expressions 
  
for k = 1:7 
     
    disp_1 = disp_info(k,1);                    % Display 
information extraction 
    disp_2 = disp_info(k,2); 
    disp_3 = disp_info(k,3); 
    disp_4 = disp_info(k,4); 
    FE_L = FE_Label(k);                         % Facial expression 
label extraction 
    disp(disp_1{1});                            % Label(k) 
expression image feature extraction starting 
    file=file_list{k};                          % Extract the 
Label(k) expression image file(struct) 
    [num, ~]=size(file);                        % Facial expression 
label extraction 
    fprintf(disp_2{1},num);                     % Label(k) 
expression image number display 
  
    %% Faces detection, extraction and rotated 
    for i=1:num 
        address_name = [file(i).folder,'\',file(i).name]; 
        img = Image_Preprocess( address_name, 
img_show );                     % Input image and preprocess 
         
        % Face number estimation 
        h_estimate = detector('new', 
'shape_predictor_68_face_landmarks.dat');% Load the landmarks 
dataset 
        f_estimate = detector('detect', h_estimate, 
img);                     % f is the detected face number and 
loacation 
        detector('delete', h_estimate); 
         
        if 
isempty(f_estimate)                                                % 
Face number is null 
            % save the name to error image, null detected face image 
            i_error = i_error+1; 
            Info_error{i_error,1} = file(i).name; 
            Info_error{i_error,2} = file(i).folder; 
            Info_error{i_error,3} = face_number; 
            Info_error{i_error,4} = FE_L{1}; 
        
else                                                                  
% Face detected 
            face_num = size(f_estimate, 
1);                                   % Number of faces 
             
            % Single face facial image extracts and alignment 
            Rotated_face = 
Rotating_Extraction( img, ...                      % Faces 
extraction and rotated 
                                                seg_size_x, 
seg_size_y, ... 
                                                ltc_x, ltc_y, ... 
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                                                rbc_x, rbc_y, 
img_show );  
            face_number=0; 
            for j = 1:face_num 
                face_img = Rotated_face(:,:,j); 
                landmarks = Landmarks_Fitted( face_img, 
img_show );           % Landmarks marked 
                if isempty(landmarks) 
                    continue; 
                else  
                   face_number = face_number+1; 
                   Rotated_Face(:,:,face_number)=face_img; 
                   Landmarks(:,:,face_number)=landmarks; 
                end 
            end 
            if face_number==0  
                % save the name to error image, null detected face 
image 
                i_error = i_error+1; 
                Info_error{i_error,1} = file(i).name; 
                Info_error{i_error,2} = file(i).folder; 
                Info_error{i_error,3} = face_number; 
                Info_error{i_error,4} = FE_L{1}; 
            else                                 
                % save the name to detected face image 
                i_face = i_face+1; 
                Info_face{i_face,1} = file(i).name; 
                Info_face{i_face,2} = file(i).folder; 
                Info_face{i_face,3} = face_number; 
                Info_face{i_face,4} = FE_L{1}; 
            end 
            % Save extracted single face information  
            for j = 1:face_number 
                face_saved = Rotated_Face(:,:,j); 
                landmarks_saved = Landmarks(:,:,j); 
                 
                jaffe_database.ImageName=file(i).name;     % Image 
name 
                jaffe_database.ImageFolder=file(i).folder; % Image 
folder address 
                jaffe_database.FaceNum=face_number;        % Face 
number in original image 
                jaffe_database.Num=j;                      % The 
order of face in original image 
                jaffe_database.RotatedFace=face_saved;     % 
Extracted face image 
                jaffe_database.Landmarks=landmarks_saved;  % 
Extracted face 68 landmarks 
                jaffe_database.ExpressionLabel=FE_L{1};    % Face 
expression label 
                jaffe_database.ExpressionNo=k;              % Face 
expression label number 
                JAFFE_database_temp=[JAFFE_database;jaffe_database]; 
                JAFFE_database=JAFFE_database_temp; 
            end 
        end 
        % save all images name including null detected face images 
and detected face images 
        i_all = i_all + 1; 
        Info_all{i_all,1} = file(i).name; 
        Info_all{i_all,2} = file(i).folder; 
        Info_all{i_all,3} = face_number; 
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        Info_all{i_all,4} = FE_L{1}; 
        fprintf(disp_3{1},i); 
    end 
    disp(disp_4{1});                 % Label(k) expression image 
feature extraction completed 
end 
  
  
%% Saving all data 
save('database_mat\JAFFE_database','JAFFE_database'); 
xlswrite('database_mat\JAFFE database image.xlsx', Info_all, 'JAFFE 
all face image'); 
xlswrite('database_mat\JAFFE database image.xlsx', Info_error, 
'JAFFE face error image'); 
xlswrite('database_mat\JAFFE database image.xlsx', Info_face, 'JAFFE 
face detection image'); 
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APPENDIX B: LBP and SVM Model 
This Model is used to extract LBP feature and train with SVM from 
database images. 
The extracted face information is saved in the database_mat folder. 
Output is cross-database test confusion matrix. 
  
folders:  
    database_mat -- save the data extracted from main_*.m files 
  
programmes: Save the face extraction data with Image xlsx for used 
images name list  
    JAFFE_LBP_Feature_Extraction.m  

JAFFE_CKP_LBP_SVM.m  --  the whole face recognition  
JAFFE_CKP_ENM_LBP_SVM.m  --  the example of eyes, nose and mouth 

combined region recognition 
 
function: face extraction, rotation, and landmarks 
    ENM_extract.m 

LBP_Process.m 
lbp.m 
lbp_getmapping.m 
confusion_matrix.m 
output_cm.m 

 
 
JAFFE_LBP_Feature_Extraction.m 

%% JAFFE_lbp_Feature_Extraction 
% Firstly, load the JAFFE database information from 
JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved.m 
% Secondly, extract the LBP feature and saved 
%  
% Anger-1  Disgust-2  Fear-3  Happy-4  Neutral-5  Sadness-6  
Surprise-7 
%  
% Function: mapping = lbp_getmapping(samples,mappingtype) 
%           result = lbp(varargin)  
%           one_hist=LBP_Process(lbp_result,mapping) 
% 
% Variable: JAFFE_database structure 
%               'ImageName',file(i).name      - Image name 
%               'ImageFolder',file(i).folder  - Image folder address 
%               'FaceNum',face_num            - Face number in 
original image 
%               'Num',j                       - The order of face in 
original image 
%               'RotatedFace',face_img        - Extracted face image 
%               'ExpressionLabel',FE_L{1}     - Face expression 
label 
%               'ExpressionNo',k              - Face expression 
label number 
%  
%% Clear 
close all; 
clear; 
clc; 
img_show = 0;       % 0 - the image does not display in programme 
processing 
                    % 1 - the image displays in programme processing 
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%% Loading all data 
% Data saved and loaded by JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved.m 
% JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved 
load('database_mat\facial_region_extraction_database\JAFFE_database'
,'JAFFE_database'); 
  
%% Feature extraction 
% Variable space 
LBP_feature=[];                                 % LBP feature 
storage 
FE_label=[];                                    % Facial expression 
labels storage 
FE_label_num=[];                                % Facial expression 
labels number storage 
% LBP parameters 
mapping=lbp_getmapping(8,'u');                  % LBP mapping 
W=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0; ... % Weight divide in lbp output 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
    
[num,~]=size(JAFFE_database); 
% Feature extraction of Anger Expression. 
disp('Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting'); 
for i=1:num 
    % Display the image 
    if img_show == 1 
        figure; 
        image=JAFFE_database(i).RotatedFace; 
        imshow(image); 
        title('Input Image'); 
    end 
    image = imresize(JAFFE_database(i).RotatedFace,[64 64]); % 
Resize image pixel 64*64 
%     mapping_result = mapping; 
    result = lbp(image,2,8,mapping,'lbp_img');               % 
Extract the LBP image 
    lbp_f=LBP_Process(double(result),mapping,W);             % LBP 
Image Weights Distribution 
     
    temp_lbp = [LBP_feature;lbp_f]; 
    LBP_feature = temp_lbp; 
     
    temp_label = 
[FE_label;{JAFFE_database(i).ExpressionLabel(1:2)}]; 
    FE_label = temp_label; 
     
    temp_label_num = [FE_label_num;JAFFE_database(i).ExpressionNo]; 
    FE_label_num = temp_label_num; 
     
    fprintf('Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',i); 
end 
disp('Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed'); 
  
% Save facial expression features data 
dataset_JAFFE_feature = LBP_feature; 
dataset_JAFFE_label = FE_label; 
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dataset_JAFFE_label_num = FE_label_num; 
save('database_mat\LBP\dataset_JAFFE_LBP',... 
    
'dataset_JAFFE_feature','dataset_JAFFE_label','dataset_JAFFE_label_n
um') 
  
  
%% Eyes Nose Mouth Feature extraction 
% Variable space 
LBP_feature=[];                                 % LBP feature 
storage 
FE_label=[];                                    % Facial expression 
labels storage 
FE_label_num=[];                                % Facial expression 
labels number storage 
% LBP parameters 
mapping=lbp_getmapping(8,'u');                  % LBP mapping 
W=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0; ... % Weight divide in lbp output 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
    
[num,~]=size(JAFFE_database); 
% Feature extraction of Anger Expression. 
disp('Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting'); 
for i=1:num 
    % Display the image 
    if img_show == 1 
        figure; 
        image=JAFFE_database(i).RotatedFace; 
        landmarks = JAFFE_database(i).Landmarks; 
        subplot(1,2,1); 
        imshow(image); hold on 
        plot(landmarks(:, 1), landmarks(:, 2), 'yo'); hold off 
        ENM_image = ENM_extract(image,landmarks); 
        subplot(1,2,2);  
        imshow(ENM_image); 
        title('Input Image'); 
    end 
    ENM_img = 
ENM_extract(JAFFE_database(i).RotatedFace,JAFFE_database(i).Landmark
s); 
    image = imresize(ENM_img,[64 64]); % Resize image pixel 64*64 
    mapping_result = mapping; 
    result = lbp(image,2,8,mapping,'lbp_img');               % 
Extract the LBP image 
    lbp_f=LBP_Process(double(result),mapping,W);             % LBP 
Image Weights Distribution 
     
    temp_lbp = [LBP_feature;lbp_f]; 
    LBP_feature = temp_lbp; 
     
    temp_label = 
[FE_label;{JAFFE_database(i).ExpressionLabel(1:2)}]; 
    FE_label = temp_label; 
     
    temp_label_num = [FE_label_num;JAFFE_database(i).ExpressionNo]; 
    FE_label_num = temp_label_num; 
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    fprintf('Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',i); 
end 
disp('Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed'); 
  
% Save facial expression features data 
dataset_JAFFE_ENM_feature = LBP_feature; 
dataset_JAFFE_label = FE_label; 
dataset_JAFFE_label_num = FE_label_num; 
save('database_mat\LBP\dataset_JAFFE_ENM_LBP',... 
    
'dataset_JAFFE_ENM_feature','dataset_JAFFE_label','dataset_JAFFE_lab
el_num') 
  
 
JAFFE_CKP_LBP_SVM.m 

%% Main Script  
%% Work for FER with LBP features and SVM classifiers in JAFFE and 
CK+ database. 
% Firstly, load the JAFFE database LBP feature from 
JAFFE_LBP_Feature_Extraction.m 
% Secondly, training classifier and saving trained classifier 
% Third, test the trained model and output confusion matrix 
%  
% Anger-1  Disgust-2  Fear-3  Happy-4  Neutral-5  Sadness-6  
Surprise-7 
% 
  
%% Clear 
close all; 
clear; 
clc; 
img_show = 1;       % 0 - the image does not display in programme 
processing 
                    % 1 - the image displays in programme processing 
  
%% Part 1 Feature loading 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_JAFFE_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_CKP_LBP.mat'); 
  
% Train--JAFFE / Test--CK+ 
train_feature = dataset_JAFFE_feature; 
test_feature = dataset_CKP_feature; 
  
train_label_num = dataset_JAFFE_label_num; 
test_label_num = dataset_CKP_label_num; 
  
%% Part 2 LBP 
% Training classifier and saving trained classifier 
template = templateSVM(... 
    'KernelFunction', 'polynomial', ... 
    'PolynomialOrder', 2, ... 
    'KernelScale', 'auto', ... 
    'BoxConstraint', 1, ... 
    'Standardize', true); 
SVM = fitcecoc(... 
    train_feature,train_label_num, ... 
    'Learners', template, ... 
    'Coding', 'onevsall', ... 
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    'ClassNames', [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7]); 
  
partitionedModel = crossval(SVM, 'KFold', 5); % Perform cross-
validation 
  
genError = kfoldLoss(partitionedModel); 
[validationPredictions, validationScores] = 
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);% Compute validation predictions 
validationAccuracy = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, 'LossFun', 
'ClassifError');% Compute validation accuracy 
predictlabel = predict(SVM,train_feature); 
% save('model/trainedClassifier/SVM_all_Q_trainedClassifier', 
'trainedClassifier', 'validationAccuracy', 'validationPredictions') 
  
% Confusion matrix output  
test_acc = output_cm ... 
    ( validationPredictions, train_label_num, ... 
      test_feature, test_label_num, SVM ); 
 
 
JAFFE_CKP_ENM_LBP_SVM.m 

%% Main Script  
%% Work for FER with LBP features and SVM classifiers in JAFFE and 
CK+ database. 
% Firstly, load the JAFFE database LBP feature from 
JAFFE_LBP_Feature_Extraction.m 
% Secondly, training classifier and saving trained classifier with 
ENM local region 
% Third, test the trained model and output confusion matrix 
%  
% Anger-1  Disgust-2  Fear-3  Happy-4  Neutral-5  Sadness-6  
Surprise-7 
% 
  
%% Clear 
close all; 
clear; 
clc; 
img_show = 1;       % 0 - the image does not display in programme 
processing 
                    % 1 - the image displays in programme processing 
  
%% Part 1 Feature loading 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_JAFFE_ENM_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_CKP_ENM_LBP.mat'); 
  
% Train--JAFFE / Test--CK+ 
train_feature = dataset_JAFFE_ENM_feature; 
test_feature = dataset_CKP_ENM_feature; 
  
train_label_num = dataset_JAFFE_label_num; 
test_label_num = dataset_CKP_label_num; 
  
%% Part 2 LBP 
% Training classifier and saving trained classifier 
template = templateSVM(... 
    'KernelFunction', 'polynomial', ... 
    'PolynomialOrder', 2, ... 
    'KernelScale', 'auto', ... 
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    'BoxConstraint', 1, ... 
    'Standardize', true); 
SVM = fitcecoc(... 
    train_feature,train_label_num, ... 
    'Learners', template, ... 
    'Coding', 'onevsall', ... 
    'ClassNames', [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7]); 
  
partitionedModel = crossval(SVM, 'KFold', 5); % Perform cross-
validation 
  
genError = kfoldLoss(partitionedModel); 
[validationPredictions, validationScores] = 
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);% Compute validation predictions 
validationAccuracy = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, 'LossFun', 
'ClassifError');% Compute validation accuracy 
predictlabel = predict(SVM,train_feature); 
  
% Confusion matrix output  
test_acc = output_cm ... 
    ( validationPredictions, train_label_num, ... 
      test_feature, test_label_num, SVM ); 
 
 
ENM_extract.m 

function seg_image = ENM_extract(image, landmarks) 
  
[img_row,img_col]=size(image); % Size of result 
[img_row,img_col][Row_num,Column_num] 
  
seg_img=zeros(img_col,img_row); 
for i = 1:img_row 
    for j = 1:img_col 
        % eye region 
        if j>(landmarks(18,1)-5) && j<(landmarks(27,1)+5) ... 
           && i>(landmarks(25,2)-5) && i<=(landmarks(29,2)+5) 
            seg_img(i,j)=image(i, j); 
        end 
        % nose region 
        if j>(landmarks(32,1)-10) && j<(landmarks(36,1)+10) ... 
           && i>(landmarks(29,2)+5) && i<(landmarks(34,2)+5) 
            seg_img(i,j)=image(i, j); 
        end 
        % mouth region 
        if j>(landmarks(49,1)-8) && j<(landmarks(55,1)+8) ... 
           && i>=(landmarks(34,2)+5) && i<(landmarks(9,2)-5) 
            seg_img(i,j)=image(i, j); 
        end 
    end 
end 
        
seg_image=uint8(seg_img((landmarks(25,2)-2):(landmarks(9,2)-5), 
landmarks(18,1):landmarks(27,1))); 
  
end 
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APPENDIX C: Ellipse Regression LBP SVM 
This Model is used to extract Ellipse Regression local facia region 
and LBP feature and train with SVM from database images. 
The extracted face information is saved in the database_mat folder. 
  
folders:  
    database_mat -- save the data extracted from main_*.m files 
  
programmes: Save the face extraction data with Image xlsx for used 
images name list  

JAFFE_ER_Saved.m  --  the method of ellipse regression 
extraction 

 
main_JAFFE_ER_LBP.m 
main_JAFFE_CKP_ER_LBP_SVM.m 
main_Prediction_JAFFE_Model.m 

 
function: face extraction, rotation, and landmarks 
    Ellipse_Regression.m 

LBP_Process.m 
lbp.m 
lbp_getmapping.m 
confusion_matrix.m 
output_cm.m 

 
 

JAFFE_ER_Saved.m 

close all; clear; clc; 
img_show=0; 
load('database_mat\Rotated_and_Landmarks\JAFFE_database.mat'); 
for i=1:length(JAFFE_database) 
    image=JAFFE_database(i).RotatedFace; 
     
    if img_show==1 
    figure; imshow(image); hold on; 
    end 
     
    landmarks = JAFFE_database(1).Landmarks; 
    x = [landmarks(1:19,:);landmarks(26:27,:)]; 
    % x = [landmarks(1:20,:);landmarks(25:27,:)]; 
     
    F = @(p, x) p(1) * x(:, 1) .^ 2 + p(2) * x(:, 1) .* x(:, 2) 
+ ... 
    p(3) * x(:, 2) .^2 + p(4) * x(:, 1) + p(5) * x(:, 2) + p(6); 
    p0 = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]; 
  
    topline = landmarks(20,2)-10; 
    ERimg = Ellipse_Regression(image, x, F, p0, topline, img_show); 
     
    ER_face=imresize(ERimg,[64,64]); 
    JAFFE_database(i).ERFaceImage=ER_face; 
    fprintf('Expression Image (NO.%i) Ellipse Regression 
Segmentation Completed\n',i); 
end 
JAFFE_database_ER=JAFFE_database; 
save('database_mat\Rotated_Landmarks_ER\JAFFE_database_ER','JAFFE_da
tabase_ER'); 
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main_JAFFE_ER_LBP.m 

%% JAFFE_ellipse_regression_lbp_Feature_Extraction 
  
%% Clear 
close all; 
clear; 
clc; 
img_show = 0;       % 0 - the image does not display in programme 
processing 
                    % 1 - the image displays in programme processing 
  
%% Loading all data 
% Data saved and loaded by JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved.m 
% JAFFE_Extraction_Rotating_Saved 
load('database_mat\Rotated_and_Landmarks\JAFFE_database.mat'); 
  
%% Feature extraction 
% Variable space 
ER_LBP_feature=[];                                 % LBP feature 
storage 
FE_label=[];                                    % Facial expression 
labels storage 
FE_label_num=[];                                % Facial expression 
labels number storage 
% LBP parameters 
mapping=lbp_getmapping(8,'u');                  % LBP mapping 
W=[0,0,0,0,0,0,0; ... % Weight divide in lbp output 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,1,1,1,1,1,0; ... 
   0,0,0,0,0,0,0]; 
    
[num,~]=size(JAFFE_database); 
% Feature extraction of Anger Expression. 
disp('Expression Image Feature Extraction Starting'); 
for i=1:num 
    % Display the image 
    if img_show == 1 
        figure; 
        image=JAFFE_database(i).RotatedFace; 
        imshow(image); 
        title('Input Image'); 
    end 
    image = JAFFE_database(i).RotatedFace; 
    landmarks = JAFFE_database(i).Landmarks; 
     
    x = [landmarks(1:19,:);landmarks(26:27,:)]; 
    % x = [landmarks(1:20,:);landmarks(25:27,:)]; 
    topline = landmarks(20,2)-10; 
     
    F = @(p, x) p(1) * x(:, 1) .^ 2 + p(2) * x(:, 1) .* x(:, 2) 
+ ... 
    p(3) * x(:, 2) .^2 + p(4) * x(:, 1) + p(5) * x(:, 2) + p(6); 
    p0 = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1, 1]; 
  
    ERimg = Ellipse_Regression(image, x, F, p0, topline, img_show); 
    img = imresize(ERimg,[64,64]); 
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    result = lbp(img,2,8,mapping,'lbp_img');               % Extract 
the LBP image 
    lbp_f=LBP_Process(double(result),mapping,W);             % LBP 
Image Weights Distribution 
     
    temp_lbp = [ER_LBP_feature;lbp_f]; 
    ER_LBP_feature = temp_lbp; 
     
    temp_label = 
[FE_label;{JAFFE_database(i).ExpressionLabel(1:2)}]; 
    FE_label = temp_label; 
     
    temp_label_num = [FE_label_num;JAFFE_database(i).ExpressionNo]; 
    FE_label_num = temp_label_num; 
     
    fprintf('Expression Image (NO.%i) Feature Extraction 
Completed\n',i); 
end 
disp('Expression Image Feature Extraction Completed'); 
  
% Save facial expression features data 
dataset_JAFFE_ER_feature = ER_LBP_feature; 
dataset_JAFFE_label = FE_label; 
dataset_JAFFE_label_num = FE_label_num; 
save('database_mat\ER_LBP\dataset_JAFFE_ER_LBP',... 
    
'dataset_JAFFE_ER_feature','dataset_JAFFE_label','dataset_JAFFE_labe
l_num') 
 
 
main_JAFFE_CKP_ER_LBP_SVM.m 

%% Clear 
close all; 
clear; 
clc; 
img_show = 1;       % 0 - the image does not display in programme 
processing 
                    % 1 - the image displays in programme processing 
  
%% Part 1 Feature loading 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_JAFFE_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_CKP_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\ER_LBP\dataset_JAFFE_ER_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\ER_LBP\dataset_CKP_ER_LBP.mat'); 
  
% Train--JAFFE / Test--CK+ 
train_feature = dataset_JAFFE_feature; 
test_feature = dataset_CKP_feature; 
  
train_feature_ER = dataset_JAFFE_ER_feature; 
test_feature_ER = dataset_CKP_ER_feature; 
  
train_label_num = dataset_JAFFE_label_num; 
test_label_num = dataset_CKP_label_num; 
  
%% Part 2 LBP 
% Training classifier and saving trained classifier 
template = templateSVM(... 
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    'KernelFunction', 'polynomial', ... 
    'PolynomialOrder', 2, ... 
    'KernelScale', 'auto', ... 
    'BoxConstraint', 1, ... 
    'Standardize', true); 
SVM = fitcecoc(... 
    train_feature,train_label_num, ... 
    'Learners', template, ... 
    'Coding', 'onevsall', ... 
    'ClassNames', [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7]); 
  
partitionedModel = crossval(SVM, 'KFold', 5); % Perform cross-
validation 
  
genError = kfoldLoss(partitionedModel); 
[validationPredictions, validationScores] = 
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);% Compute validation predictions 
validationAccuracy = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, 'LossFun', 
'ClassifError');% Compute validation accuracy 
predictlabel = predict(SVM,train_feature); 
% save('model/trainedClassifier/SVM_all_Q_trainedClassifier', 
'trainedClassifier', 'validationAccuracy', 'validationPredictions') 
  
% Confusion matrix output  
test_acc = output_cm ... 
    ( validationPredictions, train_label_num, ... 
      test_feature, test_label_num, SVM ); 
  
% Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.Model=SVM; 
% Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.Kfold=5; 
% Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.partitionedModel=partitionedModel; 
% Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.genError=genError; 
% Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationPredictions=validationPredictions; 
% Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationScores=validationScores; 
% Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationAccuracy=validationAccuracy; 
%  
% save('database_mat\Temp\LBP_SVM_J','Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE') 
  
  
%% Part 3 ER_LBP 
% Training classifier and saving trained classifier 
template = templateSVM(... 
    'KernelFunction', 'polynomial', ... 
    'PolynomialOrder', 2, ... 
    'KernelScale', 'auto', ... 
    'BoxConstraint', 1, ... 
    'Standardize', true); 
SVM_ER = fitcecoc(... 
    train_feature_ER,train_label_num, ... 
    'Learners', template, ... 
    'Coding', 'onevsall', ... 
    'ClassNames', [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7]); 
  
partitionedModel_ER = crossval(SVM_ER, 'KFold', 5); % Perform cross-
validation 
  
genError_ER = kfoldLoss(partitionedModel_ER); 
[validationPredictions_ER, validationScores_ER] = 
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel_ER);% Compute validation predictions 
validationAccuracy_ER = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel_ER, 
'LossFun', 'ClassifError');% Compute validation accuracy 
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predictlabel_ER = predict(SVM_ER,train_feature_ER); 
% save('model/trainedClassifier/SVM_ER_all_Q_trainedClassifier', 
'trainedClassifier', 'validationAccuracy', 'validationPredictions') 
  
% Confusion matrix output  
test_acc_ER = output_cm ... 
    ( validationPredictions_ER, train_label_num, ... 
    test_feature_ER, test_label_num, SVM_ER ); 
  
% Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.Model=SVM_ER; 
% Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.Kfold=5; 
% Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.partitionedModel=partitionedModel_ER; 
% Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.genError=genError_ER; 
% 
Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationPredictions=validationPredictions_E
R; 
% Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationScores=validationScores_ER; 
% Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationAccuracy=validationAccuracy_ER; 
%  
% save('database_mat\Temp\ER_LBP_SVM_J','Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE') 
 
 
main_Prediction_JAFFE_Model.m 

%% Clear 
close all; 
clear; 
clc; 
img_show = 1;       % 0 - the image does not display in programme 
processing 
                    % 1 - the image displays in programme processing 
  
%% Part 1 Feature loading 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_JAFFE_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\LBP\dataset_CKP_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\Temp\LBP_SVM_J','Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE') 
  
load('database_mat\ER_LBP\dataset_JAFFE_ER_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\ER_LBP\dataset_CKP_ER_LBP.mat'); 
load('database_mat\Temp\ER_LBP_SVM_J','Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE') 
  
% Train--JAFFE / Test--CK+ 
test_feature = dataset_CKP_feature; 
test_feature_ER = dataset_CKP_ER_feature; 
test_label_num = dataset_CKP_label_num; 
train_label_num = dataset_JAFFE_label_num; 
  
%% Part 2 LBP 
% Prediction and Confusion matrix output  
test_acc = output_cm ... 
    ( Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationPredictions, train_label_num,... 
      test_feature, test_label_num, Model_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.Model ); 
  
%% Part 3 ER_LBP 
% Prediction and Confusion matrix output  
test_acc_ER = output_cm ... 
    ( Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.validationPredictions, 
train_label_num,... 
      test_feature_ER, test_label_num, 
Model_ER_LBP_SVM_JAFFE.Model ); 
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Ellipse_Regression.m 

function result = Ellipse_Regression(image, x, F, p0, seg_edge, 
img_show) 
  
% Parameters 
p=nlinfit(x, zeros(size(x, 1), 1), F, p0);  % ? 0 ?? 
  
[img_row,img_col]=size(image); % Size of result 
[img_row,img_col][Row_num,Column_num] 
fxy=[]; 
ER_img=zeros(img_col,img_row); 
for i = 1:img_row 
    for j = 1:img_col 
        f=F(p, [j, i]); 
        if f <= 0 && i>seg_edge 
            ER_img(i,j)=image(i, j); 
            fxy=[fxy;j,i]; 
        end 
    end 
end 
  
  
fxmin = min(fxy(:, 1)); 
fxmax = max(fxy(:, 1)); 
fymin = min(fxy(:, 2)); 
fymax = max(fxy(:, 2)); 
  
if fymin>seg_edge 
    fymin=seg_edge; 
end 
result=uint8(ER_img(fymin:fymax, fxmin:fxmax)); 
  
if img_show ==1 
    figure;  
    subplot(1,2,1); 
    imshow(image); hold on 
    plot(x(:, 1), x(:, 2), 'yo'); hold on 
    % Ellipse plot 
    f = @(x,y) F(p, [x, y]); 
    fimplicit(f); 
    hold on 
    subplot(1,2,2);  
    imshow(result); 
end 
end 
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APPENDIX D: Different Size Region Programme 
This section includes four parts.  
First is read and save different size region images.  
Second is 2DPCA method with different size region programme.  
Third is LBP and SVM method with different size region programme.  
Last is Transfer Learning by the AlexNet. 

 
 
Read and Save Combined Images 

ReadSaveCombinedImages_JAFFE.m 

clear all; close all; clc; 
  
%% My PC 
  
savePath = 
'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jafferesized_landmarks
\jaffe'; 
rootPath =  'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified'; 
  
%% Read the images from JAFFE database 
load('JAFFE_database.mat'); 
  
%% Masks for image cropping 
BBEsName = ['BBE1e'; 'BBE2e'; 'BBE3e'; 'BBE4e'; 'BBE5e';... 
            'BBE1m'; 'BBE2m'; 'BBE3m'; 'BBE4m'; 'BBE5m';... 
            'BBE1n'; 'BBE2n'; 'BBE3n'; 'BBE4n'; 'BBE5n'; 'BBExx']; 
     
BBEsNames = ['BBE1em'; 'BBE2em'; 'BBE3em'; 'BBE4em'; 'BBE5em';... 
             'BBE1nm'; 'BBE2nm'; 'BBE3nm'; 'BBE4nm'; 'BBE5nm']; 
  
  
%% Create all necessary directories 
cd(rootPath); 
for jj = 1:16 
    jj 
    newPath = [savePath BBEsName(jj,4:5)] 
    mkdir(newPath); 
end 
  
% order of masks to use and combine 
masks_to_use = [1 6 2 7 3 8 4 9 5 10 6 11 7 12 8 13 9 14 10 15]; 
  
cd(rootPath); 
for ii = 1:2:length(masks_to_use) 
    ii 
    newPath = [savePath BBEsNames((ii+1)/2,4:6)] 
    mkdir(newPath); 
end 
  
%% And fill them up 
  
e_w = 0; 
e_h = 10; 
mc_w = 0; 
mc_h = 0; 
nm_w = 0; 
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nm_h = 0; 
  
for k = 1:16 
    newPath = [savePath BBEsName(k,4:5)]; 
    cd(newPath); 
    for ii = 1:length(JAFFE_database) 
        ex = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(1,1)-e_w; 
        ey = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(20,2)-e_h; 
        ew = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(17,1)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(1,1)+e_w; 
        eh = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(30,2)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(20,2)+e_h; 
  
        mcx = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(5,1)-mc_w; 
        mcy = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(34,2)-mc_h; 
        mcw = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(13,1)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(5,1)+mc_w; 
        mch = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(9,2)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(34,2)+mc_h; 
  
        nmx = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(37,1)-nm_w; 
        nmy = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(29,2)-nm_h; 
        nmw = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(46,1)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(37,1)+nm_w; 
        nmh = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(6,2)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(29,2)+nm_h; 
             
        %************ WHOLE FACE ******************** 
            BBExx = 
[JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(1,1),0,(JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(1
7,1)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(1,1)),(JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(9,2
)-0)];     % whole face mask 
  
        %************ EYES ******************** 
            BBE1e = [ex,ey,ew,eh];      % eyes mask 1 
            BBE2e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*50/120),ew,round(eh*50/60)];      % eyes mask 2 
            BBE3e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*40/120),ew,round(eh*40/60)];      % eyes mask 3 
            BBE4e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*30/120),ew,round(eh*30/60)];      % eyes mask 4 
            BBE5e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*25/120),ew,round(eh*25/60)];      % eyes mask 5 
  
        %************ MOUTH & CHIN ******************** 
            BBE1m = [mcx,mcy,mcw,mch];        % mouth and chin mask 
1 
            BBE2m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*45/110),mcw,round(mch*45/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 2 
            BBE3m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*35/110),mcw,round(mch*35/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 3 
            BBE4m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*25/110),mcw,round(mch*25/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 4 
            BBE5m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*20/110),mcw,round(mch*20/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 5 
  
        %************ NOSE & MOUTH ******************** 
            BBE1n = [nmx,nmy,nmw,nmh];     % nose and mouth mask 1 
            BBE2n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*64/148),nmw,round(nmh*64/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 2 
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            BBE3n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*54/148),nmw,round(nmh*54/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 3 
            BBE4n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*44/148),nmw,round(nmh*44/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 4 
            BBE5n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*39/148),nmw,round(nmh*39/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 5 
         
        BBEs = [BBE1e; BBE2e; BBE3e; BBE4e; BBE5e;... 
                BBE1m; BBE2m; BBE3m; BBE4m; BBE5m;... 
                BBE1n; BBE2n; BBE3n; BBE4n; BBE5n; BBExx]; 
             
        %************ IMCROP ******************** 
        A = imcrop(JAFFE_database(ii).RotatedFace, BBEs(k,:)); 
        J = imresize(A,[227 227]); 
        I = cat(3, J, J, J);    % need to replicate three times for 
Alexnet 
        imwrite(I, JAFFE_database(ii).ImageName); 
    end 
    cd(rootPath); 
end 
  
  
  
for k = 1:2:length(masks_to_use)-1     
    newPath = [savePath BBEsNames((k+1)/2,4:6)]; 
    cd(newPath); 
    for ii = 1:length(JAFFE_database) 
        ex = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(1,1)-e_w; 
        ey = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(20,2)-e_h; 
        ew = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(17,1)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(1,1)+e_w; 
        eh = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(30,2)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(20,2)+e_h; 
  
        mcx = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(5,1)-mc_w; 
        mcy = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(34,2)-mc_h; 
        mcw = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(13,1)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(5,1)+mc_w; 
        mch = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(9,2)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(34,2)+mc_h; 
  
        nmx = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(37,1)-nm_w; 
        nmy = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(29,2)-nm_h; 
        nmw = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(46,1)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(37,1)+nm_w; 
        nmh = JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(6,2)-
JAFFE_database(ii).Landmarks(29,2)+nm_h; 
             
        %************ EYES ******************** 
            BBE1e = [ex,ey,ew,eh];      % eyes mask 1 
            BBE2e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*50/120),ew,round(eh*50/60)];      % eyes mask 2 
            BBE3e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*40/120),ew,round(eh*40/60)];      % eyes mask 3 
            BBE4e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*30/120),ew,round(eh*30/60)];      % eyes mask 4 
            BBE5e = [ex,round(ey+eh/2-
eh*25/120),ew,round(eh*25/60)];     % eyes mask 5 
  
        %************ MOUTH & CHIN ******************** 
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            BBE1m = [mcx,mcy,mcw,mch];        % mouth and chin mask 
1 
            BBE2m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*45/110),mcw,round(mch*45/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 2 
            BBE3m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*35/110),mcw,round(mch*35/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 3 
            BBE4m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*25/110),mcw,round(mch*25/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 4 
            BBE5m = [mcx,round(mcy+mch/2-
mch*20/110),mcw,round(mch*20/55)];        % mouth and chin mask 5 
  
        %************ NOSE & MOUTH ******************** 
            BBE1n = [nmx,nmy,nmw,nmh];     % nose and mouth mask 1 
            BBE2n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*64/148),nmw,round(nmh*64/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 2 
            BBE3n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*54/148),nmw,round(nmh*54/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 3 
            BBE4n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*44/148),nmw,round(nmh*44/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 4 
            BBE5n = [nmx,round(nmy+nmh/2-
nmh*39/148),nmw,round(nmh*39/74)];     % nose and mouth mask 5 
         
        BBEs = [BBE1e; BBE2e; BBE3e; BBE4e; BBE5e;... 
                BBE1m; BBE2m; BBE3m; BBE4m; BBE5m;... 
                BBE1n; BBE2n; BBE3n; BBE4n; BBE5n; BBExx]; 
         
        %************ IMCROP ******************** 
        BBE1 = BBEs(masks_to_use(k),:); 
        BBE2 = BBEs(masks_to_use(k+1),:); 
        A1 = imcrop(JAFFE_database(ii).RotatedFace, BBE1);         
        A2 = imcrop(JAFFE_database(ii).RotatedFace, BBE2); 
        [a1, b1] = size(A1); 
        [a2, b2] = size(A2); 
        a = max(a1,a2); 
        b = max(b1,b2); 
        A1 = imresize(A1, [a b]); 
        A2 = imresize(A2, [a b]); 
        A = [A1; A2]; 
        J = imresize(A,[227 227]); 
        I = cat(3, J, J, J);    % need to replicate three times for 
Alexnet 
        imwrite(I, JAFFE_database(ii).ImageName); 
    end 
    cd(rootPath); 
end 
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2-Dimensional Principal Component Analysis 

Different Size of Facial Regions are analysed by PCA and 2DPCA 
mothed. 
 
programmes:  

FERviaPCAv10_JAFFE_combine.m 
FERviaPCAv10_JAFFE_single.m  

 
function:  

Classify_2DPCA.m 
Classify_2DPCA_v2.m 
Classify_PCA.m 
Classify_PCA_v2.m 
knnclassify.m 

    PCA.m  
    PCA2D.m       
 
 
FERviaPCAv10_JAFFE_combine.m 

% FER Demo - classify JAFFE images using PCA and 2DPCA algorithms 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
  
% directory to go back to - contains this code + functions 
oldPath = 'X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-26~\XI_Region\2DPCA_FER'; 
  
%% My PC 
savePath = 
'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jafferesized_landmarks
\jaffe'; 
rootPath =  'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified'; 
  
%% Read image emotion labels & the amount of each emotion 
  
cd(oldPath); 
  
% Add image number and the strongest emotion label 
% textual and numerical labels 
D = {'NE' 'HA' 'SA' 'SU' 'AN' 'DI' 'FE'; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; 
  
%% Folder Names and Masks 
  
BBEsNames = ['BBE1em'; 'BBE2em'; 'BBE3em'; 'BBE4em'; 'BBE5em';... 
    'BBE1nm'; 'BBE2nm'; 'BBE3nm'; 'BBE4nm'; 'BBE5nm']; 
  
%% Start the BIIIIIG classification ... 
  
AccPCA1 = []; 
Acc2DPCA1 = []; 
AccPCA2 = []; 
Acc2DPCA2 = []; 
for ii = 1:length(BBEsNames) 
    ii 
    newPath = [savePath BBEsNames(ii,4:end)] 
     
    % Read the images from JAFFE database 
    cd(newPath) 
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    fileNames = dir(fullfile(newPath, '*.tiff')); 
    C = cell(length(fileNames), 2); 
    for k = 1:length(fileNames) 
        filename = fileNames(k).name; 
        C{k, 1} = filename;  
        C{k, 2} = imread(filename); 
    end 
  
    a = C(:,1); 
    for k = 1:size(a,1) 
        I = cell2mat(strfind(a(k,:), '.')); 
        b = char(a(k,:)); 
        c = b(I(2)+1:I(3)-1);   % image number position in the file 
name 
        d = b(I(1)+1:I(2)-2);   % strongest emotion abbreviation 
in ... 
        idx = find(ismember(D(1,:),d)); % corresponding index in the 
cell D 
        C{k,3} = str2num(c); 
        C(k,4) = D(2,idx); 
    end 
  
    % number of images for each expression 
    A = cell2mat(C(:,4)); 
    S = [sum(A(:) == 0) sum(A(:) == 1) sum(A(:) == 2) sum(A(:) == 
3) ... 
        sum(A(:) == 4) sum(A(:) == 5) sum(A(:) == 6)] 
     
    nSub = 7;   % number of expressions, i.e. classes 
    nImg = min(S);  % number of images for each expression 
     
    height = size(C{k,2},1); 
    width = size(C{k,2},2); 
    jaffe = zeros(height,width,nImg,nSub); 
    kimg = zeros(1,7);  % initialise number of people for each 
expression counter 
    for k = 1:213 
        ni = C{k,4}+1; 
        if kimg(ni) < nImg 
            kimg(ni) = kimg(ni)+1; 
            A = double(C{k,2}); 
            jaffe(:,:,kimg(ni),ni)=A(:,:,1); 
        end 
    end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%     % show all images 
%     figure; 
%     
montage(reshape(jaffe,[height,width,1,nImg*nSub]),'DisplayRange',[],
'size',[nSub,nImg]); 
%     title('All Images'); 
%      
%     % show the first image of each subject/emotion 
%     figure; 
%     montage(jaffe(:,:,1,:),'DisplayRange',[]); 
%     title('First Image for Each Emotion') 
%     xlabel('NE - HA - SA - SU - AN - DI -FE'); 
%      
%     % show all images of the first subject/emotion 
%     figure; 
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%     
montage(reshape(jaffe(:,:,:,1),height,width,1,29),'DisplayRange',[])
; 
%     title('All Images for the First Emotion') 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
    % transform into 3D format 
    x=reshape(jaffe,[height,width,nImg*nSub]); 
    label=kron([1:nSub]',ones(nImg,1)); % labels 
    data_size=[height,width,nImg,nSub]; 
    % save('jaffe.mat','x','label','data_size'); 
     
    cd(oldPath); 
    % Split and Preprocess Data 
    % randomly separate samples 
    rng(0); 
    [height,width,n]=size(x); % number of samples 
    ix=randperm(n); % randomly separate the subjects 
    ix_test=ix(1:floor(n/10)); % 10% subjects for testing 
    ix_train=setdiff([1:n],ix_test); % the remaining subject for 
training 
     
    n_train=length(ix_train); 
    n_test=length(ix_test); 
     
    x_train=x(:,:,ix_train); 
    x_test=x(:,:,ix_test); 
     
    label_train=label(ix_train); 
    label_test=label(ix_test); 
     
    % subtract the mean 
    x_train_mean=mean(x_train,3); 
    x_train=x_train-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_train]); 
    x_test=x_test-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_test]); 
     
    % for 1D algorithms, reshape each sample to a vector first 
    xv_train=reshape(x_train,numel(x_train)/n_train,n_train); 
    xv_test=reshape(x_test,numel(x_test)/n_test,n_test); 
     
    % Classify 1 - simple classification, to see how it's going 
    [dxx_pca, 
acc_pca]=Classify_PCA(xv_train,xv_test,label_train,label_test); 
    [dxx_2dpca, 
acc_2dpca]=Classify_2DPCA(x_train,x_test,label_train,label_test); 
     
    % accumulate accuracies 
    AccPCA1 = [AccPCA1 acc_pca]; 
    Acc2DPCA1 = [Acc2DPCA1 acc_2dpca]; 
     
    % Classify 2 - Split, Preprocess and Classify using knn 
classifier 
    % uses "crossvalidation" 
    acc_pca = []; 
    acc_2dpca = []; 
    for iComp = 2:4:30  % no need to do every component, slows it 
down 
        iComp 
        indices = crossvalind('Kfold',label,10); 
        cp_pca = classperf(label); % initializes the CP object 
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        cp_2dpca = classperf(label); 
        for i = 1:10 
            ix_test = (indices == i); 
            ix_train = ~ix_test; 
             
            x_train=x(:,:,ix_train); 
            x_test=x(:,:,ix_test); 
             
            label_train=label(ix_train); 
            label_test=label(ix_test); 
             
            n_train=length(label_train); 
            n_test=length(label_test); 
             
            % subtract the mean 
            x_train_mean=mean(x_train,3); 
            x_train=x_train-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_train]); 
            x_test=x_test-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_test]); 
             
            % for 1D algorithms, reshape each sample to a vector 
first 
            
xv_train=reshape(x_train,numel(x_train)/n_train,n_train); 
            xv_test=reshape(x_test,numel(x_test)/n_test,n_test); 
             
            % Classify 
            class_pca=Classify_PCA_v2(iComp, 
xv_train,xv_test,label_train); 
            class_2dpca=Classify_2DPCA_v2(iComp, 
x_train,x_test,label_train,label_test); 
            % update the cp object with the current classification 
results 
            classperf(cp_pca,class_pca,ix_test); 
            classperf(cp_2dpca,class_2dpca,ix_test); 
            %     cp.CorrectRate; % current correct classification 
rate 
            %     C=confusionmat(label_test,class);   % current 
confusion matrix 
        end 
        acc_pca = [acc_pca cp_pca.CorrectRate]; % record the 
classification rate 
        acc_2dpca = [acc_2dpca cp_2dpca.CorrectRate]; 
    end 
     
   % accumulate accuracies 
    AccPCA2 = [AccPCA2 acc_pca']; 
    Acc2DPCA2 = [Acc2DPCA2 acc_2dpca']; 
end 
  
%% Save & Load 
% Classify 1 - simple classification, to see how it's going 
% Classify 2 - Split, Preprocess and Classify using knn classifier 
  
LBPPath = 'X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-
26~\XI_Region\2DPCA_FER\JAFFE'; 
cd(LBPPath); 
  
% save all "Accuracy" matrices 
AccPCA1_JAFFE_combine = AccPCA1; 
Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_combine = Acc2DPCA1; 
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AccPCA2_JAFFE_combine = AccPCA2; 
Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_combine = Acc2DPCA2; 
save('AccMatrices_JAFFE_combine.mat', 'AccPCA1_JAFFE_combine', 
'Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_combine', 'AccPCA2_JAFFE_combine',  
'Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_combine'); 
  
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_combine.xlsx', AccPCA1, 
'AccPCA1_JAFFE_combine'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_combine.xlsx', Acc2DPCA1, 
'Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_combine'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_combine.xlsx', AccPCA2, 
'AccPCA2_JAFFE_combine'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_combine.xlsx', Acc2DPCA2, 
'Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_combine'); 
  
% load all "Accuracy" matrices 
load('AccMatrices_JAFFE_combine.mat'); 
AccPCA1 = AccPCA1_JAFFE_combine; 
Acc2DPCA1 = Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_combine; 
AccPCA2 = AccPCA2_JAFFE_combine; 
Acc2DPCA2 = Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_combine; 
 
 
FERviaPCAv10_JAFFE_single.m 

% FER Demo - classify JAFFE images using PCA and 2DPCA algorithms 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
  
% directory to go back to - contains this code + functions 
oldPath = 'X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-26~\XI_Region\2DPCA_FER'; 
  
%% My PC 
savePath = 
'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jafferesized_landmarks
\jaffe'; 
rootPath =  'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified'; 
  
cd(oldPath); 
  
% Add image number and the strongest emotion label 
% textual and numerical labels 
D = {'NE' 'HA' 'SA' 'SU' 'AN' 'DI' 'FE'; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; 
  
%% Folder Names and Masks 
  
BBEsNames = [   'BBExx';... % whole face 
                'BBE1e';... % eyes 1 
                'BBE2e';... % eyes2 
                'BBE3e';... % eyes 3 
                'BBE4e';... % eyes 4 
                'BBE5e';... % eyes 5 
                'BBE1m';... % mouth and chin 1 
                'BBE2m';... % mouth and chin 2 
                'BBE3m';... % mouth and chin 3 
                'BBE4m';... % mouth and chin 4 
                'BBE5m';... % mouth and chin 5 
                'BBE1n';... % nose and mouth 1 
                'BBE2n';... % nose and mouth 2 
                'BBE3n';... % nose and mouth 3 
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                'BBE4n';... % nose and mouth 4 
                'BBE5n'];   % nose and mouth 5 
            
%% Start the BIIIIIG classification ... 
  
AccPCA1 = []; 
Acc2DPCA1 = []; 
AccPCA2 = []; 
Acc2DPCA2 = []; 
for ii = 1:1 %length(BBEsNames) 
    ii 
    newPath = [savePath BBEsNames(ii,4:end)] 
     
    % Read the images from JAFFE database 
    cd(newPath) 
    fileNames = dir(fullfile(newPath, '*.tiff')); 
    C = cell(length(fileNames), 2); 
    for k = 1:length(fileNames) 
        filename = fileNames(k).name; 
        C{k, 1} = filename;  
        C{k, 2} = imread(filename); 
    end 
  
    a = C(:,1); 
    for k = 1:size(a,1) 
        I = cell2mat(strfind(a(k,:), '.')); 
        b = char(a(k,:)); 
        c = b(I(2)+1:I(3)-1);   % image number position in the file 
name 
        d = b(I(1)+1:I(2)-2);   % strongest emotion abbreviation 
in ... 
        idx = find(ismember(D(1,:),d)); % corresponding index in the 
cell D 
        C{k,3} = str2num(c); 
        C(k,4) = D(2,idx); 
    end 
  
    % number of images for each expression 
    A = cell2mat(C(:,4)); 
    S = [sum(A(:) == 0) sum(A(:) == 1) sum(A(:) == 2) sum(A(:) == 
3) ... 
        sum(A(:) == 4) sum(A(:) == 5) sum(A(:) == 6)] 
     
    nSub = 7;   % number of expressions, i.e. classes 
    nImg = min(S);  % number of images for each expression 
     
    height = size(C{k,2},1); 
    width = size(C{k,2},2); 
    jaffe = zeros(height,width,nImg,nSub); 
    kimg = zeros(1,7);  % initialise number of people for each 
expression counter 
    for k = 1:213 
        ni = C{k,4}+1; 
        if kimg(ni) < nImg 
            kimg(ni) = kimg(ni)+1; 
            A = double(C{k,2}); 
            jaffe(:,:,kimg(ni),ni)=A(:,:,1); 
        end 
    end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%     % show all images 
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%     figure; 
%     
montage(reshape(jaffe,[height,width,1,nImg*nSub]),'DisplayRange',[],
'size',[nSub,nImg]); 
%     title('All Images'); 
%      
%     % show the first image of each subject/emotion 
%     figure; 
%     montage(jaffe(:,:,1,:),'DisplayRange',[]); 
%     title('First Image for Each Emotion') 
%     xlabel('NE - HA - SA - SU - AN - DI -FE'); 
%      
%     % show all images of the first subject/emotion 
%     figure; 
%     
montage(reshape(jaffe(:,:,:,1),height,width,1,29),'DisplayRange',[])
; 
%     title('All Images for the First Emotion') 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
  
    % transform into 3D format 
    x=reshape(jaffe,[height,width,nImg*nSub]); 
    label=kron([1:nSub]',ones(nImg,1)); % labels 
    data_size=[height,width,nImg,nSub]; 
    % save('jaffe.mat','x','label','data_size'); 
     
    cd(oldPath); 
    % Split and Preprocess Data 
    % randomly separate samples 
    rng(0); 
    [height,width,n]=size(x); % number of samples 
    ix=randperm(n); % randomly separate the subjects 
    ix_test=ix(1:floor(n/10)); % 10% subjects for testing 
    ix_train=setdiff([1:n],ix_test); % the remaining subject for 
training 
     
    n_train=length(ix_train); 
    n_test=length(ix_test); 
     
    x_train=x(:,:,ix_train); 
    x_test=x(:,:,ix_test); 
     
    label_train=label(ix_train); 
    label_test=label(ix_test); 
     
    % subtract the mean 
    x_train_mean=mean(x_train,3); 
    x_train=x_train-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_train]); 
    x_test=x_test-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_test]); 
     
    % for 1D algorithms, reshape each sample to a vector first 
    xv_train=reshape(x_train,numel(x_train)/n_train,n_train); 
    xv_test=reshape(x_test,numel(x_test)/n_test,n_test); 
     
    % Classify 1 - simple classification, to see how it's going 
    [dxx_pca, 
acc_pca]=Classify_PCA(xv_train,xv_test,label_train,label_test); 
    [dxx_2dpca, 
acc_2dpca]=Classify_2DPCA(x_train,x_test,label_train,label_test); 
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    % accumulate accuracies 
    AccPCA1 = [AccPCA1 acc_pca]; 
    Acc2DPCA1 = [Acc2DPCA1 acc_2dpca]; 
     
    % Classify 2 - Split, Preprocess and Classify using knn 
classifier 
    % uses "crossvalidation" 
    acc_pca = []; 
    acc_2dpca = []; 
    for iComp = 2:4:30  % no need to do every component, slows it 
down 
        iComp 
        indices = crossvalind('Kfold',label,10); 
        cp_pca = classperf(label); % initializes the CP object 
        cp_2dpca = classperf(label); 
        for i = 1:10 
            ix_test = (indices == i); 
            ix_train = ~ix_test; 
             
            x_train=x(:,:,ix_train); 
            x_test=x(:,:,ix_test); 
             
            label_train=label(ix_train); 
            label_test=label(ix_test); 
             
            n_train=length(label_train); 
            n_test=length(label_test); 
             
            % subtract the mean 
            x_train_mean=mean(x_train,3); 
            x_train=x_train-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_train]); 
            x_test=x_test-repmat(x_train_mean,[1,1,n_test]); 
             
            % for 1D algorithms, reshape each sample to a vector 
first 
            
xv_train=reshape(x_train,numel(x_train)/n_train,n_train); 
            xv_test=reshape(x_test,numel(x_test)/n_test,n_test); 
             
            % Classify 
            class_pca=Classify_PCA_v2(iComp, 
xv_train,xv_test,label_train); 
            class_2dpca=Classify_2DPCA_v2(iComp, 
x_train,x_test,label_train,label_test); 
            % update the cp object with the current classification 
results 
            classperf(cp_pca,class_pca,ix_test); 
            classperf(cp_2dpca,class_2dpca,ix_test); 
            %     cp.CorrectRate; % current correct classification 
rate 
            %     C=confusionmat(label_test,class);   % current 
confusion matrix 
        end 
        acc_pca = [acc_pca cp_pca.CorrectRate]; % record the 
classification rate 
        acc_2dpca = [acc_2dpca cp_2dpca.CorrectRate]; 
    end 
     
   % accumulate accuracies 
    AccPCA2 = [AccPCA2 acc_pca']; 
    Acc2DPCA2 = [Acc2DPCA2 acc_2dpca']; 
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end 
  
  
%% Save1 & Load1 
% Classify 1 - simple classification, to see how it's going 
% Classify 2 - Split, Preprocess and Classify using knn classifier 
  
LBPPath = 'X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-
26~\XI_Region\2DPCA_FER\JAFFE'; 
cd(LBPPath); 
  
% save all "Accuracy" matrices 
AccPCA1_JAFFE_single1 = AccPCA1; 
Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_single1 = Acc2DPCA1; 
AccPCA2_JAFFE_single1 = AccPCA2; 
Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_single1 = Acc2DPCA2; 
save('AccMatrices_JAFFE_single1.mat', 'AccPCA1_JAFFE_single1', 
'Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_single1', 'AccPCA2_JAFFE_single1',  
'Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_single1'); 
  
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single1.xlsx', AccPCA1, 
'AccPCA1_JAFFE_single1'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single1.xlsx', Acc2DPCA1, 
'Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_single1'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single1.xlsx', AccPCA2, 
'AccPCA2_JAFFE_single1'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single1.xlsx', Acc2DPCA2, 
'Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_single1'); 
  
  
  
%% Save & Load 
% Classify 1 - simple classification, to see how it's going 
% Classify 2 - Split, Preprocess and Classify using knn classifier 
  
LBPPath = 'X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-
26~\XI_Region\2DPCA_FER\JAFFE'; 
cd(LBPPath); 
  
% save all "Accuracy" matrices 
AccPCA1_JAFFE_single = AccPCA1; 
Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_single = Acc2DPCA1; 
AccPCA2_JAFFE_single = AccPCA2; 
Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_single = Acc2DPCA2; 
save('AccMatrices_JAFFE_single.mat', 'AccPCA1_JAFFE_single', 
'Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_single', 'AccPCA2_JAFFE_single',  
'Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_single'); 
  
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single.xlsx', AccPCA1, 
'AccPCA1_JAFFE_single'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single.xlsx', Acc2DPCA1, 
'Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_single'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single.xlsx', AccPCA2, 
'AccPCA2_JAFFE_single'); 
xlswrite('AccPCA_JAFFE_single.xlsx', Acc2DPCA2, 
'Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_single'); 
  
% load all "Accuracy" matrices 
load('AccMatrices_JAFFE_single.mat'); 
AccPCA1 = AccPCA1_JAFFE_single; 
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Acc2DPCA1 = Acc2DPCA1_JAFFE_single; 
AccPCA2 = AccPCA2_JAFFE_single; 
Acc2DPCA2 = Acc2DPCA2_JAFFE_single; 
 
 

Classify_2DPCA.m 

function [dxx, 
acc]=Classify_2DPCA(x_train,x_test,label_train,label_test) 
  
d=size(x_train,1); 
n_train=length(label_train); 
n_test=length(label_test); 
  
W=PCA2D(x_train); 
nComp=size(W,2); 
acc=zeros(nComp,1); 
  
x_train_reserve=zeros(d,nComp,n_train); 
for iSub=1:n_train 
    x_train_reserve(:,:,iSub)=x_train(:,:,iSub)*W; 
end 
  
x_test_reserve=zeros(d,nComp,n_test); 
for iSub=1:n_test 
    x_test_reserve(:,:,iSub)=x_test(:,:,iSub)*W; 
end 
  
for iComp=1:nComp 
    x_train=x_train_reserve(:,1:iComp,:); 
    x_test=x_test_reserve(:,1:iComp,:); 
     
    x_train=reshape(x_train,numel(x_train)/n_train,n_train); 
    x_test=reshape(x_test,numel(x_test)/n_test,n_test); 
     
    dxx=pdist2(x_train',x_test');     
    [~,ix]=min(dxx); 
    acc(iComp)=mean(label_test==label_train(ix)); 
end 
 
 
Classify_2DPCA_v2.m 

function class=Classify_2DPCA_v2(iComp, 
x_train,x_test,label_train,label_test) 
  
% "iComp" denotes the number of principal components used 
  
d=size(x_train,1); 
n_train=length(label_train); 
n_test=length(label_test); 
  
W=PCA2D(x_train); 
nComp=size(W,2); 
  
x_train_reserve=zeros(d,nComp,n_train); 
for iSub=1:n_train 
    x_train_reserve(:,:,iSub)=x_train(:,:,iSub)*W; 
end 
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x_test_reserve=zeros(d,nComp,n_test); 
for iSub=1:n_test 
    x_test_reserve(:,:,iSub)=x_test(:,:,iSub)*W; 
end 
  
x_train=x_train_reserve(:,1:iComp,:); 
x_test=x_test_reserve(:,1:iComp,:); 
  
x_train=reshape(x_train,numel(x_train)/n_train,n_train); 
x_test=reshape(x_test,numel(x_test)/n_test,n_test); 
  
% % class = knnclassify_v2(x_train', label_train', x_test', 1); 
% % class = knnclassification(x_test',x_train', 
label_train',1,'2norm'); 
% class = knnclassify(x_train',label_train,x_test',1); 
Mdl = fitcknn(x_train', label_train,'NumNeighbors',1); 
class = predict(Mdl, x_test'); 
  
% The above needs to be replaced with the code below in the 
% Matlab 2019 version ... if you do not have the good old 
"knnclassify" 
% TD = x_train'; 
% SD = x_test'; 
% GT = label_train; 
% % First train the model with your training dataset: 
% % Mdl = fitcknn(TD,GT,'NumNeighbors',3); %TD = training dataset, 
GT = ground truth 
% Mdl = fitcknn(TD,GT); 
% % Then apply the model to dataset: 
% class = predict(Mdl,SD); %SD = sample dataset 
 
 
Classify_PCA.m 

function [dxx, 
acc]=Classify_PCA(x_train,x_test,label_train,label_test) 
  
W=PCA(x_train); 
nComp=size(W,2); 
acc=zeros(nComp,1); 
x_train_reserve=W'*x_train; 
x_test_reserve=W'*x_test; 
for iComp=1:nComp 
    x_train=x_train_reserve(1:iComp,:); 
    x_test=x_test_reserve(1:iComp,:); 
    dxx=pdist2(x_train',x_test'); 
    [~,ix]=min(dxx); 
    acc(iComp)=mean(label_test==label_train(ix)); 
end 
 
 
Classify_PCA_v2.m 

function class=Classify_PCA_v2(iComp, x_train,x_test,label_train) 
  
% "iComp" denotes the number of principal components used 
  
W=PCA(x_train); 
x_train_reserve=W'*x_train; 
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x_test_reserve=W'*x_test; 
x_train=x_train_reserve(1:iComp,:); 
x_test=x_test_reserve(1:iComp,:); 
  
% % class = knnclassify_v2(x_train', label_train', x_test', 1); 
% % class = knnclassification(x_test',x_train', 
label_train',1,'2norm'); 
% class = knnclassify(x_train',label_train,x_test',1); 
Mdl = fitcknn(x_train', label_train,'NumNeighbors',1); 
class = predict(Mdl, x_test'); 
  
% The above needs to be replaced with the code below in the 
% Matlab 2019 version ... if you do not have the good old 
"knnclassify" 
% TD = x_train'; 
% SD = x_test'; 
% GT = label_train; 
% % First train the model with your training dataset: 
% % Mdl = fitcknn(TD,GT,'NumNeighbors',3); %TD = training dataset, 
GT = ground truth 
% Mdl = fitcknn(TD,GT); 
% % Then apply the model to dataset: 
% class = predict(Mdl,SD); %SD = sample dataset 
 
 
knnclassify.m 

function classifications = knnclassify(train_points, train_labels, 
test_points, k); 
  
%------------------------------------------- 
% K nearest neighbour (KNN) classification 
% code by Jaakko Peltonen 2008 
%------------------------------------------- 
% Classifies test points based on majority vote of their k nearest 
% neighbours in train points. 'Nearest' is determined from squared  
% Euclidean distance. In case the majority voting results in a tie, 
% gives equal portions to each class in the tie. 
% 
% Inputs: 
%--------- 
% train_points: matrix, the i:th row has the features of the i:th  
%               training point. 
% 
% train_labels: two possible formats.  
%   Format 1: a column vector where the i:th element is an integer  
%             value indicating the label of the i:th training 
%             point. The labels should start from zero. 
% 
%   Format 2: a matrix where the i:th row has the class memberships 
%             of the i:th training point. Each class membership is 
%             a value from 0 to 1, where 1 means the point fully  
%             belongs to that class. 
% 
% test_points: feature matrix for test points. Same format as 
%    train_points. You can give an empty matrix: then the method 
%    computes leave-one-out classification error based only on 
%    the training points. 
% 
% Outputs: 
%--------- 
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% classifications: matrix, the i:th row has the predicted class 
%             memberships of the i:th test point. Each class 
%             membership if a value from 0 to 1, where 1 means 
%             the test point is predicted to fully belong to 
%             that class. 
% 
  
  
nDim = size(test_points,2); 
nTrainPoints = size(train_points,1); 
  
% if the training labels were provided in format 1, 
% convert them to format 2. 
if size(train_labels,2)==1, 
  nClasses = max(train_labels)+1; 
  train_labels2 = zeros(nTrainPoints,nClasses); 
  for i=1:nTrainPoints, 
    train_labels2(i,train_labels(i)+1) = 1; 
  end; 
  train_labels = train_labels2; 
end; 
nClasses = size(train_labels,2); 
  
% if test_points is empty, perform leave-one-out classification 
if isempty(test_points), 
  test_points = train_points; 
  leave_one_out = 1; 
else 
  leave_one_out = 0; 
end; 
nTestPoints = size(test_points,1); 
  
  
%  
% Perform the KNN classification. For leave-one-out classification, 
% this code assumes that k < nTrainPoints. 
% 
classifications = zeros(nTestPoints, nClasses); 
for i=1:nTestPoints, 
  % find squared Euclidean distances to all training points 
  difference = train_points(:,1:nDim) - 
repmat(test_points(i,:),[nTrainPoints 1]); 
  distances = sum(difference.^2,2); 
  
  % in leave-one-out classification, make sure the point being 
  % classified is not chosen among the k neighbors. 
  if leave_one_out == 1, 
    distances(i) = inf; 
  end;   
   
  % collect the 'votes' of the k closest points 
  [sorted_distances, indices] = sort(distances); 
  classamounts = zeros(1, nClasses); 
  for j=1:k, 
    classamounts = classamounts + train_labels(indices(j),:); 
  end; 
   
  % choose the class by majority vote 
  indices = find(classamounts == max(classamounts)); 
  if (length(indices) == 1), 
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    % there is a single winner 
    classifications(i,indices(1)) = 1; 
  else 
    % there was a tie between two or more classes 
    classifications(i,indices) = 1/length(indices); 
  end; 
end; 
 
 
PCA.m 

function W=PCA(x) 
% Calculate the first k PCA components. 
  
[d,n]=size(x); 
k=min(d,30); 
[u,~,~]=svd(x,0); 
w=u(:,1:k); 
W=w; 
 
 
PCA2D.m 

function W=PCA2D(x) 
% Calculate the first k components of 2DPCA 
  
[~,width,p]=size(x);  
cov=zeros(width); 
for i=1:p 
    cov=cov+x(:,:,i)'*x(:,:,i); 
end 
[V,D]=eig(cov); 
  
% Sort the eigen values in order. 
[~,indx]=sort(abs(diag(D)),'descend'); 
V=V(:,indx); 
  
k=30; 
W=V(:,1:k); 
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Local Binary Pattern and Support Vector Machine 

Different Size of Facial Regions are analysed by LBP and SVM mothed. 
 
programmes:  

FERviaLBP_JAFFE_combine.m 
FERviaLBP_JAFFE_single.m  

 
function:  

DSLBP.m 
lbp_getmapping.m 
lbp.m 

 
 

FERviaLBP_JAFFE_combine.m 

% FER Demo - classify JAFFE images using LBP and SVM 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
% directory to go back to - contains this code + functions 
oldPath = 'D:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2020-01-20\regions\LBP'; 
  
%% PC 
savePath = 
'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jafferesized\jaffe'; 
rootPath =  'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified'; 
  
cd(oldPath); 
  
% Add image number and the strongest emotion label 
% textual and numerical labels 
D = {'NE' 'HA' 'SA' 'SU' 'AN' 'DI' 'FE'; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; 
  
  
%% Folder Names and Masks 
  
BBEsNames = ['BBE1em'; 'BBE2em'; 'BBE3em'; 'BBE4em'; 'BBE5em';... 
    'BBE1nm'; 'BBE2nm'; 'BBE3nm'; 'BBE4nm'; 'BBE5nm']; 
  
%%  
AccLBP = []; 
  
for ii = 1:length(BBEsNames) 
     
    ii 
    newPath = [savePath BBEsNames(ii,4:end)] 
     
    % Read the images from CKP database 
    cd(newPath) 
    fileNames = dir(fullfile(newPath, '*.tiff')); 
    C = cell(length(fileNames), 2); 
    for k = 1:length(fileNames) 
        filename = fileNames(k).name; 
        C{k, 1} = filename;  
%         C{k, 2} = imread(filename); 
        image = imread(filename); 
        C{k, 2} = imresize(image, [64 64]); 
    end 
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    a = C(:,1); 
    for k = 1:size(a,1) 
        I = cell2mat(strfind(a(k,:), '.')); 
        b = char(a(k,:)); 
        d = b(I(1)+1:I(1)+2);   % strongest emotion abbreviation 
in ... 
        c = b(I(1)+1:I(2)-1);   % image number position in the file 
name 
        idx = find(ismember(D(1,:),d)); % corresponding index in the 
cell D 
        C{k,3} = str2num(c); 
        C(k,4) = D(2,idx); 
    end 
     
    % number of images for each expression 
    A = cell2mat(C(:,4)); 
    S = [sum(A(:) == 0) sum(A(:) == 1) sum(A(:) == 2) sum(A(:) == 
3) ... 
        sum(A(:) == 4) sum(A(:) == 5) sum(A(:) == 6)] 
     
    nSub = 7;   % number of expressions, i.e. classes 
    nImg = min(S);  % number of images for each expression 
     
    cd(oldPath); 
    LBP_feature=[]; 
    LBP_label=[]; 
    mapping=lbp_getmapping(8,'u2');                     %LBP mapping 
    for i = 1 : length(C) 
        img = double(C{i,2}); 
        lbp=DSLBP(img,mapping);                             %LBP 
        LBP_feature = [LBP_feature;lbp]; 
        LBP_label = [LBP_label;C{i,4}+1]; 
    end 
     
    % Classify SVM 
    % Training classifier and saving trained classifier 
    template = templateSVM(... 
        'KernelFunction', 'polynomial', ... 
        'PolynomialOrder', 2, ... 
        'KernelScale', 'auto', ... 
        'BoxConstraint', 1, ... 
        'Standardize', true); 
    SVM = fitcecoc(... 
        LBP_feature,LBP_label, ... 
        'Learners', template, ... 
        'Coding', 'onevsall', ... 
        'ClassNames', [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7]); 
  
    partitionedModel = crossval(SVM, 'KFold', 5); % Perform cross-
validation 
  
    [validationPredictions, validationScores] = 
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);% Compute validation predictions 
    validationAccuracy = 1 - kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, 'LossFun', 
'ClassifError');% Compute validation accuracy 
     
    % accumulate accuracies 
    AccLBP = [AccLBP validationAccuracy];   
     
end 
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%% Save & Load 
  
LBPPath = 'X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-26~\XI_Region\LBP\JAFFE'; 
cd(LBPPath); 
  
% save "Accuracy" vector 
AccLBP_JAFFE_combine = AccLBP; 
save('AccLBP_JAFFE_combine.mat', 'AccLBP_JAFFE_combine'); 
xlswrite('AccLBP_JAFFE_combine.xlsx', AccLBP, 1); 
  
% load "Accuracy" vector 
load('AccLBP_JAFFE_combine.mat'); 
AccLBP = AccLBP_JAFFE_combine; 
  
figure 
hold on 
h = bar([AccLBP(1:5),0,0,0,0,0],'g'); 
h = bar([0,0,0,0,0,AccLBP(6:10)],'r'); 
legend('Eyes & Mouth and Chin','Nose and Mouth &Mouth and Chin'); 
saveas(h,'LBP JAFFE combine bar Results.emf'); 
 
 
FERviaLBP_JAFFE_single.m 

% FER Demo - classify JAFFE images using LBP and SVM 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
% directory to go back to - contains this code + functions 
oldPath = 'X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-26~\XI_Region\LBP'; 
  
%% PC 
savePath = 
'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jafferesized_landmarks
\jaffe'; 
rootPath =  'X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified'; 
  
cd(oldPath); 
  
% Add image number and the strongest emotion label 
% textual and numerical labels 
D = {'NE' 'HA' 'SA' 'SU' 'AN' 'DI' 'FE'; 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}; 
  
  
%% Folder Names and Masks 
  
BBEsNames = [   'BBExx';... % whole face 
                'BBE1e';... % eyes 1 
                'BBE2e';... % eyes2 
                'BBE3e';... % eyes 3 
                'BBE4e';... % eyes 4 
                'BBE5e';... % eyes 5 
                'BBE1m';... % mouth and chin 1 
                'BBE2m';... % mouth and chin 2 
                'BBE3m';... % mouth and chin 3 
                'BBE4m';... % mouth and chin 4 
                'BBE5m';... % mouth and chin 5 
                'BBE1n';... % nose and mouth 1 
                'BBE2n';... % nose and mouth 2 
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                'BBE3n';... % nose and mouth 3 
                'BBE4n';... % nose and mouth 4 
                'BBE5n'];   % nose and mouth 5 
  
%%  
AccLBP = []; 
  
for ii = 1:length(BBEsNames) 
     
    ii 
    newPath = [savePath BBEsNames(ii,4:end)] 
     
    % Read the images from CKP database 
    cd(newPath) 
    fileNames = dir(fullfile(newPath, '*.tiff')); 
    C = cell(length(fileNames), 2); 
    for k = 1:length(fileNames) 
        filename = fileNames(k).name; 
        C{k, 1} = filename;  
%         C{k, 2} = imread(filename); 
        image = imread(filename); 
        C{k, 2} = imresize(image, [64 64]); 
    end 
     
    a = C(:,1); 
    for k = 1:size(a,1) 
        I = cell2mat(strfind(a(k,:), '.')); 
        b = char(a(k,:)); 
        d = b(I(1)+1:I(1)+2);   % strongest emotion abbreviation 
in ... 
        c = b(I(1)+1:I(2)-1);   % image number position in the file 
name 
        idx = find(ismember(D(1,:),d)); % corresponding index in the 
cell D 
        C{k,3} = str2num(c); 
        C(k,4) = D(2,idx); 
    end 
     
    % number of images for each expression 
    A = cell2mat(C(:,4)); 
    S = [sum(A(:) == 0) sum(A(:) == 1) sum(A(:) == 2) sum(A(:) == 
3) ... 
        sum(A(:) == 4) sum(A(:) == 5) sum(A(:) == 6)] 
     
    nSub = 7;   % number of expressions, i.e. classes 
    nImg = min(S);  % number of images for each expression 
     
    cd(oldPath); 
    LBP_feature=[]; 
    LBP_label=[]; 
    mapping=lbp_getmapping(8,'u2');                     %LBP mapping 
    for i = 1 : length(C) 
        img = double(C{i,2}); 
        lbp=DSLBP(img,mapping);                             %LBP 
        LBP_feature = [LBP_feature;lbp]; 
        LBP_label = [LBP_label;C{i,4}+1]; 

end 
     

% Classify SVM 
% Training classifier and saving trained classifier 
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template = templateSVM(… 
        ‘KernelFunction’, ‘polynomial’, … 
        ‘PolynomialOrder’, 2, … 
        ‘KernelScale’, ‘auto’, … 
        ‘BoxConstraint’, 1, … 
        ‘Standardize’, true); 

SVM = fitcecoc(… 
        LBP_feature,LBP_label, … 
        ‘Learners’, template, … 
        ‘Coding’, ‘onevsall’, … 
        ‘ClassNames’, [1; 2; 3; 4; 5; 6; 7]); 
  

partitionedModel = crossval(SVM, ‘Kfold’, 5); % Perform cross-
validation 
  

[validationPredictions, validationScores] = 
kfoldPredict(partitionedModel);% Compute validation predictions 

validationAccuracy = 1 – kfoldLoss(partitionedModel, ‘LossFun’, 
‘ClassifError’);% Compute validation accuracy 
     

% accumulate accuracies 
AccLBP = [AccLBP validationAccuracy];   

     
end 
  
%% Save & Load 
  
LBPPath = ‘X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-26~\XI_Region\LBP\JAFFE’; 
cd(LBPPath); 
  
% save “Accuracy” vector 
AccLBP_JAFFE_single = AccLBP; 
save(‘AccLBP_JAFFE_single.mat’, ‘AccLBP_JAFFE_single’); 
xlswrite(‘AccLBP_JAFFE_single.xlsx’, AccLBP, 1); 
  
% load “Accuracy” vector 
load(‘AccLBP_JAFFE_single.mat’); 
AccLBP = AccLBP_JAFFE_single; 
  
figure 
hold on 
h = bar([AccLBP(1),0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0],’b’); 
h = bar([0,AccLBP(2:6),0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0],’g’); 
h = bar([0,0,0,0,0,0,AccLBP(7:11),0,0,0,0,0],’r’); 
h = bar([0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,AccLBP(12:16)],’y’); 
axis([0 17 0.4 1]); 
legend(‘Whole face’,’Eyes’,’Mouth and Chin’,’Nose and Mouth’); 
saveas(h,’LBP JAFFE single bar Results.emf’); 
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Transfer Learning 

Different Size of Facial Regions are analysed by Transfer Learning 
via AlexNet mothed. 
 
Programmes:  

FERviaTLv3_JAFFE_combine.m 
FERviaTLv3_JAFFE_single.m  

 
 
FERviaTLv3_JAFFE_combine.m 

% FER Demo – classify JAFFE images using Transfer Learning and 
Alexnet 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
  
gpu = gpuDevice(2); 
reset(gpu); 
%% My PC 
  
savePath = 
‘X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jafferesized_landmarks
\jaffe’; 
rootPath =  ‘X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified’; 
  
%% Folder Names and Masks 
  
BBEsNames = [‘BBE1em’; ‘BBE2em’; ‘BBE3em’; ‘BBE4em’; ‘BBE5em’;… 

‘BBE1nm’; ‘BBE2nm’; ‘BBE3nm’; ‘BBE4nm’; ‘BBE5nm’]; 
            
%% Load the images. Learn and classify for each of the abave 
subfolders in turn 
  
Acc_TL = []; 
for kk = 1:length(BBEsNames) 

% load a pre-trained, deep, convolutional network 
alex = alexnet; 
layers = alex.Layers; 

  
% modify the network to use 7 categories 
layers(23) = fullyConnectedLayer(7); 
layers(25) = classificationLayer; 

     
newPath = [savePath BBEsNames(kk,4:end)] 
% load the images 
allImages = imageDatastore(newPath); 
% add the corresponding labels 
Label = []; 
for k = 1:length(allImages.Files) 

        w1 = split(allImages.Files(k),’.’); 
        Label = [Label;w1{2}(1:2)]; 

end 
allImages.Labels = categorical(cellstr(Label)); 
% split into training and testing set 
% [trainingImages, testImages] = 

splitEachLabel(allImages,0.8,’randomize’); 
labels = grp2idx(allImages.Labels); 
indices = crossvalind(‘Kfold’,labels,10);     
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% 10-fold cross-validation instead of simple split 
accuracy = 0; 
for i = 1:10 

        i 
        test = (indices == i);  
        train = ~test; 
        trainingImages = subset(allImages,train); 
        testImages = subset(allImages,test); 
  
        % re-train the Network 
        opts = trainingOptions(‘sgdm’,’InitialLearnRate’, 0.001, 
‘MaxEpochs’, 20, ‘MiniBatchSize’, 64); 
        myNet = trainNetwork(trainingImages, layers, opts); 
  
        % measure network accuracy 
        predictedLabels = classify(myNet, testImages); 
        accuracy = accuracy + mean(predictedLabels == 
testImages.Labels) 

end 
Acc_TL = [Acc_TL accuracy/10]; % accumulate all accuracies 
clear allImages labels      % not necessary, but anyway … 

end 
  
%% Save 
  
TLPath = ‘X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-
26~\XI_Region\TransferLearningFER\JAFFE’; 
cd(TLPath); 
  
% save “Accuracy” vector 
Acc_TL_JAFFE_combine = Acc_TL; 
save(‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_combine.mat’, ‘Acc_TL_JAFFE_combine’); 
xlswrite(‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_combine.xlsx’, Acc_TL, 
‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_combine’); 
  
% % load “Accuracy” vector 
% load(‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_combine.mat’); 
% Acc_TL = Acc_TL_JAFFE_combine; 
  
figure 
title(‘Results for 80% training images’); 
h1 = plot(Acc_TL(1:5),’r-o’); 
axis([1 6 0 1]); 
hold on 
h1 = plot(Acc_TL(6:10),’b-o’); 
legend(‘Eyes & Mouth and Chin’,’Nose and Mouth & Mouth and 
Chin’,’Location’,’southeast’); 
saveas(h1,’TL JAFFE combine line Results for 80% training 
images.emf’); 
  
figure 
hold on 
h2 = bar([Acc_TL(1:5),0,0,0,0,0],’g’); 
h2 = bar([0,0,0,0,0,Acc_TL(6:10)],’r’); 
legend(‘Eyes & Mouth and Chin’,’Nose and Mouth & Mouth and 
Chin’,’Location’,’southeast’); 
saveas(h2,’TL JAFFE combine bar Results for 80% training 
images.emf’); 
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FERviaTLv3_JAFFE_single.m 

% FER Demo – classify JAFFE images using Transfer Learning and 
Alexnet 
  
clear all; close all; clc; 
  
gpu = gpuDevice(1); 
reset(gpu); 
%% My PC 
  
savePath = 
‘X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified\jafferesized_landmarks
\jaffe’; 
rootPath =  ‘X:\PhD\Program\Database\JAFFEBase\classified’; 
%% Folder Names and Masks 
  
BBEsNames = [   ‘BBExx’;… % whole face 
                ‘BBE1e’;… % eyes 1 
                ‘BBE2e’;… % eyes2 
                ‘BBE3e’;… % eyes 3 
                ‘BBE4e’;… % eyes 4 
                ‘BBE5e’;… % eyes 5 
                ‘BBE1m’;… % mouth and chin 1 
                ‘BBE2m’;… % mouth and chin 2 
                ‘BBE3m’;… % mouth and chin 3 
                ‘BBE4m’;… % mouth and chin 4 
                ‘BBE5m’;… % mouth and chin 5 
                ‘BBE1n’;… % nose and mouth 1 
                ‘BBE2n’;… % nose and mouth 2 
                ‘BBE3n’;… % nose and mouth 3 
                ‘BBE4n’;… % nose and mouth 4 
                ‘BBE5n’];   % nose and mouth 5 
            
%% Load the images. Learn and classify for each of the abave 
subfolders in turn 
  
Acc_TL = []; 
for kk = 1:length(BBEsNames) 

% load a pre-trained, deep, convolutional network 
alex = alexnet; 
layers = alex.Layers; 

  
% modify the network to use 7 categories 
layers(23) = fullyConnectedLayer(7); 
layers(25) = classificationLayer; 

     
newPath = [savePath BBEsNames(kk,4:5)] 
% load the images 
allImages = imageDatastore(newPath); 
% add the corresponding labels 
Label = []; 
for k = 1:length(allImages.Files) 

        w1 = split(allImages.Files(k),’.’); 
        Label = [Label;w1{2}(1:2)]; 

end 
allImages.Labels = categorical(cellstr(Label)); 
% split into training and testing set 
% [trainingImages, testImages] = 

splitEachLabel(allImages,0.8,’randomize’); 
labels = grp2idx(allImages.Labels); 
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indices = crossvalind(‘Kfold’,labels,10);     
     

% 10-fold cross-validation instead of simple split 
accuracy = 0; 
for i = 1:10 

        i 
        test = (indices == i);  
        train = ~test; 
        trainingImages = subset(allImages,train); 
        testImages = subset(allImages,test); 
  
        % re-train the Network 
        opts = trainingOptions(‘sgdm’,’InitialLearnRate’, 0.001, 
‘MaxEpochs’, 20, ‘MiniBatchSize’, 64); 
        myNet = trainNetwork(trainingImages, layers, opts); 
  
        % measure network accuracy 
        predictedLabels = classify(myNet, testImages); 
        accuracy = accuracy + mean(predictedLabels == 
testImages.Labels) 

end 
Acc_TL = [Acc_TL accuracy/10]; % accumulate all accuracies 
clear allImages labels      % not necessary, but anyway … 

end 
  
%% Save & Load 
  
TLPath = ‘X:\PhD\Program\Matlab\2021-04-
26~\XI_Region\TransferLearningFER\JAFFE’; 
cd(TLPath); 
  
% save “Accuracy” vector 
Acc_TL_JAFFE_single = Acc_TL; 
save(‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_single.mat’, ‘Acc_TL_JAFFE_single’); 
xlswrite(‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_single.xlsx’, Acc_TL, 
‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_single’); 
  
% % load “Accuracy” vector 
% load(‘AccTL_add_JAFFE_single.mat’); 
% Acc_TL = Acc_TL_JAFFE_single; 
  
figure 
title(‘Results for 80% training images’); 
h1 = plot(Acc_TL(1:6),’r-o’); 
axis([1 6 0 1]); 
hold on 
h1 = plot([Acc_TL(1) Acc_TL(7:11)],’b-o’); 
h1 = plot([Acc_TL(1) Acc_TL(11:16)],’g-o’); 
legend(‘Eyes’,’Mouth and Chin’,’Nose and 
Mouth’,’Location’,’southeast’); 
saveas(h1,’TL JAFFE single line Results for 80% training 
images.emf’); 
  
figure 
hold on 
h2 = bar([Acc_TL(1),0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0],’b’); 
h2 = bar([0,Acc_TL(2:6),0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0],’g’); 
h2 = bar([0,0,0,0,0,0,Acc_TL(7:11),0,0,0,0,0],’r’); 
h2 = bar([0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,Acc_TL(12:16)],’y’); 
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legend(‘Whole face’,’Eyes’,’Mouth and Chin’,’Nose and 
Mouth’,’Location’,’southeast’); 
saveas(h2,’TL JAFFE single bar Results for 80% training 
images.emf’); 
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APPENDIX E: Form UPR16 (Research ethics review) 
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